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publlcation." Tb* Berne Convention doas not recognise suck a 

general right, though It has lately considered doing so. 

Where we have strayed from tee international consen

sus Is in how to consider this right of first publication in 

the fair asa balance. The courts have treated this right as 

'inherently different,"3* from other statutory righta. The 

result is that, for unpublished works, "the balance of equities 

in evaluating . . . a claim of fair use inevitably shifts." 

On the other hand, the Berne Convention puts no such 

heavy thumb on the equitable scale. The Convention's basic 

right of reproduction Is directly limited by a fair use 

31 •ation. 471 U.S. at 9S2. 

32 gee. S. ftlcketsoa, S 6.46, at 409. the Convention does 
provide for a right of circulation In certain limited cir
cumstances. See Berne Convention, art. 14(1) (right of 
distribution of cinematographic adaptations and reproduc
tions), art. 14tar (optional provision conferring right to 
interest in sale of work subsequent to first transfer of 
the work by the author), art. 16 (right of selsure of 
infringing copies)i see alao S. Mcketson, S 6.42, at 403. 

33 

14 

35 

Sea S. Ricketson* $$ 6.47-6.48, at 407-09. 

nation. 471 O.S. at 953. 

Id-

See Berne Convention, art. 9(1). the exclusive right of 
reproduction is considered the central right. See S. 

Footnote continued on next page. 
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analjrsis without regard to whether tha work is published or 

unpublished. further, when the Convention aost recently con

sidered enact Ino an explicit right of first publication, it did 

so in the contest of that basic right of reproduction.3' Even 

if our lav were exactly the sane as the Berne Convention in 

this respect, the Convention would grant no special status to 

unpublished works; an unadulterated fair use analyals would 

still apply- The battc* line is that the vail our lav has 

built between published and unpublished works is neither recog

nised nor endorsed by the Berne Convention. This proposed leg

islation would tear down that wall and hensonize our law with 

the Berne Convention. 

Kuch has been aade in statements before this 

Committee of a single phrase embedded in the broader Berne 

fair uae scheme. That phrase is "lawfully made available to 

Footnote continued fro* previous page. 

Kicketson, I 8.6, at 369 (characterising art. 9(1) as "the 
general right," and the other rights, including the enu
merated limited distribution rights, as "its deriva
tives*!; fittidj, I 9.1, at 54 (characterising the right in 
art. 9(1) a* "the very essence of copyright"). 

37 fitt S. Ricketsoa. SS 9.16-9.17, at 448-89. 

3* Sttij-. SS 8.47-B.4B, at 407-09. 
3 9 See, fua., Gins burg Letter 4. 
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th* public," and it describe* the works froai which quotations 

can fairly be made. Prom this phrase, all sorts of restric

tions have been read into the Berne Convention's feir use pro

visions and laid before this Cotsnittee. You have been told 

that for any use to be deemed fair, e work Bust have been 'pub

licly disclosed"}*1 that it aust have been 'intended for the 

public in general";42 that "affirmative dissemination" of the 

work it required, for "atereEl accessibility)* is not enough; 

and that an "authorial intent to disclose* the vork is 

required. PinalIf, you have been told that the vhole enter

prise in vhich you are engaged today "flout(s] our Berne 

obi igetions."*5 

10 

41 

Berne Convention, art. 10(1). 

Glnsburg better S. 

4 2 Id. (quoting Guide, i 10.3, et 58). Professor Cineburg 
cites the Guide as "authoritative"; the Guide itself 
states that it "is not intended to be an authentic inter
pretation of the provisions of the Convention since such 
en interpretstioa is not within the competence of the 
International Bureau of WIPO." Guide at « (preface of 
Arpad Bosch, Director General, WIPO). 

43 Cinsburg Letter S. 

44 Id. 

« 14. 
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I offer four brief responses to this perade of inter

pretive horribles. First, the results of such an interpreta

tion of the Berne Convention would be radical, if this inter

pretation were correct, it. would require a total bar on any 

fair usa of unpublished works however brief, however sig

nificant, however insignificant. This extraordinarily draco-

nian solution goes even farther than — and in fact. Is at odds 

with — the Mat ion. Sal inner and' Hew Era cases. 

Second, not a word in the detailed and prolonged con

sideration by Congress of the Berne Convention even relates to 

this topic, it would, as Kenneth M. .Vittor's testimony to you 

for the Magazine Publishers of America points out, "be surpris

ing, indeed, if United States adherence to the Berne Conventior 

resulted — without any debate regarding this Important issue 

— in (such an} elimination or restriction of nagaslne publish

ers1 and journalists' rights . . . .* 

Third, the language about 'lawful availability" nakei 

no mention of publication. "Published works" are defined in 

the Berne Convention as "works published with the consent of 

their authors.** Moreover, the legislative history of the 

*' Statement of Kenneth H. Vitlor 19-20. 

*7 Berne Convention, art. 3(3) {emphasis added*. 
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*lawful availability* phrase mokes claar that it relates to 

•every weans by which the work is lawfully made accessible to 

the public." Those opposed to this amendment would have you 

believe that notions of consent and authorial intent and affir

mative dissemination — notions bound up in the concept of pub

lication — are allowed to sneak in through the back door and 

restrict Berne's fair use analysis. That is not the case. 

Finally, it is unpersuasive to maintain that this 

amendment is improper because "our Berne membership underlies 

. . . our continued exploration of legislation affording 

greater protections to creators." To the extent this sug

gests that it would be inconsistent with our Berne Convention 

obligations ever to limit to even the slightest degree the 

rights of those who claim Infringement, it is simply insupport

able. When the United States implemented the Berne Convention, 

for example, it explicitly did not incorporate the so-called 

"moral rights" doctrine into oor law. The proper way to 

*• Records of the intellectual Property Conference of 
Stockholm,.June 11 - July 14, 1967. Vol. I, 107 (Doc. S/l) 
(emphasis added); see. ftlgo S. Ricketson, S 7.22, at 339, 
S 9.22, at 491. 

*' Cinsburg Letter 4. 

50 See. S. Rep* Bo- 392, 100th Cong., 2d Sess. 10, reprinted 
I* 1908 U.S. Coda Cong. 4 Admin. Mews 3706, 3719. See 
also Statement of Kenneth M. Vlttor 17-19. 
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confar right* on artista la through carafully crafted leglau-

tion, not by an interpretation of the 9imi Convention which 

reads it aa a one-way ratchat barring any Congraaaionai amend

ment to our copyright lav on tha ground that tha revision roiaht 

adversely affect creator*. Artista' intercats attar this 

amendment will be fully protected by in equitable analysis, 

just as they are protected by the Berne Convent ion'a equitable 

analysis. 

The Berne Convention applies fair use analysis with

out any threshold reference to the publication status of a 

work. Our copyright lav makes such a threshold reference. 

This amendment would render our lav wore not less compatible 

with the Berne Convention, 

i 
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COMMENTARIES 

TOWARD A FAIR USE STANDARD 

Pierre N. Uval* 

Random distribution has dealt me a generous share of copyright 
suits involving claims of fair use. The court of appeals' disagreement 
with two of my decisions1 provoked some rethinking, which revealed 
that my own decisions had not adhered to a consistent theory, and, 
more importantly, that throughout the development of the fair use 
doctrine, courts had failed to fashion a set of governing principles or 
values. Is this because no rational defining values exist, or is k rather 
that judges, like me, have repeatedly adjudicated upon ad hoc per
ceptions of justice without a permanent framework? This commentary 
suggests that a cogent set of governing principles exists and is soundly 
rooted in the objectives of the copyright law. 

Not long after the creation of the copyright by the Statute of Anne 
of 1709,' courts recognized that certain instances of unauthorized 
reproduction of copyrighted material, first described as "fair abridg
ment," later "fair use," would not infringe the author's rights.3 In the 
United States, the doctrine was received and eventually incorporated 
into the Copyright Act of 1976, which provides that "the fair use of 
a copyrighted work . . . is not an infringement of copyright-"4 

What is most curious about this doctrine is thai neither the deci
sions that have applied it for nearly 300 years, nor its eventual stat
utory formulation, undertook to define or explain its contours or ob
jectives. In Folsom v. Marsh,s in 1841, Justice Story articulated art 
often-cited summary of how to approach a question of fair use: "In 
short, we must often . . . look to the nature and objects of the 
selections made, the quantity and value of the materials used, and 
the degree in which the use may prejudice the sate, or diminish the 
profits, or supersede the objects, of the original work."6 The 1976 
Copyright Act largely adopted his summary.7 These formulations, 

* Judpr, United Slates District C a m far the Southern Dktrkl of New- York. 
' Srr SafafKi »• Randan House. Inc., 650 F. Supp. 41J (S.D.N V. (9J6), m>'A 811 F.M) 

go 4*d C» ). fen dtmit*. 484 V S. Boo (1987); New Era PafcSntiow tall r. Henry Holt * 
Co., t f j F. Supp. 140,3 (S.D.N V. ioM>, «#'rf on other gromndt. 87] F.»d 576 U* Ctr. iggg). 

' Act far the Encouragement of Learning, i;oo, 8 Anne, cfc- 19. 
' See. e.g., Cvtcs v. Wikxn. >6 Eng. Rep. 480. 1 A(k 141 (1740* (N». JJO). 5er grneratfv 

W PATWT, THE F»rn Use PIIVILICE IN COPVBICHT IJIW 6-17 1198$). 
« 17 O.SC I 107 <io8i>. 
J « F. C M . S4> ( C C . B Mass I « J I ) (No. 4900. 
* Id at 148. 
' Tfac sUtatc states: 

IIOS 
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however, furnish Ktue guidance on how to recognize fair pse. The 
statute, for example, directs us to eumine the "purpose and character" 
of the secondary use as well as "the nature of the copyrighted work.* 
Beyond staling a preference for the critical, educational, and nonprofit 
over the commercial, the statute teBs little about What to look for in 
the "purpose and character* of the secondary use. It gives no chics 
at all regarding the significance of "the nature of" the copyrighted 
work. Although it instructs us to be concerned with the quantity and 
importance of the materials taken and with the effect of the use on 
the potential for copyright profits, it provides- no guidance for distin
guishing between acceptable and excessive levels. Finally, although 
leaving open the possabflky that other factors may bear on the ques
tion, the statute identifies none.* 

Curiously, judges generally have neither complained of the absence 
of guidance, nor made substantial efforts to fill the void. Uttering 
confident conclusions as to whether the particular taking was or was 
not a fair use, courts have treated the definition of the doctrine as 
assumed common ground. 

The assumption of common ground is mistaken. Judges do not 
share a consensus on the meaning of fair usd Earlier decisions pro
vide little basis for predicting later ones. Reversals9 and divided 

NMwidntandnut the |nariil—1 of section 106, i k t n « c if 1 copyrighted work., 
inctafiBg such «at by iipwdtliim la caries or paoaotecords or by nay ather moots 
speciCed by that smiaa. far panoses suck as critkum. comment, news reporting, 
inching (aachdlrig aiaMaor caran lor classroom or). scholarship, «r research, b not an 
infrbajenefii of copyright, fa detertnming whether lac sac nude of a work in any 
particular case H a (dr use the tartan la> Be eonsldned thai include — 

(1) the pnrpose aa1> duumta ot the war, iadndiag whether aach me b of a commercial 
aat&TC or is (or fwonvnat rmucalamai paurposes; 

(it (he aatare of the mp Flighted work; 
()> the araouM and labiUrnlnlrly of the portion aacd in rafation la the copyrighted 

wort as a arhoh; and 
14k the efhet of the oar apoo the potential market for or value ot the copyrighted 

work. 
17 U.S.C. I 107 119SO. 

• Sec Hsrper * Raw, PwbMien, Inc. v. Nattta Eaters.. 471 U.S. 5.19, S4Q Hogs). 
' Five of the irecat leading caacs were reversed at every stage of n > i n la Rowmooi 

Enterprises, lac. v. Random Bonst, Inc.. J J* F. Supp. $s ( S O N Y ) , ret.*, jM F rd joj <>d 
C» to66). cert, dtiud, jgj U.S. 1009 (1907, — the Howard Hughe* case — the Second Circuit 
reversed a district coart mjoartion. In Universal City Studios, lac. v. Sony Corp. of America, 
4*o F. Supp. 429 fC.D. Cat. io79i, retro-. 659 F.td otj (9* Cir. 19S1), rrti, 464 U.S. 41? 
<ioS4t, the court of appeals reversed the district coart's aadatg far the defendant, and was in 
turn reversed by the Supnim. Court, la Harper * Row, Publishers, lac v. Nation Enterprises. 
JS7 r. Sapp. 104; (S.D.V.Y J, mntyui, 711 F.jd 1*5 (id Cir. 10J3). nVd, 471 U.S. Jj9 
<ioSjt. the districl coart's cbrmigr award was reversed by lac court of *jf—»«. wharh at turn 
wu reversed by the Supreme Court, la Salinger v. Haridnm Haose, Inc., 6$o F. Soap. 41) 
tSD.N.Y. 19S6}. rro'd. I n F«y«o(r f Ctrl, cert. inir*. 4I4 U.S. 690(1987). and m New 
E»n Pubblravions International v.. Henry Holt ft Co.. 69s F. Supp. 1493 (SONY. (988), o#'rf 
*" otktr (round*, 873 F. id 57* (>d Cir. tarty, my Andiags of fair use were rejected 00 appeal. 
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courts10 are commonplace. The opinions reflect widely differing no
tions of the meaning of fair use. Decisions are not governed by 
consistent principles, but seem rather to result from intuitive reactions 
to individual fact patterns. Justification is sought in notions of fair
ness, often more responsive to the concerns of private property than 
to the objectives of copyright. 

Confusion has not been confined to judges. Writers, historians, 
publishers, and their legal advisers raa only guess and pray as to how 
courts wHl resolve copyright disputes. After recent opinions of the 
Second Circuit casting serious doubt on any meaningful applicability 
of fair use to quotation from previously unpublished letters,11 pub-
Ushers are understandably reluctant to pay advance royalties <u to 
undertake, commitments for btograpkical or historical works that call 
for use of such sources. 

The doctrine of fair use need not be so mysterious or dependent 
on intuitive judgments. Fair use should be perceived not as a disor
derly basket of exceptions to the rules of copyright, nor as a departure 
from the principles governing that body of law, but rather as a ra
tional, integral part of copyright, whose observance is necessary to 
achieve the objectives of that law. 

I. THE GOALS OF COPYRIGHT 

The Supreme Court has often and consistently summarised the 
objectives of copyright law. The copyright is not an inevitable, divine, 
or natural right that confers on authors the absolute ownership of 
their creations. It fa designed rather to stimulate activity and progress 
in the arts for the intellectual enrichment of the public. This utilitar
ian goal is achieved by permitting authors to reap the rewards of their 
creative efforts. 

[CJopyright is intended to increase and not to impede the harvest of 
knowledge. . . . The rights conferred by copyright are designed to 
assure contributors to the store of knowledge a fair return for their 
labors. 

. . . (The Constitution's grant of copyright power to Congress) "fa 
a means by which an important pubfic purpose may be achieved. It 

*> (B it* 6nt two encounters wk* Car inc. toe Supmae Court Jpftt 474 and thus, failed to 
resolve anyttiinf St* WBrkms * WllkUu Co. «. Uoned Slates, 410 U.S. 1;* fi«7Jk CofaimUa 
BroadcBStrnf Syv r. Locw'i, lac., 356 U.S. 43 (105IX. The Court decided Somj by a 5-4 
rmjtity, ttt Sony, 464 U.S. 417, and .Valient by 1 6-J majority, tt€ .Yatam, 411 VS. Jjn. la 
Htm Bra, the Second Circuit voted 7-5 to deny en banc review to alter the peach dicta an 
(an nxe. Four judgn joined in a ranrurrinf opinion, ut A'n» Em, 884 Fad at 660 (Miner, J., 
ceanning), and four in a daunting opinion, ut H. at tit (Newman, J., rnsaentinsj). 

" S** New Em, B>J F id JJ»; Salinttr, (11 F.ad 90. 
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b Mended to motivate toe creative activity of author* and iaveaton 
by the provision of a special reward . . . .* The monopoly created 
by copyright tint* icwatds the butivkhul author in order to benefit 
the public."" 

The fundamental historic sources ftmpry ̂ sapport the Sapreroe 
Court's explanation of the copyright objectives. The copyright douse 
of the Constitution, for example, evinces the same premises: The 
Congress shall have Power . . . : To promote the Piogreas of Science 
aad useful Arts, by securing for limited Times to Authors and Inven
tors the exclusive Right to their respective Writings and Discover
ies."13 Several aspects of the text confirm its utilitarian purpose.14 

First is its express statement of purpose: "To promote the Progress of 
Science and useful Arts . ' . . . " By tumping together authors and 
inventors, writings and discoveries, the text suggests the rough equiv
alence of those two activities. In the framers' view, authors possessed 
no better claim than inventors. The clause also clearly implies that 
the "exclusive right" of authors and inventors "to their respective 
Writings and Discoveries" exists only by virtue of statutory enact
ment.IS Finally, mat the right may be conferred only "for limited 
times* confirms thai, it was not seen as an absolute or moral right, 
iaherent in natural law. The time limit considered appropriate in 
those days was relatively brief — a once-renewable fourteen-year 
term.16 

A similar utilitarian message Is found in the original British copy
right statute, the Statute of Anne of 1700." Its caption declares that 

" * • * » * . 471 D.& * S4S-4* W M t o < » l t b r f M q * ^ S * 9 . 464 U.S. * 4 » * •»«» « * •» 
477 (Bratfctaiia. J . . draaeataajrl l a 1 — u « w prior ihcii'—i. a * Saajctrnr Court has eaeJaawrt 
r^ijiillX m tuarlar reran. St* TwcrjrJrth Ceatarjr Musk Cora. ». Aiken. 4 " U.S. »S«, ' ) • 
(>97]>rCrcarra< work b t» he esaMurajad and r r w a t d . hat prrrata raothrattaa rant nsttmatHy 
serve the caast of araeaolhaj, brand pabUc araUbaetr «f Sraatyrc, aaaric. aad the other 
arts. . . . When tecfcacaoascal chaanje has rendered rra Beend terras aariftpaons, Bst Caarjrriajht 
Act aant be ujmtnml at light of Mas bask purrxne T; kUsrr r. Stria, M l U.S. n i l , *H)<iaj4); 
Foe FRra Cora. v. Dojral, *S» U.S. ! • } , ia7 (tajiX. 

" U S CoNir. act. I . f S, d 8. 
M In J*r Ftdtnthl No. 4J, Madhaa u a i r m T h e aflttjr of Kke pnrcr awfcrred bjr fkt 

patent and cuyyiiafcl datarl wfll amrcrtr br qtsoUaned. . . . Tat pabfic (pod fs»r caiaudu 
•> be4b cases with tar cleans of iadhriduafa.* T H E F E D C M L O T N». « J , «* i t t (J- Madfaoa) 
C Brant cd. 19s*). 

0 That Concrcu, ia aaadat rfce Act of 1790, did M I liaalali hi reterract to eristJag rtehts, 
appears dear . . . . Coapca. thea. ar ths art, ieaaead of inuttettng an 1 lining right . . . 
created it." Wheatoa ». Peters. J j U.S. <• Pri-t aai. 4* i (tSjaJ. 

M Act of May J I . 1 M O , ist Cong., id Set*., 1 Star. 114- S— I A T H A * " * T I M CarTBaOBT 
U w 6 (W. Patry 6th cd. I O B H The orickaal copyright tona was bat • tin* aractJan af Cke 
darattoo of protection under Bat near 1076 Act — uttadisg jo p a n after death — arhkb. In 
* » ease of youthful t e a m of aft arsoaanariaa. ceaM easty eacted too years. See 11 U.S.C. 
»Jo»(«i tiaBiV 

' ' Act 1ST the Eitraaxaajeratai af Learning. 170*. t Aaat. ch. i t-
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tbis is "An Act for the Encouragement of Learning, by vesting the 
Copies of printed Books in the Authors . . . during the Times therein 
mentioned"" The preamble declares the statute's purpose to be "for 
the Encouragement of Learned Men to compose and write useful 
Books. "M Elaborating the justification, the preamble exhibits a prev
alent concern for the financial entitlements of authorship by noting 
that the practice of pirated publication without the author's consent 
"too often [causes] the Ruin of [Authors] and their Famines.'"0 

The copyright law embodies a recognition that creative intellectual 
activity is vital to the well-being of society. It is a pragmatic measure 
by which society confers monopoly-exploitanoA benefits for a limited 
duration on authors and artists (as k does for inventors), in order to 
obtain for itself the intellectual'and practical enrichment that results 
from creative endeavors. 

If copyright protection is necessary to achieve this goal, then why 
allow fair use? Notwithstanding the need for monopoly protection qf 
intellectual creators to stimulate creativity aad authorship, excessively 
broad protection would stifle, rather than advance, the objective. 

First, all intellectual creative activity is in part derivative. There 
is no such thing as a wholly original thought or invention. Each 
advance stands on building blocks fashioned by prior thinkers.21 Sec
ond, important areas of intellectual activity are explicitly referential. 
Philosophy, criticism, history, and even the natural sciences require 
continuous reexamination of yesterday's theses. 

Monopoly protection of intellectual property that impeded refer
ential analysis and die development of new ideas out of old would 
strangle the creative process. Three judicially created copyright doc
trines have addressed this problem: first, the rule that the copyright 
does not protect ideas, but only the manner of expression;" second, 
the rule that facts are not within the copyright protection, notwith
standing the labor expended by the original author in uncovering 

'» 14. The duration was the o n a - m m k l t fcarteto-jrear term lam adopted far the United 
States in ike 1790 enactment. See supm teal accompanying note it . 

'* Act lot the Encouragement of Learning, 1709, 8 Anne, tk. 19. 
»M. 
" See Caafee, ftjVrB'mu on Ike Ua of CcfyrifM, 4) Count. U Rev. $03. J i i <(*4SV 

"Toe world gnei ahead because each of as builds en the work of ma preoVrruon. 'A dwarf 
naadng on the shoulders of a giant can an farther than tbc pant himself.' Progress waotd be 
ititrd if the author had a cotaukte itmnapnrf af everything m l » teak . . . ." Id. 

" See Harper * Rao, Puhliahers, lac. ». Nation Eaten.. 471 U.S. jja, 147 (1985); New 
Vert Tunc* CO. V. United Slates. 403 U.S. ?•*, 7»* a.* <!•}•) iVrenDaa, J., concurring); PMer 
Fan Fabric*. Inc. v. Mania Weiner Corp.. 174 T.ti 4S7, 4B9 (id Or. i960) (L. Hand, J.fc 
Sheldon v. hfctio-G«U»7n Pictures Corp., Si F.*d 49. 34 l*d Or. 1956) <L- Hand. J.* Nkhab 
v UedveiMj Pictures Corp.. 45 >" >d) 119. 111 (rd Cif. I«JO) <L Hand, Jk 1} U.S.C. I 101(b) 
O9S1) 
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them;73 and finally, the fidr use doctrine, which protects secondary 
creativity as a legitimate concern of the copyright. 

n. THE NATUKE AND CONTOURS or FAIR. USE 

The doctrine of fair ose limits the scope of the copyright monopoly 
in fartherance of its utilitarian objective. As Lord Ellenborough ex
plained in an early dictum* TWJMe I shall think myself bound to 
secure every man In the enjoyment of his copy light, one most not put 
manacles upon science."24 Thus, the introductory language of our 
statute explains that fair use may be made for generally educational 
or iBurnrnating purposes "such as criticism, comment, news reporcrag, 
teaching . . . scholarship, or research."" 

Fair use should not be considered a bizarre, occasionally tolerated 
departure from the grand conception of the copyright monopoly. To 
the contrary, it is a necessary part of the overall design. Although no 
simple definition of fair use can be fashioned, and inevitably disagree
ment wiB arise over individual applications, recognition of the func
tion of fak use as integral to copyright's objectives leads to a coherent 
and useful set of principles. Briefly stated, the use must be of a 
character that serves the copyright objective of stimulating productive 
thought and public instruction without excessively diminishing the 
incentives for creativity. One must assess each of the issues that arise 
in considering a fair use defense in the light of the governing purpose 
of copyright law. 

A. The Statutory Factors 

Following Story's articulation, the statute lists four pertinent "fac
tors to be considered" ""in determining whether the use made of a 
work in any particular case is a fair use."76 They are, ki summary, 
the purpose and character of the use, the nature of the copyrighted 
work, the quantity and importance of the material used, and the effect 
of the use upon the potential market or value of the copyrighted 
work." Each factor directs attention to a different facet of the prob
lem. The factors do not represent a score card that promises victory 
to the winner of the majority. Rather, they direct courts to examine 
the issue from every pertinent corner and to ask in each case whether, 

"Set HoehBaf v. (Wvctnl Cky Skmbam, be., « a f.trf « • . *}< M O K €*tt. irwit*. 
««• U.S. (41 ( i f** 

"Cwy ». Keanfcy. 170 Enf. Re*. 679. Mi. 4 Esp. lU. 170 OSoj). 
* 17 C.S.C. I K.) <i<*>X 
»*. 
"SnU. 

62-146 0 - 9 3 - 1 7 
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and how powerfully, a rinding of fair use would serve or disserve the 
objectives of the copyright. 

/. Factor One — The Purpose and Character of the Secondary 
Use. — Factor One's direction that we "considerfl . . . the purpose 
and character of the use"2* raises the question of justirkatwa. Does 
the use fulfill the objective of copyright law to stimulate creativity for 
public illumination? This question is vitally important to the fair use 
inquiry, and lies at the heart of the fair user's case. Recent judicial 
opinions have not sufficiently recognized its importance. 

In analyzing a fair use defense, it is not sufficient simply to con
clude whether or not justification exbts. The question remains how 
powerful, or persuasive, is the justification, because the court must 
weigh the strength of the secondary user's justification against factors 
favoring the copyright owner. 

I believe the answer to the question of justification turns primarily 
on whether, and to what extent, the challenged use is transformative. 
The use must be productive and must employ the quoted matter in a 
different manner or for a different purpose from the original.29 A 
quotation of copyrighted material that merely repackages or repub
lishes the original is unlikely to pass the test; in Justice Story's words, 
it would merely "supersede the objects" of the original.30 If, on the 
other hand, the secondary use adds value to the original — if the 
quoted matter is used as raw material, transformed in the creatkm of 
new information, new aesthetics, new insights and understandings — 
this is the very type of activity that the fair use doctrine intends to 
protect for the enrichment of society.31 

Transformative uses may include criticizing the quoted work, ex
posing the character of the original author, proving a fact, or sum
marizing an idea argued in the original in order to defend or rebut it. 
They also may include parody, symbolism, aesthetic declarations, and 
innumerable other uses. 

The existence of any identifiable transformative objective does not, 
however, guarantee success in claiming fair use. The transformative 
justification must overcome factors favoring the copyright owner. A 
biographer or critic of a writer may contend that unhmitrd quotation 
enriches the portrait or justifies the criticism. The creator of a deriv
ative work based on the original creation of another may claim ab-

*• Srt id. I 107(1). 
« S « Cary v. Keatiky, 170 Eng. Rap. *7t. 6Si-fe, 4 Eap. iM, 170-71 (iSoo). la Soar 

Corp. of America v. I'ntorul City Studios, Inc., 464 U.S. 417 (1084), the dbnenans «ypimii 
this approach, ire Id. at 480 (Btafkroun, J., diueatiag). bat the majority «f to* Saaremt Coaft 
rejected it. tit 464 U.S. at 44»-$i-

*> S « Folsoo v. Manh, 9 F. C». 341. {45 (C.C.D. Mail. 1*41) (Ha. 4f<>0. 
" Bat </. Fisher, Kttamstmctimt Uu fwa Vu Dottrta*. iof fUav. L. Kltv. 165a, irftS-60 

(i*M) (using the term "Uanslormativr' in a joanewhal different lease). 
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solute entitlement because of the toansfcrmation. Nonetheless, exten
sive takings may impinge on creative incentives. And the secondary 
user's chum wider die first factor is weakened to the extent that her 
takings exceed the asserted jtistif cation. The justification wi l likely 
be outweighed if the takings are excessive and other factors favor the 
copy right owner. 

The importance of a transformative use was stressed in the early 
decisions, which often related to abridgements. For example, Gylei 
v. Wilcox?2 in 1740 stated: 

Where books are cofcurably shortened only, they are •adoubtedly 
infringement within the meaning of the [Statate of A n n e ] . . . . 

But th» must not be carried so far as to restmia persons from ' 
making a real and fair abridgment, for abridgments may with great 
propriety be called a new book, because . . . the invention, learning, 
and judgment of the (secondary] author b shewn In them . . . .S1 

In the United States in 1841, Justice Story wrote in Fotsom: 

[Nkt one can doubt tfut a reviewer may fahiy die {quote] largely 
from the anginal work, if . . . fit* design be). . . criticism. On the 
other hand, it is as clear, that if he thus (quotes) the most important 
parts of the work, with a view, not to criticise, bat to supersede the 
use of the original work, pnfringement wiQ be found}14 

Courts must consider the question of fair use for each challenged 
passage and not merely for the secondary work overall. This detailed 
inquiry is particularly important in instances of a biographical or 
historical work that quotes numerous passages from letters, diaries, 
or published writings of the subject of the study. Simply to appraise 
the overall character of the challenged work tells little about whether 
the various quotations of die original author's writings have a fair use 
purpose or merely supersede. For example, in the recent cases of 
biographies of Igor Stravinsky35 and J.D. Salinger,* although each 
biography overall served a useful, educational, and instructive purpose 
that tended to favor the defendant, some quotations from the writings 
of Stravinsky and Salinger were not justified by a strong transfor-
native secondary objective. The biographers took dazzling passages 
of the original writing because they made good reading, not because 
snch Quotation was vital to demonstrate an objective of the biogra
phers. These were takings of protected expression without sufficient 
transformative justification. 

* *» Eaaj. Rep. 4*9. « Atk. 141 (1740) (No. 130X 
u U. at 490. 1 Ant. at MJ-

" Stt Craft r. KoMcr. 667 F. Sopp. n o (SD.N.V. lot?) 
n5*t Salman v. Random Hotnr. Inc.. feo F. Supp. «TJ (SD.NV. • •*»), m/4, B11 F »<J 

KMCb.1. cnt. 4tmit4. 4*4 U.S. Sao 110*7). 
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I confess to some error m Salinger's case. Although the majority 
of the bkwrapber's takings were of ttoprotected facts or ideas and 
Zme displayed transformative value m sketching the character por
trait oUwr takings of highly expressive material exhibited minimal 
!™.tjvc transformative jastifkation. My finding of fair use was based 
SmarihV cm the wetaB I n s t r u c t s c l ^ IfaOed 
to recognise that the nemtransfortnative takings provided a weak basis 
for claiming the benefits of the doctrine and that, unless attention 
-ere focused on the individual passages, a favorable appraisal of the 
constructive purpose of the overall work could conceal unjostified 
imkincs of protected expression. The converse can abo be true: a low 
emulation of the overall merit of the secondary work can lead to a 
fiwfinit for the copyright owner in spite of a weBvjustmed, transfer-
motive use of the particular quotation that should justify a favorable 
finding under the first factor. 

Although repentantly agreeing with Judge Newman's finding of 
infringement in at least some of the challenged passages, I respectfuBy 
.lisasree with his reasoning, which I contend failed to recognize the 
•ecd for quotation as a tool of accurate historical method. His opinion 
««csted a far-reaching rule — that unpublished matter b off-Smirj 
to the secondary user, regardless of justification. "[Unpublished] 
works normally enjoy complete protection against copying any pro
tected expression."37 

The Second Circuit's Ntw Era opinion carried this suggestion 
further3* In **•> Era> u n l i k e 5of i"** r» * • " » » persuasive justifica
tions were proffered as to why quotation was necessary to accomplish 
the biographer's objective. For example, the biographer sought to 
ruDDorta portrait of his subject as a liar by showing be had bed; as 
abint by showing he had made bigoted pronouncements; as pompous 
•nd self-important by emoting self-important statements. The biog-
raoher similarly used quotations to show cruelty, paranoia, aggres
siveness scheming.3* These are points whkh often cannot be fairly 

* U j u r r , I I I T-t4 M f7-
J»S«l5ew Er« Pobllcatiani lot ! r. Hcnrjr Holt ft Co., t » F.«l j * <«{ d r . 19B9). 
»Sa N'ew E » PabHraliow I « t 1 »- H*" 1 * H o , t * C o - •»* R ^ l * - '«»»• ' V * - 1 ' 

fS D N V i«tt> 4T* • « • l * * r « "» • * * • 8 » r - ' d S T * il4 Cm- ' • " * "*** * * r i r t a " u l " P * * " 
L n d l l W m . « ^ b ' t » T ^ » ^ ' • « « t " t a r f > , ^ e ' t f l ^ • * d t r t , * * m h r t , , , P B ™ ~ 1 «!•»*»«» 
. f fW mfafccl Oat U» triojsrapher KWCbt W demonstrate - u r n * tpoltfloas mcliafc. weaves* , 
l l i ^ a t o pompo*** *«n*»n. P ^ — t a . .-ebbery. b i r o , dfcftta of A S U M md of the 
OrkM. eracW dnJoyatty. aa»ie»it •«"«"• »itfam iractaiag tactics, cjafaisa. aoa • « * « • <fc-

rfTlta Hubbard, al Ms *»-*•»«•« •» rewiled » * » V « » « * . and of ha teenage »ritia« 

Early draft* of thfa Comm*"**^ tadmled » « • * * • • f t t e * ajnotatam to intubate Hie potal 
iBrTanrwd about fair » * JnHiScatioas andtr the Snt tarter. I beoeverf that sack ojuaUtioa 
h i a U w i r r i r v article to further «he dbcwstai ef • dbauted aoiai of taw would be a fair aae. 
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demonstrated without quotation. The Second Circuit's majority opin
ion rejected the pertinence of even considering the necessity of quo*-., 
tarion of unpublished matter to communicate such assessments. Citing 
Smlinger, it reasserted that ^nnpabttshedj works normally enjoy com
plete protection."*0 ^ 

I believe the S&n&erlNew Er* position accords Insufficient rec
ognition to the value of accurate quotation as a necessary tool of the 
historian or journalist The biographer who quotes bis subject is 
characterized as a parasite or free rider. If he copies "more than 
minimal amounts . . . be deserves to be enjoined."41 Nor does this 
restriction "interfere . . . with the process of. . . history,* the Saliuter 
opinion insists, because "Mbe facts may be repo^ted"4, without risk 
of infringemeat. Can it be seriously disputed thai history, biography, 
and journalism benefit front accurate quotation of source documents, 
in preference to a rewriting of the facts, always subject to the risk 
that the historian alters the "facts" in rewriting them?49 

As to ideas, the analysis is similar. If the secondary writer has 
legitimate justification to report the original author's idea, whether for 
criticism or as a part of a portrait of the subject, she is surely per
mitted to set it forth accurately. Can ideas be correctly reported, 
discussed, or challenged it the commentator is obhged to express the 
idea in her own different words? The subject will, of course, reply, 
That's not what I said." Such a requirement would sacrifice clarity,, 
much-as a requirement that judges, in passing on the applicability of 
a statute or contract, describe its provisions in their own words rather 
than quoting it directly. 

hVcoaoideralaoa of ifce itaaaaiii declared b» the covet of appeals hi Jatfcajrr «ad .few En 
H a n t s that re sack Menace esists I tare arcortSaaJjr Meted the Bhoarelh* quotations 
lacerated readers a*e referred to m* dbtrict caarl opawaa. wakh set* forth Banstroas esaaades. 

-Vtrn En, SJJ F.sd at j t j . 
" Smtimgtr, Sn Fid at at; see mm Htm Em. »7j F.sd M 5I4-
*> Sitmttr, Sn Fid at too (anphans added). 
•> SoMatamc. b Ike peearittod aarrcbt of lapiaiiiwi the facts that aas art forth ia a letter, a 

hiitaihal writer wBl weviubrjr asc sanaar (or await il) tanfuagt, especially i i (he or%nud 
coavcyed die tact hjr rjmpk afeecl asserrJaa. Curuhsn a blspwjhi whose iofbrnratioa shout 
her sabject comes tareetjr froai letters. Oae sorb letter reported towdd coaent friend, I n 
W r 1 married Ljnw, Janet, bam Sao Franristo. We haw rested s house aa the beach ta 
ataUtm and spend matt of oar tree lane saohatbing." The Wagtanhc*. aeehssa; ta report these 
t*ru writes, -We Irani from X'$ letter to a coBrar friend that at July io$j he taarricd a Saa 
Franciscan named Lynn Jones, that tney Rated a hoase aa the beat* hi Macao aad speot mast 
of their free taac sanbatMnc." (Thai esaawie paraHeb away hwtaaces rafced hy Satiwjrr > b 
this hafciaieuMia? NotwfcJMaadfcuj vbtaaBy identical ba t say. I coasted it it not. Where the 
•condary writer's purpose is to report the farts rereiled ia the orifioal, and aot to appropriate 
the personal expressive stale of the erfapail, she b surety aoi rtawirrd — as the Second Circuit's 
Jatraprr opiaiea seems to sanest, ut 5aftrfrr, 81 • F.td at a»-oj — to xxk refuge io ahercd 
anaaagv merely la avoid usinf the same wards as the original. Where a sisaple direct stattsarat 
• f (be farts calls for use of the orisjas) laaaMapt. the need to repan the (ait jtotwrs such «sr. 
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Is it not dear, furthermore, as Chief Judge Oakes' separate opinion 
in New Era recognized,44 that at times the subject's very words are 
the facts calling for comment? If a newspaper wishes to report that 
last year a political candidate wrote a personal letter demeaning a 
race or religion, or proclaiming ideals directly contrary to those now 
stated in his campaign speeches, how can it fairly do this without 
quotation from the letter? If a biographer wished to show that ber 
subject was cruel, jealous, vain, or crazy, can we seriously contend 
she should be limited to giving the reader those adjectives, while 
withholding the words that support the conclusion? How then may 
the reader judge whether to accept the biographer's characterization? 

The problem was amusingly illustrated in the fall-out of Salinger. 
After the decision, the biographer rewrote his book, this time without 
quotations. Resorting to adjectives, he described certain of Salinger's 
youthful letters as "self-promoting . . . boastful"49 and "buzzing with 
self-admiration.*46 A reviewer, who had access to the letters, dis
agreed and proclaimed that the letters were in fact "exuberant, self-
deprecating and charged with hope."47 Where does that leave the 
reader? What should the reader believe? Does thb battle of adjectives 
serve knowledge and the progress of the arts better than allowing 
readers to judge for themselves by reading revelatory extracts? 

The Second Circuit appears divided over these propositions. After 
the split vote of the original New Era panel, rehearing en banc was 
narrowly defeated by a vote of 7-s.48 Judge Newman, joined by 
three colleagues, argued that rehearing en banc was warranted "to 
avoid misunderstanding on die part of authors and publishers . . . — 
misunderstanding that risks deterring them from entirely lawful writ
ings in the fields of scholarly research, biography, and journalism."4' 
His opinion recognized that "even as to unpublished writings, the 
doctrine of fair use permits some modest copying of an author's ex
pression . . . where . . . necessary fairly and accurately to report a 
fact set forth in the author's writings."30 In this discussion, Judge 
Newman retreated substantialy from his position expressed in Sal
inger of normally complete protection.11 

** See .Yew Era, SjJ F.»d *J 59* (Onfces. C.J., concarrmf). 
« I. HAMII/TOM, IN SEARCH or j.D. SAIJNCH JJ (1988). 
« Id. at 56. 
" Richlcr. ftiifi at Dawn, Urita. Tktn Aertrei, N.Y. Times. June 5, 19S8, (B«ok Review) 

I 7. •» ;• 
• 5 « New Em PuWicaltom loll v. Henry Hub Si Co.. 884 T rd 659. 66* (»d Cw. 1989) 

(Newman, J , dissenting). 
-Id. 
*>ld. 
" In an oivrainattng article to be published in the next edition of the Jtmrmtl «f lac CofjrifM 

Society, tee Newman. Not tkt End tf History- The Stcani ChmU Sfevofcr mUM fyk f/M, 
31 J. CorraOHT Sort 1 '1990), Judge Newman substantially rtutfas tfce hsue. He new 
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Quoting b mot necessarily stealing. Quotation can be vital to the 
fulfillment of the public-enriching goals of copyright law. The first 
fair use factor calls for a careful evaluation whether the particular 
quotation is of the transformative type that advances knowledge and 
the progress of the arts or whether it merely repackages, free riding 
on another's creations. If a quotation of copyrighted matter reveals 
no transformative purpose, fair use should perhaps be rejected without 
further inquiry into the other factors." Factor One is the soul of fair 
use. A finding of justification under this factor seems indispensable 
to a fair use defense.51 The streagth of that justification must be 
weighed against the remaining factors, which focus on the incentives 
and entitlements of the copyright owner. 

2. Factor Two — The Nature of the Copyrighted Work. — The 
nature of the copyrighted work is a factor that has been only super
ficially Avut^^A and little understood. Like the third and fourth 
factors, it concerns itself with protecting the incentives of authorship. 
It implies that certain types of copyrighted material are more amenable 
to fair use than others. 

Copyright protection is available to very disparate categories of 
writings. If it be of original authorship, i.e., not copied from someone 
else, and recorded in a fixed medium, it is protected by the copy
right.14 Thus, the great American novel, a report prepared as a duty 
of employment, a shopping list, or a loanshark's note on a debtor's 

espouses the propriety of sack quotation fa Unfed â uurfity when iwcrssary to detvoastralr 
facts. After ary changes of psiltssa aad fcb. the golf betaxca as In Stifimttr bas sigoiscuitly 
aaiiuaid. i t imfm note i ff and accompanying traL 

*» Mijoitfctfcii, every trivial taking of copyrighted oulerial that faoU to demonstrate a 
coiMpaKag Jaiuaiallua) b not acccsiarity aa infriagcracat. Became capyrisju b * pragmatic 
aoitiiai towel aad aHiiatilj with pubac beacftt, under tat * adannu raw ntgfigMr takings 
* 9 aot lapaart • roast af artkm The hiwiftrjtlom of the dt niaimb exefaption. however, 
are quite HOtitim. ftoao atese sanrttomog far OK. Tbr)- tnoajd not be coafased. Stt. t.g., 
FnaUiiaiu *. LorVt. be., nt F.*d t»$ <»»» C3r. lacjl, tiH. dtmti, M* I S Bo l i o j ^ 
SaM ». Newsveek hUgaxtot, $01 F. Svpp. 1*9, u» <TJ DC. i«tlc); MrMahoo *. Prratke-
Hafl. lac.. 4»» F. Snap. not . IJOJ (ED. hh>. loftofc Gtteabie v. Not*, 151 F. Svpp. 4], 70 
(S D.N.V. 1057k noktach v. Avco Embassy rVtares Corp.. 197 U S PQ (BNAt 15SIS.D.N.V 
i«7S>. 

u The interprrtaaDti of the first farter b compljtMed ay the raentJoa •• the statute of a 
dhtiorKoB bared oa "wbetbrr aarh ase is of a cmmmuzol aarare or h b i nonprofit edvratioaai 
Baraoars." 17 U.S.C. i H>7ti) 0«8a). O K should not exaggerate the importance of (as 
dutiailioe. It b oat umiiliil i> aay responsible opiaioa nr caiainralary that by reason of tin 
riaan aD adaratsonsj use* are ccramted while arerfrnakiag a n art not. Slurry OH ottutr 
does net hapry that a ormrsiir press amy ptratr whatever trstt it chooses. So/ caa ft saraa 
•hat books predated by a cwauacrtla] pacanber mn exrladcd horn tKajhifiry for fair air. A 
bjifcaian b not barred from making fair use merer* because }hr> «r|]| receive ro>aity compen
sation. Tab daase, thcrrfsar, dors not establish a ttrar dbtinction between prmitied and 
forbidden 0 0 1 FVrhaps at the rsUnnrs of conunrtcuJiiRV, swrh as advertbiag. ttir statMr 
Provides Kale tolerance for daiim of but inc. 

MSr« 17 U S C . t torfaHioe') 
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door saying "Pay me by Friday or m break your goddamn arms* are 
all protected by the copyright." 

In tbe early history of copyright, British courts debated whether 
letters written for private communication should receive any protec
tion at all from the Statute of Anne.** The inn ilinn was soon satis
factorily settled in favor of protection, and I do not seek to reopen it. 
I do not argue that writings prepared for private motives should be 
denied copyright protection. In the unfikery eveat of the publication 
of the Collected Shopping Lists (or Extortion Notes) of a Renowned 
Personage, of course only the author should enjoy tbe author's rights. 
When it comes to making fair use, however, there is a meaningful 
difference between writings conceived as artistic or iustiuttivt ere* 
ation, made in contemplation of'publication, and documents written 
for a private purpose, as a message or memo, never intended for 
publication. One is at the heart of the purpose of copyright —the 
stimulation of creative endeavor for the pobtk edification. Tbe others. 
are, at best, incidental beneficiaries. Thus, the second factor should 
favor the original creator more heavily in the case of a work (haduding 
superseded drafts) created for publication, than in tike case of a doc
ument written for reasons having nothing to do with the objectives 
of copyright law. 

The statutory articulation of this factor derives from Justice Story's 
mention in Folsom of the "value of the materials used."57 Justice 
Story's word choke is more communicative than our statute's "nature 
of," as it suggests that some protected matter is more "valued" under 
copyright law than others. This should not be seen as am invitation 
to judges to pass on literary quality, but rather to consider whether 
the protected writing is of the creative or instructive type that the 
copyright laws value and seek to foster. 

The Nation, Salinger, and New Era opinions discussed tbe second 
factor solely in terms of whether the copyrighted work was pohfished 
or unpublished. The Nation opinion observed that the unpublished 
status of a copyrighted work is a critical element of its nature and a 

*• Thr Utter tramples of writing are oat ordburUy tonihhjed "work," Ox tern ones' hi 
Factor Two. 

» Although Pope v. Curt, 16 Eaa. Rep. tat, t Atk M I <ir«>k anwared la the ivaraatrM 
won after tbe pasnee of die Statute of Aimc, Perceval v. Fhippe, JJ BMJ. Rep. JIJ , 1 Wts. * 
Bern. 19 (itiit, taunted lac rontrary: 

ITfwiujp Aw Form of fimiHat Letter* ngM not ptevatf their aparaacMtg Ike Character 
at* a Kteiary Work, every private Letter. npon any Subject, k* any Penan, n ant W be 
described as • literary Work, to be protected opoo tkt PrJariate af Canydalt. Tbe 
erdbury Use of Correspoodjnce by Letters ii to carry an Ox laturaatw af LUe between 
•crura al a Distance from each ofher, ia the Pnaecntion of Pan—mlal. or other, 
•nsiness; which it would be very extraordhiary to djneribe as a literary Work, hi which 
the Writers hare a Copyright. 

id. at » « . 1 Vet. a Bea. at is . 
" Fohom v. Mann, 9 P Cat J«», 344 4C.C.D. Maav tfctl) 0*0. 4901). 
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"factor tending to negate the defense of fair use";** "the scope of fan-
use is narrower with respect to unpublished works. "** 

The Second Circuit in Salin&r and Mew Era extended this prin
ciple. As interpreted in 5cJmger, the Supretae Court's discussion 
"conveys the idea that [unpublished] works normaly enjoy complete 
protection against copying any protected expression.""0 However ex
treme this formulation may be, the word "normally" suggests that in 
the unusual instance fiur use may be made of unpublished matter. 
New Era, however, rejected fair use even when accessary for accurate 
presentation of a fact; the court thus created an apparently insur
mountable obstacle to the fair use of unpublished matter. Under the 
SaUngetiNew Brm view, the unpublished nature of a quoted document 
trumps all other considerations. 

The Supreme Court and the Second Circuit justify these positions 
by the original author's interest in controlling the circumstances of die 
first public revelation of hb work41 and bis right, if he so chooses, 
not to pubfish at all." These are indeed legitimate concerns of copy
right law. An author who prefers not to publish a work, or wishes 
to make aesthetic choices about its first public revelation, will gener-
aJty have the legal right to enforce these wishes." Due recognition 
of these rights, however. In no way implies an absolute power to bar 
all quotation, regardless of bow persuasive the justification. 

A ban on fair use of unpublished documents establishes a new 
despotic potentate in the politics of intellectual life — the "widow 
censor." A historian who wishes to quote personal papers of deceased 
public figures now must satisfy heirs and executors tor fifty years after 
the subject's death. Whea writers ask permissiofi, the answer will be, 
•Show me what you write. Then well talk about permission." If the 
manuscript does not exude pure admiration, permission will be de-
nied.** 

The second factor should not turn solely, nor even primarily, on 
the published/unpublished dichotomy. At issue is the advancement of 
the- utilitarian goal of copyright — to stimulate authorship for the 

n Harpat.* D M , Pobbsfccn, lac. v. Nation Enter*., 471 U.S. JJO, 5*4 (laBf). 
" 14. at J51. 
" Safatger v. Randan Home. Inc.. I n F r i ao. a; (jd Or.), art. dniti, 4*4 U.S. S90 

<«9»7K 
« in Htkm, J ; I U.S. at J$a-J$-
••5itM.il 55, 1 
u Ut *. at sj»; 17 U.9.C. I footj) (tog*). 
M Cotnuri to a aujor pabfean fcdvfatd me thai * t majority af aiairrioa baaks ia> pofcB 

««tiaa today amrat legal probkan that did not exist prior ta tar 5atta(*r aaiaioa. Trtrpanar 
<tamwtioa vkh Harriett* Dancia* couiud of BanUm-Oaabledaji Dril Pabtakinf 4D<x. fata* 
"rtbeKapCa*. Tit XM4 of Hitteryt. NEWSWICK. Dec. is, iota, at Bo (docuuing the knltancjr 
•* Pabbsben to pubtah books quoting boo nnpublnhed wartt*). 
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public edification. Inquiry into the "nature* or "value" of the copy
righted work therefore determines whether the work is the type of 
materia] that copyright was designed to stimulate, and whether the 
secondary use proposed would interfere significantly with the original 
author's entitlements. Notwithstanding that nearly all writings may 
benefit from copyright, Ms central concern is for the protection of 
material conceived with a view to publication, not of private memos 
and confidential communications that Ms authors do not intend to 
share with the public45 The law was not designed to encourage 
shoppers to make written shopping lists, esEortives to keep orderly 
appointment calendars, or lovers to write love letters. Certainly it 
was not to encourage the writing of extortion notes. To conclude that 
documents created for purposes outside the concerns of copyright Uw 
should receive more vigorous protection than the writings that copy
right law was conceived to protect is bizarre and contradictory. To 
suggest that simply because a written document is unpublished, fair 
use of that document is forbidden, or even disfavored, has no logical 
support in the framework of copyright law. 

I do not argue that a writer of private documents has no legal 
entitlement to privacy.** He may well nave such an entitlement. The 
law of privacy, however, and not the law of copyright supplies such 
protection. Placing all unpublished private papers under lock and 
key, immune from any fair use, for periods of fifty to one hundred 
years, conflicts with the purposes of the copyright clause. Such a rale 
would use copyright to farther secrecy and concealment instead of 
public illumination.67 

I do not dispute that publication can be Important in assessing the 
second factor. Publication for publk edification is, after all, a central 
concern of copyright. Thus, a work intended for publication is a 
favored protectee of the copyright.** A secondary use that imperils 

•* St€ raara pp. no*-to. 
** 5 « h#Vo pp. itso-ja. 
u Professor Wcioreb a/gaes i> b 'cauntcrtntuillvc* ta t Batter intended to be kept private 

sfcoaM be mare subject Co exposure tbaa what was mated far often to sec. St* Wesanb, 
r W r M r , IOJ H U T . L HOT. I I J ? , 114S-40 («••» Indeed, k is. Far * b ftaan. oar wba 
wishes ta keep private nutters secret poBe.nes varans legal nimai i , tafia data, civil sad 
criadnal action* Cor tmpaw and conversion, as well as as action to udani B*t right of ytmrniy. 

My observation* fane ia BO way i q a i l that courts saoald deprive a person seeking privacy 
of legal remedies dci^md to protect privacy. My coaceni ii totety wMi the oadmlnadan of 
the copyright Uw — a body of law conceived to eacaorane pabBcation for the pabhc eiliBi ilton. 
Construing: iu rales at mare jucfclteys of m luteal ina to conceal tbaa ta pnbBdi lantiauim Its 
Borpeses. Sn na>a pp. naa-y*. 

«• ft was an anoanly of the original drafting that the foetal lens* of tfce Statute of Anew 
provided no prc-pobnearloe protection. It measured tbe Ondud period of protecuaa m-fourteen 
yean naming not from tbe tbne of ••fill ililii bnt from tat date of puoncatioa. This problematic 
dnAlng formulation aa doabt resulted nam tkr feet that tbe antecedents of the Statute of Amte 
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the eventual publication of a creation en route undermines tbe copy
right objective. I therefore agree with the Supreme Court, on the 
particular facts of the Nation case, that the nature of the copyrighted 
work strongly favored its protection — but not merely because it was 
unpublished. In that case, the Nation, a weekly magarinr of news 
and comment, published purloined extracts from the memoirs of for
mer President Gerald Ford, shortly prior to the scheduled appearance 
of the first authorized serialization in Time Magnate.*9 Time then 
cancelled its plan to print the memoir and withheld payment of the 
balance of the license fee.70 Tbe Supreme Court rejected the Nation's 
claim that the newsworthiness of the President's memoir justified a 
finding of fair use.71 

Tbe critical element was that President Ford's memoir was written 
for publication, and was on its way to publication at the time of tbe 
Nation's gum-jumping scoop. Tbe Supreme Court emphasized that 
tbe Nation's scoop unreasonably diminished the rewards of author
ship.72 The Court noted further that if the practice were tolerated on 
the grounds of newsworthiness, it would dbcourage public figures 
from writing and publishing valuable memoirs. M_ Read in context 
rather than excerpdag isolated phrases, the Nation decision commu
nicates a concern for protection of unpublished works that -mere cre
ated for publication, or 0s their way to publication, and not for 
unpublished matter created for private ends and held in secrecy. 

It is not always easy to draw die distinction between works created 
for publication and notations or communications intended as private. 
A diary, memoir, or letter can be both — private in the first instance, 
but written in contemplation of possible eventual publication. In a 
sense, professional authors are writing either directly or indirectly for 
publication in their private memos and letters, as well as in their 
manuscripts. In private letters and notebooks, they practice the Writ-

were acts that coaiened ••neper/ Ariafiaf, fmctmes apoa printers trader ratal Urease. See 
B. KAPLAN, A M U K K U M U H * V o w or C O J T M C H T 1-9 (1967); LATHAM'S T K I C O T T U C H T 

LAW, ra*>a aole • * . at * - * . 
Coastnriag tbe statute <a actosdaact with tts G*cr«J lenrn* wautd tore M l u d w n naarotecled 

at tat Mar of Ibrii ( n a t a l upojau to piracy — lac line before the act of paNiritioa aade 
pattOc tbe aataart entitle rar at to protection. Tins, as author who (bowed an aapaUabed 
•aasMscript to a fnead, critic, or prospective publisher sroaM have had aa pctettioa bad (be 
bitter pirated tbe «ark and pHMilna it •itbast aulborUalion. Tbe Brhfah coarts, however, 
cared the ptobfcia bjr amtrniBg the Sututr la ooafcr protection prior ta pabtication. Srt Pope 
T. Carl, J* Erg. Kep. 60S. 1 Atk. 541 <i74>> 

•» See Harper ft Row, PabUsam, Inc. v. Natiea Eolen., 471 U.S. SJO, S4J do»51 
» 3 « id 
" 5«« id at 5«o. . 
" See U. at 154-55 
tJ Stt U. at js;. 
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ex's craft, trying oat ideas, images, metapbors, cadences, which may 
eventually be incorporated into published work.'4 

The attempt to distinguish, for purposes of the second fair use 
factor, between work created for paUication and other written 
should recognize that the copyright objectives include a reasonable 
solicitude for the ability of the author to practice the craft a (be 
privacy of the laboratory. A critique of an author's writing based 
solely on rough drafts that the author had superseded might wel be 
an unreasonable intrusion.75 

On the other hand, notwithstanding the highly protected statas of 
a draft, the privacy of the laboratory should yield in some sHoationt. 
Assume the following hypothetical cases: 

* 
(i) An author's first novel b greeted with critical acclaim for Its elegant 
style and masterful command of the language- A skeptical critic 
undertakes to skew that the author is a literary fraud, the creation of 
a talented and unscrupulous editor. In support, the critic quotes brief 
excerpts from the author's very different original manuscript, revealng 
a grammatical ignorance and stylistic awkwardness she contends could 
not conceivably have come from the same pen as the elegant pubSshed 
version. The author sues to enjoin publication of the review. 
(») Author A pobtidy accuses Author B of plagiarism; A claims that 
JJ's recently published book steals a metaphor from a letter A wrote 
to B. B denies the charge and asserts that Ins first draft, written 
before be received it's letter, included the same language. The critic 
quotes from B's first draft, disproving «"s defense by showing that 
the. metaphor was not yet present. 

Both examples seem convincing cases of fair use, in which the critic's 
productive and transformative justification would take precedence 
over the author's Interest in maintaining the privacy of the unpub
lished draft.76 

" A recent Xtm Tmrktr cartoon by DsvM Jacobwn unt^mn Jatacj JsyctH la-dp Bat pultd 
ea) Ins refrrajtralar. St rcadsc 

T O D O 
I. Cat) Bank. 
i. Dry CVaner. 
j . Farce in the •aaitbr of my mil the uncreated corurirnre of nry race. 
4. Call Mam. 

New YoMxn, Sept. aj, 19S9, at 100. 
" Professor Faker wigpwti a per sc rule barring bar air of nutferial that the artcfaal author 

caesirJmd uaftntiheal. on the pounds of tajary So Ike creative process iraafthig, froai amaataw 
aVrahjence end absence of benefit. Hu dhcassim IIMHIM, nowevec, asal ate original aalaaiY 
work was created, and » destined, for pablicition. Hit rfamwif. dbei not apply to a btaunv 
pher's quotation of an unfinished add abandoned tort letter, ao ealartlen demand, or a sfcappiBC 
•at. 5 K Fisher, tuprm note j i . at i;8o. 

'• I therefore question the validity of Chief Judge Oakes' rnterpRtstiOB of Stinger fa Ml 
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In summary, several principles emerge from considering the second 
factor in fight of the copyright objectives: this factor concenU the 
protection of the reasonable expectations of one who engages in the 
kinds of creation/authorship that the copyright seeks to encourage. 
Thus, a text, including drafts, created W publication, or on its way 
to publication, presents a far stronger caseibr protectioa against fak 
use than matter written exclusively for private purposes. The more 
the copyrighted matter fa at the center of the protected concerns of 
me copyright law, the more the other factors, including justification, 
must favor the secondary user in order to earn a fair use finding. 
The fact that a document is unpubished should be of small relevance 
unless it was created for or b on Hs way to publication.77 If, on the 
other hand, the writing b o o k s way to publication, and premature 
secondary we would interfere significantly with the author's incen
tives, its as yet unpublished status may argue powerfully against fair 
use. Finally, this factor is but one of four — it is not a sufficient 
basis for ruling out fair use. There is no logical basis for making it 
determinative, as was effectively done in Salinger and New Era. 
Although the second factor implies a characterization of the protected 
work on a scale of copyright-protected values, no category of copy
righted material is either immune from use or completely without 
protection. Wholesale appropriation of the expressive language of a 
letter, without a transformative justification, should not qualify as fair 
use, even though the writer of die letter had never considered publi
cation. On the other hand, if a sufficient justification exists, and the 
quotations do not cause significant injury to the author's entitlements, 
courts may allow even quotations from an unpublished draft of a 
novel. 

j. Factor Three — Amount and Substantiality. — The third stat
utory factor instructs us to assess "the amount and substantiality of 
the portion used in relation to the copyrighted work as a whole.*7* 
In general, the larger the volume (or the greater the importance) of 
what is taken, the greater the affront to the interests of the copyright 
owner, and the less likely that a taking will qualify as a fair use. 

•pioraa m .Vnt £re: "rjaoUCion used a>crejy la denwastratt writing style may net qaatiiy Cor 
A t U m * defense." New Era Pahrkjiiou Intl v. Heavy Hob 4 Co., 873 F.*d 576. jo» Ird 
Cw. 1989) (Oafces. C.J.. concurring). 

" WiUiara Patr>- has expressed nrarilnesa, based m thor arguments, h» amend Jut pwvtam 
positions a* •otbned in T H E FAIB t*&s t t m u c c m CorrBIGHT LAW, riord above » aotc 3. 

|He| confesses to awthaaicalhr renting the adage "there b a* fair me of unpubaoied 
works.* thereby tailing to adequately take int» act-awl the djffcreirt types ot anonbinaed 
works and t M fhenrvf . . . [a* weU as l*i mcrhanltanSf rerilfinf ihat| "harm is prtsamed 
when a prima fuft case af infringement has been made out" thereby inviting . . . 
confusion between snbsfcuttiee law and remedy . . . . 

Editor's Note, jo J. CorrMCHT Soc>, note j <Apr. logos 
~- 1J U.S.C. } K>:1jMio8i> 
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This factor has further significance in its bearing; on two other factors. 
It plays a role in consideration of justification under the first factor 
(the purpose and character of the secondary use); and it can assist in 
the assessment of the likely impact on the market for the copyrighted 
work under the fourth factor (the effect on the market). 

As to the first factor, an important inquiry is whether the selection 
and quantity of the material taken are reasonable in relation to the 
purported justification. A solid transformative justification may exist 
for taking a few sentences that would not, however, justify a taking; 
of larger quantities of material. 

In its relation to the market impact factor, the qualitative aspect 
of the third test — "substantiality" — may be more important than 
the quantitative. In the case of President Font's memoir, a taking of 
no more than 400 words constituting "the heart of the book'"79 caused 
cancellation of the first serialization contract — a serious impairment 
to the market for the book. As to the relationship of quantity to the 
market, presumptively, of course, the more taken the greater the likely 
impact on the copyright holder's market, and the more the factor 
favors the copyright holder. Too mechanical a rule, however, can be 
dangerously misleading. One can imagine secondary works «*"»* quote 
100% of the copyrighted work without affecting market potential. 
Consider, for example, a lengthy critical study analyzing the structure, 
symbolism and meaning, literary antecedents and influences of a «mgl» 
sonnet. Fragments dispersed throughout the work of criticism may 
well quote every word of the poem. Such quotation will not rfhplT 
the market for the poem itself. If there is strong justification and no 
adverse market impact, even so extensive a taking could be a fair 
use. 

Too rigid a notion of permissible quantity, furthermore, can seri
ously distort the inquiry for very short memos or communicattons. If 
a communication is sufficiently brief, any quotation will necessarily 
take most or all of it. Consider, for example, the extortion note 
discussed above."0 A journalist or historian may have good reason to 
quote it in full, either for historical accuracy, to show the character 
of the writer, or to suggest its effect on the recipient. The copyright 
holder, in seeking to enjoin publication, will argue that the journalist 
has taken not only the heart but the whole of the protected work. 
There are three responses, which relate to the first, second, and fourth 
factors. First, there may be a powerful justification for quotation of 
the entirety of a short note. Second, because the note was written for 
private motives and not for publication, quotation will not diminish 

"Harper A Row. PViMislwrs, Int v. Nation Enters., 471 U.S. Ji*. J*5 (iqS5) {quoting 
ttarpct & Row. PtoMUhcn, Inc. v. Nation Enter,.. JJJ F. Supp. 1067, 1071 6-D.N.Y. I98j)>. 

m See mfn Mit arrorapaii) \n% noir j$ 
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the inducement to authors to create works for the public benefit. 
Finally, because the note is raost unlikely to be marketed as a work 
of its author, there is no effect on Us market. Courts must then 
evaluate the significance of the amount and substantiality factor in 
relation to the copyright objectives; they must consider the justification 
for the secondary use and the realistic risk of injury to the entitlements 
of authorship. 

4. Factor Four — Effect OH the Market. — The fourth factor 
addresses "the effect of the use upon the potential market for the 
copyrighted work.'*1 In the Nation, the Supreme Court designated 
this the single most important element of fair use.'"7 The Court's 
recognition of the importance of this factor underlines, once again, 
that the copyright is not a natural right inherent in authorship. If it 
were, the impact on market valaes would be irrelevant; any unau
thorized taking would be obnoxious. The utilitarian concept under
lying the copyright promises authors the opportunity to realize rewards 
in order to encourage them to create. A secondary use that interferes 
excessively with an author's incentives subverts the aims of copyright. 
Hence the importance of the market factor.*3 

Although the market factor is significant, the Supreme Court has 
somewhat overstated its importance. When the secondary use does 
substantially interfere with the market for the copyrighted work, as 
was the case in Nation, this factor powerfully opposes a finding of 
fair use. But the inverse does not follow. The fact that the secondary 
use does not harm the market for the original gives no assurance that 
the secondary use is justified.*4 Thus, notwithstanding the importance 
of the market factor, especially when the market is impaired by the 
secondary use, it should not overshadow the requirement of justifi
cation under the first factor, without which there can be no fan- use. 

How much market impairment must there be to turn the fourth 
factor against the secondary user? By definition every fair use in
volves some loss of royalty revenue because the secondary user has 
not paid royalties.*5 Therefore, if an insubstantial loss of revenue 

•' 17 I'.S.C. t IOT<4» iioSii. 
•» Nttum. 471 U.S. at $64. 
** This reasoning assumes that the author cirj:rd the copyrighted matter with the hope of 

generating rewards. It has no bearing on materials written for personal reasons, independent 
• f the hope of caasmanding a martrt 

** Aa uajustlted taking that er;h;nce» the market for thr copyrighted work is easy 10 Mrafinc 
H. fee example, a ftln director ttkts an ankaoara copyrighted tunr foi the score of a atovie 
thai becomes a hit. the composer may reaHae a ariruDafl from the aiteraurket for his composition 
Nonetheless, if the taking is unju.tirM under t,V first factor, il shoukl he considered an 
Infringement, regardless of the aWnce of market impairment 

Because the fourth factor toru-es oa the "pottntiof market. >#e Sation, 471 U.S. at 568 
(emphasis in original), perhaps suth a case should be considered an impairment, drsprtr the 
bonvua.^jrite taking of the tone far the movie forecloses its eligibility for uw in another film. 

*' It does not nrccssarih' follnw lh.il l ie lair use doctrine diminishes the revenues of copyright 

) 
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turned the fourth factor in favor of the copyright holder, this factor 
would never weigh in favor of the secondary user.86 And if we then 
gave serious deference to the proposition that it is "undoubtedly the 
single most important element of fair use,"87 fair Use would become 
defunct. The market impairment should not turn the fourth factor 
unless it is reasonably substantial.88 When the injury to the copyright 
holder's potential market would substantially impair the incentive to 
create works for publication, the objectives of the copyright law re
quire that this factor weigh heavily against the secondary user. 

Not every type of market impairment opposes fair use. As adverse 
criticism impairs a book's market. A biography may impair the mar
ket for books by the subject if it exposes him as a fraud, or satisfies 
the public's interest in that person. Such market impairments are not 
relevant to the fair use determination. The fourth factor disfavors a 
finding of fair use only when the market is impaired because die 
quoted material serves the consumer as a substitute,89 or, in Story's 
words "supersedefsl the use of the original."'0 Only to that extent are 
the purposes of copyright implicated. 

B. Are There Additional Factors? 

i. False Factors. — The language of the Act suggests that there 
may be additional unnamed factors bearing on the question of fair 
use.91 The more I have studied the question, the more I have come 
to conclude that the pertinent factors are those named in the statute. 
Additional considerations that I and others have looked to are false 
factors that divert the inquiry from the goals of copyright. They may 
have bearing on the appropriate remedy, or on the availability of 

holders. If • royalty obUgatioa attacked to every secondary use. many waotd rimarr forgo me 
of Ate primary materia] in (avar of free substitates. 

*» CJ FiAer, stipn note jt. at inji-yi 
*•"• Saturn. 471 US- at $M. 
** Ahnougji the Safragrr opjaioa arkaowtedted thai the biography Nrootd not displace (be 

market for the letters.* it coanted this factor in the nfamtrff » favor becaase "some nstoatnacot 
of the market scented] Kkery." SaUanrr v. Randan Home, tar. I n F H o». «g Mi Cir.V. 
ctti. irnitd, 4*4 U.S. 890 <IOB?I- This patrnturi anpoamcM, forthrraMre. mailed not bum 
(he copying, of Satinerr's wot* hot fram the readers' mistake* betid*, bawd on (be Mogiapher'B 
use of phrases such as *be wiote." "said Salinger." and "Salinger declares," (hat they had read 
Safrnger's wards. S>« id The Xrw E— opinion oho awarded this (actor to the pUtaUff 00 a 
speculative assessment of sHght market impairment. See Kr» £*a, »7J F.rd at 5S3. I believe 
the criterion requires a more larnlwtial injury. Srr Fisher, mfra note 51, at 1671-7J. 

"» 5 « SaUatrr. *Jo F. Sapp. at 41 y 
*> Folsom v. Marsh, 9 F. Cas. n>. 34s (C CD. Mass 1841) (No. 40011. 
*' The statute states that the factors to he consiitrntd draft iadode" the four farton. 5fr 

17 US.C. I 10; fiogi). The terms including' and 'such as' are ifli»ir»ti»e and not limitative * 
id. I sot. 
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aaother cause of action to vindicate a wrong, but not on the fair use 
defense. 

(a) Good Faith. — In all areas of law, jadges are tempted to rely 
on tndings of good or bad faith to justify a decision. Such reasoning 
permits us to avoid rewarding morally questionable conduct. It aug
ments our discretionary power. It provides us wttfi an escape from 
confronting questions that are difficult to understand. The temptation 
has been particularly strong in dealing with the difficult issue of fair 
use.92 This practice is, however, misguided. It produces anomalies 
that conflict with the goals of copyright and adds to the confusion 
surrounding the doctrine. 

Copyright seeks to maximirr the creation and publication of so-
dafly useful roateriaL Copyright is not a privilege reserved for the 
well-behaved. Copyright protection is not withheld from authors who 
he, cheat, or steal to obtain their information. If they have stolen 
information, they may be prosecuted or sued nvffly, but tbh has no 
bearing on the applicability of the copyright. Copyright is not a 
reward for goodness but a protection for the profits of activity that is 
useful to the public education. 

The same considerations govern fair ase. The inquiry should focus 
not on the morality of the secondary user, but on whether her creation 
claiming tbe benefits of the doctrine is of the type that should receive 
those benefits. This decision Is governed by the factors reviewed 
above — with a primary focus on whether the secondary use is 
productive and transformative and whether it causes excessive injury 
to the market for the original. No justification exists for adding a 
morality test. This is of course not an argument in favor of immo
rality. It favors only proper recognition of tbe scope and goals of a 
body of law. 

A secondary user, like an original author, may be liable to criminal 
prosecution, or to suit in tort, if she has stolen information or has 
committed fraud. Furthermore, if she has infringed upon a copyright, 
morally reprehensible conduct may influence tbe remedy, including 
tbe availability of both an injunction and additional damages for 
willfulness.93 

This fake morality factor derives from two misunderstandings of 
early precedent. The first results from the use of words like "piracy" 
and the Latin phrase aAttimus furundi" in early decisions. In rejecting 
the defense of fair use. courts sometimes characterized the offending 
secondary work as having been written tnimofunmdi (with intention 
of stealing). Although this characterization seemed to imply that fair 

" Stt Time Inc. v. Bereard/Geb Assoc*., m F. San». i jo. i«6 (S.D.N.V. tnMk W. 
PATSY, imfn not* y. at t n ' 

*» Stt i ; t'.S C. I }04<cXi> li«8») (»«»vid*mforMiT»in«JdjunasnM»wfflhd inftmgrmet* 
H fOttDfli-
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use requires honest intentions, the courts reasoned in the opposite 
direction. The decisions did not explore the mental state of the sec
ondary user to determine whether fair use was shown. They examined 
the secondary text to determine whether it made a productive trans
formative use or merely restated the original. If they found no pro
ductive use justifyiag the taking, judges adorned the conchisna of 
infringement with words like piracy or M t m i fitramdi.94 The mo
rality of the secondary user's coaduct played BO role in the decision. 
The irrelevance of the morality of the secondary user's conduct was 
underlined in decisions like Fctsom v. Marsh.9* There Justice Story 
emphasized not only the good faith and "meritorious labors" of the 
defendants, but also the usefulness of their work. Finding no "bona 
ode abridgement"96 {what 1 have described as a transformative use), 
Justice Story nonetheless concluded with "regret" that good faith could 
not save the secondary work from being "deemed in law a piracy."97 

A second misleading assumption is that fair use is a creature of 
equity.98 From this assumption it would ralow that unclean hands 
and all other equitable considerations are pertinent Historically this 
notion is incorrect. Litigation under the Statute of Anne began in the 
law courts.99 Although plaintiffs who sought injunctions could sue, 
and did, in the courts of equity,100 which exercised parallel jurisdic
tion, the fair use doctrine did not arise out of equitable considerations. 
Fair use was a Judge-made utilitarian limit on a statutory right, h 
balances the social benefit of a transformative secondary use against 
injury to tbe incentives of authorship. 

The temptation to determine fair use by reference to morality also 
can lead to examination of the conduct and intentions of the plaintiff 

** Ste, e.g.. Cur v. Keanley, 170 Eag. Rep. 679, 4 Esp. 16S (itoafc JarroM v. Houfat—, 
•9 Eng. Rep. IHH, 1198. j K. a J. 70S, JIS-IJ (ISJI); tee «&o Mucin v. Rowley, 695 Fid 
I I J I , 117$ (otb Cir. 19(3) CIFNr us* presupposes that the dalinrli* bas acted fairly and la 
goad faitb . - " ) , Iowa State Univ. Research Found, Inc. v. American Broadcasting Co., 4JI 
Fid 57. 61 (»d Cir. 10I0) (noting the relevance of conduct to nor me). 

" » F . Cms. 341 (COD Mais. )«40 (No. 4*01). 
* / « • . at 349. 
*» Id. at 345; m also Wihtol v. Crew. 309 F id 777. 7S0 (8th Cir. 1961) (stating dtat a lack 

•f intent to infringe don not entitle a defendant to the protection* of the lair ne doctrine); 
Reed v. HrdKday, 19 F. 315, 317 tfJ.C W D. Pa. 1884) (Intention . . . is . . . of no moment If 
infringement otherwise appears 1; Sctrtl v. Staniord. 3 L.R.-E4J. ;)«, 7JJ (1J67) (hoHing that 
die honest intentions nf a defendant are immaterial if the resulting work Infringe* pbintaTi 
copyright). 

mSt€, e.g.. Sony Corp. of Ana. v. Universal City Studios, Inc. 464 U.S. 4i», 448 (19S4I 
Implying an 'equitable rule of reason'); set mhe 5. Rzr. No. 4)3, 94th Cong.. 1st Sets. 61 
(•97S) ClSJnte the doctrine is an equitable rob- of reason, no . . . applicable definition is possiUe 

. . "h H.R RET NO 747*. 9-lU> Cong., id Seu. 65 (1970). 
m See W. Parnv, »««§ note j , at 3-j. 
KB See. e 1, Dodskry v. Kionerdcy. 17 Eng. Rep. 170 (1761) (seeking an injunction to 

prevent further pubbratian of a novel abstract) 
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copyright holder in bringing the suit. The secondary user may contend 
that the copyright holder is disingenuously invoking copyright reme
dies as a device to suppress criticism or protect secrecy-10' Such 
considerations are also false leads. 

Like a proprietor of land or an owner-of contract rights, the 
copyright owner may sue to protect what he owns, regardless of his 
motivation. His rights, however, extend only to the limits of the 
copyright. As fair use is not an infringement, he has no power over 
h. Whether the secondary use is within the protection of the doctrine 
depends on factors pertinent to the objectives of the copyright law 
and not on the morality or motives of either the secondary user or 
the copyright-owning plaintiff. 

(b) Artistic Integrity. — There are many who deplore our law's 
failure to protect artistic integrity. French law enforces the concept 
of the droit moral <f artiste, which covers among other things a right 
of paternity (the right to be acknowledged as author of the work), Che 
right to preserve a work from mutilation or change, the right to 
withdraw or modify a work already made public, and the right to 
determine whether or not a work shall be published.10* 

Those who would adopt similar rules in United States law seek a 
place for them in the copyright law, which is understandable in view 
of the absence of other niches. I do not oppose our adoption of such 
rights for artists. I do, however, oppose converting our copyright law, 
by a wave of a judicial magic wand, into an American droit moral. 
To do so would generate much unintended mischief. Our copyright 
law has developed over hundreds of years for a very different purpose 
and with rules and consequences that are incompatible with the droit 
moral. 

As the copyright privilege belongs not only to Ernest Hemingway 
but to anyone who has drafted an interoffice memo or dunning letter 
or designed a computer program, it would be preposterous to permit 
all of them to claim, as an incident to copyright, the right to public 
acknowledgement of authorship, the right to prevent publication, the 
right to modify a published work, and to prevent others from altering 
their work of art. If we wish to create such rights for the protection 
of artists, we should draft them carefully as a separate body of law, 
and appropriately define what is an artist and what is a work of 

Ml Stt, «.(., RmcawM Entrtv. IK . ». Raafan HOT*. I K . . J66 F.rf JDJ. j n U4 Or. 
1966) (lamfcird. C J., coarurrinf). cwtt. inatd. J8J U.S. toog ( i ^ k New Era Pfcbfiratiaas 
Inil v. Hrnry Ho* k Co.. 695 F Supp. i«J, 1J166.D.N.Y. i«S8). <C'd an othrr (rental. 
»7J f M) 576 (>d Cit. 19S9I 

'•' S*t DaSUvt, Droit Uint urf lie Amerat CotrrifM. *S BIXL. Comrarr Sort 1. } -
4 4l«So». Set tentrally Uuubuif. Frrmek Cfytifkl Lax A Comfarctixa Owrnttv. j6 J. 
Corvucm Soc'v Oxf (1910). 
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art."" Those difficult definitions should be far narrower than the 
range of copyright protection. We ought not simply distort copyright 
to convey such absolutes. 

(c) Privacy. —'The occasional attempt to read protection of pri
vacy into the copyright is also mistaken.104 This trend derives pri
marily from an aberrational British case of the mid-nineteenth century 
in which there had been no replication of copyrighted material. 

Queen Victoria and Prince Albert had made etchings which were 
exhibited privately to friends. The defendant Strange, a publisher, 
obtained copies surreptitiously. Strange wrote descriptions of the etch
ings and sought to publish his descriptions. Prince Albeit brought 
suit to enjoin this intolerable intrusion. The Lord Chancellor, ex
pressing concern for the privacy of the royal family and disapproval 
of the surreptitious manner by which the itrfr*Hjtnt had obtained 
copies of the etchings, affirmed the grant of an injunction.I0S 

Prince Albert's case is noteworthy as the seed from which grew 
the American right of privacy, after fertilization by Brandds and 
Warren.106 But it should not be considered a meaningful precedent 
for our copyright law. The decision reflects circumstances that distin
guish British law from ours — particularly the absence from British 
law of two of our doctrines. First, although British society placed a 
higher value on privacy than we do, English law did not have a right 
of privacy.I0T In this country, a right to privacy has explicitly devel
oped to shield private facts from intrusion by publication.10* Second, 

m ) Set Berne Convention Implementation Act of igM, Tito. L No. too-siS, Ml Stat ISSJ 
(to be codified i» Mattered sections of 17 U.S.C.). 

"• Set, t.t., Newman, CffrifM Lam «W la* frMeeOam •/Privacy, i i CaLVli.-VLA J.L. 
k ABTS 4S9 <••») 

m See Prince Albert v. Strange, 41 Erne. Rep. t t j i , 1171-7*. 117S-J*. 1180, 1 Mac. * C. 
>S. *S-»7, 40, 44-45, 4» <ra4o>. a£*( 04 En* Rep. 19}. 1 DeG. ft Sat. *J* (1444). 

>» Set Warren ft Braodeu. The Jttgfcf la Frftwry. 4 RAX*. L. Rxv. taj bloat. 
"» See gemereBy REroar or TMS COMMITTC* tnt PatVAcr, Cmnraand Papers J, No. jor *. 

at 5-11, JOI-OJ (1971) (recommending against the creation of a staCaftary festal right of 
privacy* 

' " The RtSTATEMrNT (SfCOND) OF T o m I teiA (1077) formtdate* a cause of action for 
invasion of privacy, wbkb may arise froro unwarranted pvbacatioa of private facta. Nomeroca 
slates recognize socb a privacy action. RcHef b typkaRy available if Ike aobntiaed anttcr 
would be highly offensive to a reasonable penon and if no strong pobffc interest a b U a the 
cfarlosnre of tkr facts. Set, e.g.. Reed v. Heal Detective PuMuomgGo., 6j Aril. 194. 304-03, 
162 P.id til. 15S (1045k Goodrich v. Watcrbory Repntrkan-Am., Inc., iSB COBO. 107. 11S, 
44* A. id 1317. 1321) (1981k Florida PabOshiag Co. v. Fletcher. 340 So. id 014. a.to (Fla. iOT*> 
(Stmdbrrg, J., dissenting) hUscuuing the absence of an invasion of privacy action when pab-
lblring natters of legitimate public interest), teH. iemiti, 431 U.S. « o (i«77h Midwest Ghns 
Co. v. Stanford Dev Co., 34 ID. App. 3d 130. IJJ, jja N.E.jd 1)4, 177 (197JX IVaiiiiwt v. 
Brawn. 401 Mich. Bo. 96, ij? N.W.ad Ji», 537 («?77> Miscasting invasion of privacy based an 
public drxlosure of embarrassing private facts); Dcston r. Delta Democrat Pliblisldng Co., JJ* 
So. id 471 (Miss. 1074) (nulding that plaintiff alleged facta sufficient Is establish an nrvasna of 
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British law (fid not Include a strong owmniharnt to the piutetUuu of 
free speech.109 American law, in contrast, maintaHW a powerful coo-
stihitional policy that sharply disfavors mauling speech. 

Serious distortions vril occur if we permit our copyright law to be 
twisted into the service of privacy interests. Firsts it will destroy the 
deficate balance of interests achieved under our privacy law. For 
example, the judgment that, in the pubQc interest, the privacy right 
should terminate at death would be overcome by the additional fifty 
years tacked onto copyright protection. Such a change would destroy 
the policy judgment developed under privacy law denying its benefits 
to persons who have successfuBy soaght pubic attention. In addition, 
as a result of the preemption provisions of the federal copyright stat
ute,"0 construing the copyright law to encompass privacy might nul
lify state privacy laws. 

Moreover, the copyright law is grotesquely inappropriate to protect 
privacy and obviously was not fashioned to do so. Copyright protects 
only the expression, not the facts revealed, and thus fans to protect 
the privacy interest mvofved.111 Because the copyright generally can
not be enforced without a pubtk. filing In the Library of Congress, 
the very act required to preserve privacy would ensure its violation. 
Finally, incorporating privacy concerns into copyright would burden 
us with a btwilderingly schizophrenic body of law that would simul
taneously seek to reveal and to central Privacy and concealment are 
antithetical to the utilitarian goals of copyright. X 

C. IwjuHctien 

One of the most unfortunate tendencies in the law surrounding 
fair use is the notion that rejection of a fair use defense necessarily 

privacy ctafaofc Soft* v. l a d . * t i S.W.ta' so*. Sw (*fe. taBtk Caainii i a*> V. Hart*. 4S9 
Pa. 4»9. 431-33. 4«4 A.** 31S, J»*-»J. « * •case*, 449 0.5. 991 {19ft* tathutilal Faoad. 
oftBtSouthv. Tciaalodiis.AcddratBd..}4oS.W.tdeta.etirrca. »»7*>frfaoaghaj Ptanci's 
cskcnftatioa of aa iavadoa of print* actio* • * • fear afatiact tarts*, cert, dtnitd, 43a U.S. 
f j i (197}); **t aba R B T A T I M I M T CtctJHB) OP T o m f 6 j tE (1977* HJKnnaag taha Beat" 
itnmnia of privacy). Soase ccaaastntaavs mm acfaed far rtiraat a» * e dortifca?. Sa, r x . * 
Zumnerma, Mtamitn fat • Hr**jmidkl. A rTcrrsefl la Want* mad Baaamm' Priaacy TaH, 
ttCo*tuu.L. RSV. »QI <io»l) (TKaipt fctiatta facta pray fiaai the • • • a t of uaMhili 
(nVQ t t pflTttavt IsaMnBaatMB). 

" • C / . E. BAaCTpr. fMCTOM W 5 w w 304-07 <ia»3) fgwaia, * a t Britna law daw —1 
prated freedom of speech ai fufcy ai ftaaitcaa or Cencaa tor ami iiniaaiiniaea; the i f f * " " 
«f » t ree speech c l a w * far BiHaiat, Lee, eirratia'aiaf <art . Tmiatc.aiai SaytaHaii. P> tar 
AriTna * « • * • BW • / * * * * / , 49 O. P ITT L. tar. 777. «U - is UqUt frftnwriaa; the Spyatrhrr 
incident as havtag provoked OK adatmua «f a MB at rights 10 protect free speech man 
adequsteh/K j 

1 ,0 5re 17 U.S.C. » JOI (io»>)-
111 See id*. I ioirt>); set aba Harper ft Row. Fabftsfcrra, lac. ». Natiaa Eaters., 471 U.S. 

5J9. S47 H9«5> 
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implicates the grant of an injunction. Many commentators have dis
paraged the overly automatic tendency of courts to grant injunctive 
relief."' The copyright statute and its predecessors express no pref
erence for injunctive relief. The 1976 Act states only that a court 
"may . . . grant temporary and final injunctions on such terms as it 
may deem reasonable to prevent or restrain infringement of a copy
right "IU Moreover, the tendency toward the automatic injunction 
can harm the interests of plaintiff copyright owners, as well as the 
interests of the public and the secondary user. Courts may instinc
tively shy away from a justified finding of infringement if they perceive 
an unjustified injunction as the inevitable consequence.114 

! 

' " Benjamin Kaplan chided courti far Vamctancs facetting) that an tnjunctioa dors no* 
go of coarse; the latereit to dissemination of a work any justify a confinement of the remedy 
to a money recovery." B. Karuur, *•**• note 68, at TJ. Professor Nunner, noting judicial 
authority requiring an Injunction, cautions that "where great public injury waoM be worked by 
an injunction, Ike court) might follow case* in other areas of property law, and award *—irfjrf 
or a continuing royalty instead of an injunction ia sock special drcunalancta.* } M. Nunen , 
THE CDMUCHT LAW I 14 oofBL at >4-5* 09*o)- Tkt irsnorhal standard augjeawd by tks 
RalmUmtnt (Sttamd) «/ Ttrti would allow court* to award a plaintiff damages when coanter-
vaibnf interests, including free speech, disfavor an InjanctioB. St* ttgSTATSMEtrT (SECOara) 
or TOUTS I 951 comment a (1979); to*. I 942 oanment e; rra aba Abrams, Pint Ami ndminl 
mud Cofyntkt, j$ J. CarracHT SocV 1, J. i t (19S7) forging that Ant amendment values 
should be viewed as a basis for nuking copyright law more respondve to Ike shared valaes of 
the nation); Goldstein. Copyright ami Vu Pint AnunJmmt, 70 COLOM. L. Jte». *»J, IOJO 
(1970) (arguing that one way to accommodate copyrigbt property with the poblk BUCKSI in 
acens is la prefer an award of ditnagts to an injunctive remedy); Wislungrad. Pint Amendment 
"Fair Vst," N.V.L.J., Hay as, 1989, at a, cob. J-J (arguing tbat courts should select ether 
remedies to avoid infringing the first amendment). 

1 , 1 17 U S C f 501(a) (lags). 
114 An example of such confusion, I confess, may be ray own opinion in SoUaftr. With 

hindsight, I susprrt my belief that the book should not be enjoined made me too disposed to 
find fair use where some of the quotation* had little fair use justification. 

I believe Professor Weinreb's analysis could similarly deprive copyright owners of their lawful 
entitlements. rrofessor Weinreb argues that fair use should not be understood as a part of 
copyright law, designed exclusively to help achieve its objectives, but as a limitation on copyright 
based also on other social policies including fairness. It is incorrect, he argues, to restrict fair 
uses 10 those thai make creative use of the copyrighted material. In some cases, concerns for 
the public interest will demand thai the secondary user's presentation be exempt from the 
copyright owner's rights, notwithstanding unproductive copying. As an example he cites the 
finding of fair use involviog an unauthorised publication of a copy of a spectator's Sim of 
Presfdent Kennedy's assassination. See Weinrrb, mpra note 67. at 1143 iciting Time Inc. v. 
Bernard Ccis Assocs , ig j F Stipp rjo fS D N Y 1968)) 

Lei us explore Professor Weinreb's example Assume as our plaintiff a gifted news photog
rapher who, through a combination of diligence, preparedness, rapidity, imagination, instinct, 
skill, sense of composition, and other undrfinabh* artistic gifts, manages again and again to lake 
captivating phnfographs of cataclysmic or historic occurrences. According to Professor Weinreb's 
analysis, the more successful he is in the practice of his creative art, the less copyright protection 
he has. When there is a sufficiently great public interest in seeing his documentary recordings. 
he loses his right to receive compensation for them. In the public interest, the newspapers. 
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Legal rhetoric has dulled thought on the injunction remedy. It is 
a venerable maxim that irreparable injury b "presumed" m a case of 
copyright infringement.,,J Injunction thos follows as a matter of 
course upon a finding of infringement. In the vast majority of cases, 
this remedy is justified because most infringements are simple piracy. 
Successful fabric designs, fashion accessories, toys, and videos in
stantly spawn parasitic industries selling cheap copies. These infring
ers incur no development cost, no advertising expense, and little risk. 
They free-ride on the copyright owner's publicity, undercut the mar
ket, and deprive the copyright owner of the rewards of his creation. 
Allowing this practice to flourish destroys the incentive to create and 
thus deprives the public of the benefits copyright was designed to 
secure. It is easy to justify enjoining such activity In fact, the 
presumption of irreparable harm is probably unnecessary. It merely 
simplifies and reduces the cost of proving what could be shown with
out a presumption. 

Such cases are worlds apart from many of those raising reasonable 
contentions of fair use. Historians, biographers, critics, scholars, and 
journalists regularly quote from copyrighted matter to make points 
essentia) to their instructive undertakings. Whether their takings will 
pass the fair use test b difficult to predict. It depends on widely 
varying perceptions held by different judges. Yet there may be a 
strong public interest in the publication of the secondary work. And 
the copyright owner's interest may be adequately protected by an 
award of damages for whatever infringement is found. 

In suck cases, should we indulge a presumption of irreparable 
harm and grant injunctions as a matter of course? According to the 
Salinger opinion, "if [a biographer] copies mote than minimal amounts 
of (unpublished) expressive content, he deserves to be enjoined 

«ii6 Judge Miner's majority opinion in New Em extended this 

« m magnifies, and teh-viston networks may sintpfy lake and repuMtsh ha photographs without 
payment. Thai is fair use. 

I think Professor Wtimeb's example prom the contrary of hh point. Hr confuses the • 
author's copyright with the questions of remedy It makes no sense that an 'author/ whose art 
and livelihood arc to nuke news photographs (hat the public wjH desperatetv need to tee, losei 
his right to compensation for his labors because be jMiwdi in Ins endeavors. On the other 
hand, the pubrk interest disfavors an injunction barring the dissemination of such a work. The 
conflict b not difficult to reconcile. The taking of the author's phntogianhs for public display 
is not fair use; the copyright hoiuer may swe far compensation {or the vnautborMed repnbltration 
of bis work. The puhbr iotercsl may nevertheless overrtrlr the nght he otherwise would have 
had lo bar distribution. He xrifl be denied an injunction, bo* will recover damages. Both the 
copyright law and the public interest wat thos he vindicated. 

"* See LATMAK°& THE Corvncirr Law. nprt note 16. at *;t ft 0.105. 
116 Salinger v Rancom House. Int.. »n F./d 00. «t <>d Cir.J. cert. itmt4. 4X0 U.S. Sao 
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proposition, expressly rejecting the idea that the public interest in 
publication of an informative biography could outweigh the copyright 
owner's preference for an injunction.117 Upon application for rehear
ing en banc, Judge Newman, author of the Salinger opinion but not 
a part of the New Era panel, writing in favor of rehearing of New 
Era, retracted Salinger's seminal assertion. Judge. Newman explained 
that his phrase "deserves to be enjoined" had meant nothing more 
than "deserves to be found liable for infringement. "n* He pointed 
out that in Salinger there had been no dispute over the appropriateness 
of injunctive relief. Because at the time of the lawsuit the book was 
in prepublication copy, the infringing passages could be easily excised 
or altered without destroying the book. Thus there was no good 
reason to deny the injunction. Judge Newman's New Era opinion 
goes on to argue convincingly that the public interest is always rele
vant to the decision whether to grant an injunction.119 

The customary bias in favor of the injunctive remedy in conven
tional cases of copyright infringement has no proper application to the 
type of case here discussed. When a court rejects a fair use defense, 
it should deal with the issue of the appropriate remedy on its merits. , M 

The court should grant or deny the injunction for reasons, and not 
simply as a mechanical reflex to a finding of infringement. Plaintiffs 
should be required to demonstrate irreparable harm and inadequacy 
of compensation in damages."1 As Chief Judge Oakes noted in his 
separate opinion in New Era, "Enjoining publication of a book is not 

" ' See New Era Publications bitl v Henry Holl * Co., »7J F.»d 57*, 5&1 (ad Cii. 1989). 
" ' New Era Publications Infl v Henry Holt ft Co.. 8S4 F.rd 65Q, 663 n.i (id Crr 1989) 

{Newman. J , dissenting) ladi-ocatkng rehearing, eo banc). 
><*5«i id. at 664. In hit nrw article, Judge Newman emphasize* the Importance of the 

public interest in determining the availability of an injunction. St* Newman, tupra note Ji . 
,nStr supra note ; ; . 
" ' The appropriate measure of damages will raise questions because of the vagueness of the 

statutory standard. 1; O S C. t 504(b) grants the copyright owner his "actual damages suffered 
. . . and any profits of the infringer that are attributable to the infringement.* M. He is 
permitted, however. 10 elect instead "statutory damages" of J500 to Sao.ooo per wort infringed. 
If tbe uifrinrenwnl was 'committed willfolly,* this statutory award may be increased to 1100.000 
It may be reduced to SJOO if infringers in certain narrow categories believed on reasonable 
grounds thai fair use had been made. See 17 V S.C.A. 4 504(c) (West Supp. 1989). A court 
has wide discretion in selling the award. 

It is altogether proper for rourU to distinguish in fuing damages between bad faith appro
priation and a good faith miscalculation of the permissible scope of fair use. Unquestionably in 
some circumstances damage* should be set to puaisb and deter. In other instances, no punitive 

. content would be appropriate: fairness would rather suggest reasonable compensation for the 
use of literary property — a kind of compulsory license. 

Where a court haa found infringement but denied an injunction, a defendant may limit the 
risk of catastrophic liability (or further distribution of the infringing work by counterdaiming 
for a declaratory judgment liiirg t?ie measure of damages. 
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to be done lightly. . . . ITJhe grant or denial of an injunction remains 
an open question, to be determined by carefully balancing the appro
priate factors. "UI 

As with other issues arising in connection with a fair use defense, 
analysis of this issue should reflect the underlying goals of the copy
right law to stimulate the creation and publication of edifying matter. 
In considering whether the plaintiff would suffer irreparable harm, 
the court should focus on harm to the plaintiff's interest as copyright 
owner. A public figure may suffer irreparable injury to hb reputation 
if publication of extracts from his private papers reveals him to be 
dishonest, cruel, or greedy. An individual suffers irreparable harm 
by the revelation of facts he would prefer to keep secret. But those 
are not the types of harms against which the copyright law protects; 
despite irrcparabilily, they should not justify an injunction based on 
copyright infringement. Only injuries to the interest in authorship are 
the copyright's legitimate concern. 

Critics of these views express concern that obstacles to injunctive 
relief may undermine the incentives of authorship for which copyright 
law was created. If the grant or denial of injunction is informed by 
the concerns of copyright taw, such a worry will prove groundless. If 
the infringement is of a type likely to diminish creative incentives, 
the court should favor an injunction. In a case like the Nation, where 
the infringement deprives the author of significant monetary and non
monetary rewards of authorship, and where, as the Supreme Court 
found, such infringement diminishes the incentive to public figures to 
write valuable memoirs, an injunction would be justified. If, on the 
other hand, the original document had been created for purely private 
purposes and not as a work of authorship for the public benefit, denial 
of an injunction would not adversely affect creative incentives. For 
reasons similar to those discussed under the second factor, courts 
should more readily grant an injunction where the original is a work 
of authorship created with a view to publication (or is on its way to 
publication) than in the case of private communicative documents 
created for reasons that are not the concerns of copyright law.'" 

<" iVra En. »JS F.id at 59* iOafces, C.J.,\oncurring). 
"' Forthertnore, abhoogb the change of approach ta remedy suggested ben nay sound 

substantial, I brtirve based on my experience adjadicating copyright cases itt federal coart that 
it would have no stgotncaai statistical effect oa the gnat of injunctions. Ol the 150-100 
copyright c i i n that have cone before me (by random dtetribatam) m u yean on the bench, 
the vast majority Involved unmistakable copying without claim of fair use and resulted in 
injunction!, additional r u n presented disputes over performance of the trrms of Ikenstng 
agreements; a few involved overanibirious claims, where the similarity was attributable to 
coincidence or to the fact that both the plaintiff and defendant were copying the same conven
tion*! model; in some, the similarity related to unprotected elements inch as (acts, styles, or 
•deas. None erf those cases are affected by the suggested approach to injunctions. Fewer than 
ten have invol " fair use. Half of these were in the area of advertisiag; 
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In my argument against automatically granting injunctive relief, I 
have deliberately refrained from invoking the support of the first 
amendment's opposition to prior restraints. I have excluded such 
arguments not because they are irrelevant but because they are un
necessary and risk importing confusion. Although copyright often 
results in suppression of speech, its underlying objectives parallel those 
of the first amendment. TTP« Framers intended copyright . . . to 
be the engine of free expression."124 It "is intended to increase and 
not to impede the harvest of knowledge"; "* "(tk) promote the Progress 
of Science and the useful Arts";126 to encourage "Learned [writers] to 
compose and write useful Books. " m It was never intended to serve 
the goals of secrecy and concealment. Thus, the copyright law on its 
own terms, and not merely in deference to the first amendment, 
demands caution in awarding oppressive injunctions. 

m. CONCLUSION 

A question to consider in conclusion is whether imprecision — the 
absence of a clear standard — in the fair use doctrine is a strength 
or a weakness. The case that it is a weakness is easy to make-
Writers, publishers, and other would-be fair-users lack a reliable guide 
on bow to govern their conduct. The contrary argument is more 
abstract. Perhaps the abundance of disagreement reflects the difficulty 
of tbe problem. As Justice Story wrote in 1841, it is not easy "to lay 
down any general principles applicable to ah cases.*12* A definite 
standard would champion predictability at the expense of justification 
and would stifle intellectual activity to the detriment of the copyright 
objectives. We should not adopt a bright-line standard unless it were 
a good one — and we do not have a good one. 

We can nonetheless gain a better understanding of fair use and 
greater consistency and predictability of court decisions by disciplined 
focus on tbe utilitarian, public-enriching objectives of copyright — 
and by resisting the impulse to import extraneous policies. Fair use 
is not a grudgingly tolerated exception to the copyright owner's rights 
of private property, but a fundamental policy of the copyright law. 

tatr use was rejettrd and an injunction appropriately panted. Only bi three or four cues, or 
approiimatcly two percent, could differing views ronceivabh; have affected die standard. 1 can 
think of only one where my grant or dental of an injunction would turn on whether the 
traditional or ihr suggested approach were followed. If ray experience it representative, ih n 

approach to the injunction remedy would not undermine tbe incentives that the copyright seeks 
to foster. 

'" Harper ti Row, publishers. Inc. v. Nation Enters., 471 U.S. 530, 558 (19*51. 
"' Id. at 54J 
'» U.S. CONST art I, I a, rl *. 
'" Act for the Enrouragemrnt of Learning, 1709. B Anne, eh. 19. 
k:» Fotaim v. Marsh, c F. Cav J4». 344 (C.C.D. Mass 1841I (N«. 4001). 
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The stimulation of creative thought and authorship for the benefit of 
society depends assuredly on the protection of the author's monopoly. 
But it depends equally on the recognition that the monopoly must 
have limits. Those limits include the public.dedication of facts (not
withstanding the author's efforts in uncovering them); the public ded
ication of ideas (notwithstanding the author's creation); and the public 
dedication of the right to make fair use of material covered by the 
copyright. 
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June 6, 1991 

The Honorable William J. Hughes, Chair 
Subcommittee on Intellectual Property and Judicial Administration 
House Judiciary Committee 
United States House of Representatives 
Cannon Building, Room 341 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Mr. Hughes: 

H.R. 2372 was introduced on May 16, 1991. Bills have been 
Introduced-on fair use of unpublished materials in past Congresses. 
The American Association of Law Libraries has followed such 
legislation closely in the past and has expressed Its opinions on 
prior bills through testimony. A copy of our prior testimony is 
attached. We believe that our opinions and reasons are as ap' 
piicable to the current bill as they were to similar bills 
referenced in our attachment. We are very supportive of the 
legislation, and we urge the Committee to act favorably on 
H.R. 2372. 

Sincerely, 

Penny A. Hattelton 
President, American Association 

of Law Libraries 

Enclosure 
cc: Sally Wlant 

Sally Holterhoff 
Kathleen Vanden Heuvel 
Robert Oakley 
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WRITTEN STATEMENT ON BEHALF OF THE 

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF LAW LIBRARIES 

Before the SUBCOMMITTEE ON PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, & TRADEMARKS OF THE 

SENATE COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY 

and the 

r-'.bcommittee on Courts, Intellectual Property 

and the Administration of Justice of the 

House Committee of the Judiciary 

on 

H.R. 4263 and S. 2370 

101st Congress, 2nd Session 

Wednesday, July 11, 1990 

INTRODUCTION 

The American Association of Law Libraries (AALL) is a national 
organization of more than 4,700 professionals who are committed to 
developing and increasing the usefulness of law libraries and the 
cultivation of the science of law librarianship. In the 
Association's legislative policy adopted in 1990, the Association 
states its belief "that an equitable balance between the rights of 
users of information and the rights of copyright holders is 
essential to the free flow of information. The Association urges 
that all proposed revisions, guidelines, procedures, or 
interpretations relating to the Copyright Law maintain this balance 
by interposing a minimum of obstacles to the free and open 
distribution of ideas in all media and formats." AALL is 
interested in H.R. 4263 and S.2370 because many of our libraries, 
particularly those in the academic sector, are repositories for 
unpublished works, including manuscripts, letters, and other 
papers. The purpose of these bills is to apply fair use equally to 
published and unpublished works. Like published materials, the 
value of these materials in our libraries would decline if 
researchers did not have the right to copy from these works in 
situations covered by section 107 of the Copyright Law. 
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HISTORICAL FAIR USE 

The main thrust of Article 1, Section 8, is to advance public 
welfare by encouraging the expression and dissemination of creative 
ideas. 

Subject to certain exceptions, copyright legislation gives 
exclusive rights to the copyright owner. The quoting of reasonable 
excerpts has long been considered fair use, a judicially created 
exception to the exclusive rights held by a copyright owner. The 
rationale for the doctrine and the criteria for its application are 
discernable rrorn case law. These judicial decisions determine the 
balance between the public's right of access and the creator's 
right to benefit from his or her creation. 

The 1909 Act was silent on the guestion of fair use. Until 
the 1976 Act, there had been no statutory provision dealing with 
the issue. Under the 1909 Act, unpublished works were protected 
under the common law of the individual states and authors had 
property rights in their works. Until general publication of the 
work, the author had the exclusive right to copy or to authorize 
copying. Upon publication, copyright protection continued only if 
the work contained a notice of copyright and was registered with 
the United States Copyright Office. Reproduction of limited 
sections of published materials under copyright was subject to the 
fair use doctrine and other statutory and common law exceptions to 
the author's exclusive right to copy. 

All this has changed with the enactment of the 1976/Act. Now 
copyright protection is attached the minute the independent work is 
fixed in any tangible medium of expression. Both published and 
unpublished works are protected once expressed in a tangible form. 
Unpublished works created before January 1, 1978 are now protected 
from unauthorized use until 50 years after the death of the author 
or at least until December 31, 2002. Congress made a conscious 
decision to include unpublished works in the 1976 Act. Congress 
also made a conscious decision to include two important exceptions 
in the 1976 Act to insure the public's right of access to the wide 
variety of works now covered by the copyright law: fair use and 
reproduction by libraries and archives. The fair use exception of 
the 1976 Act incorporates the judicially created doctrine of fair 
use - the quotation or paraphrase without the specific permission 
of limited sections of the document for purposes such as teaching, 
news reporting, and research. 

RECENT COURT DECISIONS ON FAIR USE 

Several recent decisions including Harper & Row. Inc. v. 
Nation Enters.. Salinger v. Random House. Inc.• and New Era 
Publications Int'l. v. Henry Holt & Co. have emphasized the 
unpublished nature of the work in their analysis of the fair use 
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doctrine. In 1985, in Harper & Row, the Supreme Court focused 
attention on the "unpublished nature of the copied work by ruling 
that The Nation had exceeded fair use when it printed excerpts from 
a purloined copy of as yet unpublished memoirs of Gerald Ford. 
Even though the 1976 Act eliminates the distinction between 
published and unpublished works and does not mention publication as 
one of the factors to be considered under section 107, the Court 
insisted that a work's published status is one criterion to 
consider in determining whether use is fair and that use of 
unpublished works is fair only in extraordinary cases. Four 
members of the court agreed that there could be virtually no 
unauthorized use of unpublished materials "even if the work is a 
matter of . . . high public concern." The court's interpretation 
narrows the scope of fair use for all unpublished works. 

The Secor.d Circuit in Salinger and New Era Publications 
limited the "fair use" exception as applied to a biographer's use 
of unpublished materials, holding .that the fair use doctrine was 
virtually inapplicable to unpublished materials. The Salinger 
decision appears to all but eliminate the fair use exemption even 
for research purposes where the copied work is unpublished. 
Salinger arose from a biographer's use of unpublished letters 
housed in several research libraries. Relying on Harper & Row, the 
Second Circuit found that the biographer's use of unpublished 
letters was not a fair use even though the biography clearly fit 
within several of the fair use purposes specifically mentioned by 
§ 107 and only slightly more than 200 words were directly quoted 
from the letters. In its discussion of the effect of the 
unpublished nature of the work on the application of the fair use 
doctrine, the Salinger opinion makes two statements that place 
significant limitations on the public's right to access to 
scholarly research. First, the court states "Salinger's letters 
are unpublished, and they have not lost that attribute by placement 
in libraries where access has been explicitly made subject to the 
observance of at least the protection of the copyright law." 811 
F.2d at 97. While it is true that deposit of an unpublished work 
in a research library does not reduce the amount of copyright 
protection for a work, the placement of this statement in the 
opinion seems to imply major restrictions on the use of unpublished 
works in libraries while 5 108 clearly contemplates the copying of 
unpublished works housed in libraries for purposes of scholarly 
research. Second, the court's statement that "we think that the 
tenor of the Court's entire discussion of unpublished works conveys 
the idea that such works normally enjoy complete protection against 
copying any protected expression," 811 F.2d at 97, seems to 
prohibit all fair use copying from unpublished works. Taken 
together these two statements imply major restrictions on the use 
of unpublished works in research libraries that we believe are 
contrary to the intent of Congress, the public benefit spirit of 
the Copyright clause of the Constitution, and the best interests of 
the public. The language in Salinger which prohibits close 
paraphrasing as equivalent to copying places even more severe 
restrictions on the use of unpublished works for research purposes. 
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The Second Circuit reiterated its extremely narrow 
interpretation of the application of the fair use doctrine to 
unpublished works in Hew Era Publications Int'l v. Henry Holt S 
Co.. another biography case in which the court recognized the 
legitimate purpose of the use. 

The Supreme Court's refusal to review either Salinger or New 
Era now makes it virtually impossible for scholars to practice 
their craft without running a high risk of having an injunction 
prevent publication of their works. Authors also are faced with a 
possibility of monetary damages. These very narrow interpretations 
of the fair use doctrine stifle the incentive to produce new 
creative works that the Copyright Law was designed to insure. 

Following these decisions, writers and scholars turned to 
Congress to seek legislative action to correct the chilling affect 
of these decisions on the creation of new works. As a result of 
these repeals, H.R. 4263 and S. 2370 have been introduced. Most 
recently in New Era Publications Int'l v. Carol Publishing Group, 
the Second Circuit has reaffirmed its interpretation that the 
unpublished nature of a work precludes most uses that would be fair 
if the work had been published making the passage of one of these 
bills even more important. 

EFFECT ON LIBRARIES 

These decisions place severe limits on the value of important 
portions of the collections of many research libraries. Since all 
works created before January 1, 1978 that had not been previously 
published were granted copyright protection by the 1976 Act until 
at least the year 2003, and copyright in works created after 
January 1, 1978 exists until at least the year 2028, all 
unpublished works now in library collections are covered by 
copyright. Libraries must presume that every work donated is 
copyrighted unless it was produced by the federal government. 
Furthermore, a library cannot presume that the person donating the 
works to the library owns the copyright in the works nor can a 
library presume that all rights are transferred even when a donor 
is the copyright holder. In many cases it may be impossible to 
track down the heirs of long dead unpublished authors to obtain the 
release of literary rights. The administrative burdens may prevent 
some libraries from accepting donations of unpublished materials 
that contain valuable research material. 

If the narrow interpretations in the recent cases concerning 
unpublished works are allowed to stand, society will lose the 
benefit of much valuable research. Many of today's scholars would 
be dead before they could publish their own research which may 
require the use of quotations or close paraphrasing of unpublished 
works. Even if the scholars could publish their own research 
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before they died, the delay caused by the inability to quote or 
paraphrase previously unpublished works could make much of their 
research out-of-date before it could be communicated to the public. 

There is some danger of libraries being exposed to liability 
for contributory infringement if scholarly use of unpublished 
material is not considered to be a fair use under the same 
circumstances as scholarly use of published works. 

Those who favor the recent decisions on unpublished works may 
argue that the prohibition against quotation or close paraphrasing 
does not reduce the research value of unpublished material because 
researchers still have the right to use facts from unpublished 
materials. In the field of law, as in the fields of history, 
biography, and journalism, accuracy and interpretation of precise 
wording is critical. In these and other instances, it is important 
to recognize that accurate recording and analysis justifies the use 
of direct quotation even where the source may be an unpublished 
work. 

Conclusion 

The apparent conflict between recent decisions narrowly 
interpreting the application of the fair use doctrine to 
unpublished works and the legislative history of the 1976 Act which 
clearly indicates Congress' intention to apply the Copyright Law to 
unpublished works has created confusion and is likely to chill the 
use of unpublished materials for research purposes. In light of 
the importance of such materials to research, the American 
Association of Law Libraries supports an amendment to the Copyright 
Law to clarify that the fair use doctrine should be applied to 
published and unpublished works in the same manner. Clarification 
will benefit legal researchers as well as historians, biographers, 
journalists and other researchers by permitting the maximum use of 
unpublished materials. For these reasons, AALL supports H.R. 4263 
and S. 2370. 

62-146 0 - 9 3 - 1 8 
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APPENDIX 5—LETTER FROM SHIRA PERLMUTTER, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, 

COLUMBUS SCHOOL OF LAW, THE CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY OF 

AMERICA, TO HON. WILLIAM J. HUGHES, NOVEMBER 27, 1991 

THE CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY OF AMERICA 

Columbus School of Law 
Office of the Faculty 

Washington. D.C. 20064 
(202) 319-5140 

November 27, 1991 

Chairman William J. Hughes 
Subcommittee on Intellectual Property 
and Judicial Administration 

Committee on the Judiciary 
House of Representatives 
Washington, D.C. 

Re: H.R. 2372 

Dear Chairman Hughes: 

I am writing to supplement the testimony I gave at the June 6, 
1991 hearing on H.R. 2372, in light of a recent important 
development. 

At the hearing, I testified that the proposed amendment to the 
fair use provision of the Copyright Act, Title II of the bill, was 
neither necessary nor desirable. On Thursday, November 21, the 
Second Circuit issued a decision affirming one of the district 
court decisions that I cited as a basis for my opinion, Wright v. 
Warner Books. Inc.. 748 F. Supp. 105 (S.D.N.Y. 1990). The Second 
Circuit's decision should put to rest any remaining concerns as to 
that Circuit's law on the issue of fair use of unpublished 
materials, and remove any need for legislation. 

In Wright. a panel of the Second Circuit held that a 
biographer's use of material from her subject's unpublished letters 
and journals constituted fair use as a matter of law. Wright v. 
Warner Books. Inc. . Mo. 90-9054, slip op. (2d Cir. Nov. 21, 1991). 
Despite resolving the second fair use factor (the nature of the 
copyrighted work) against the biographer based on the unpublished 
status of the letters and journal, the court found that the other 
statutory fair use factors weighed in her favor and entitled her to 
summary judgment. 

In reaching this result, the court explicitly stated that 
neither Salinger nor any other case had established a per se rule 
barring fair use of unpublished works, and cautioned that fair use 
requires a "totality inquiry," based on the weighing of all of the 
statutory factors. Slip op. at 19-20. The opinion thus 
accomplishes precisely what the proposed amendment is designed to 
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accomplish: clarifying that fair use may be made of unpublished 
works, and that courts must consider all of the relevant factors in 
making the fair use determination for unpublished works as well as 
published. As the Second Circuit has now corrected the problem it 
created through unfortunate dicta in its own decisions, there is no 
longer any need for Congress to clarify the issue. 

Those advocating the amendment may nevertheless continue to 
press for legislation, pointing to the Second Circuit's strong 
statements in Wright of the importance to the fair use balance of 
the unpublished status of the plaintiff's work. The court 
characterized unpublished works as "the favorite sons of factor 
two," indicating that the second fair use factor would almost 
always be resolved against the defendant when the work is 
unpublished. Slip op. at 12-13. This treatment of the 
published/unpublished distinction, however, derives from equally 
strong statements in the Supreme Court's decision in Harper & Row, 
a decision that the bill is not intended to overturn. And any 
qualms engendered by these statements in Wright should be allayed 
by the bottom line: a finding of fair use. 

Even apart from the "unpublished" issue, Wright is a pro-
publisher decision in a number of respects. The opinion is quite 
favorable to nonfiction authors and publishers in its treatment of 
the other fair use factors. In particular: 

1) The court held that the first fair use factor should be 
resolved in the defendant's favor without further inquiry if the 
defendant's work qualifies as one of the illustrative types of uses 
listed in the first sentence of section 107, such as criticism, 
scholarship and research. Slip op. at 10. The Court classified 
the defendant's biography as falling within these categories, and 
made several positive statements about the social value of 
biography. Idj. at 10 and 20. This is a groundbreaking aspect of 
the decision, indicating that the for-profit nature of a biography 
or history will not weigh against a fair use claim. 

2) The court rejected the argument that use of plaintiff's 
material after denial of a request for permission constituted bad 
faith weighing against fair use. Slip op. at 10-11. 

3) The court drew a distinction between the use of expression 
to illustrate factual points, enhance the biographer's analysis, or 
establish her credibility, as opposed to its use to enliven the 
text and rely on the subject's words to "make the book worth 
reading." It also applied a demanding standard to the question of 
qualitative similarity. Slip op. at 15-16; 20. 
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4) The court reaffirmed that the fourth factor is the most 
important, indicating that a biography or history that, like the 
defendant's, does not reproduce so much of its subject's 
unpublished writings as to serve as a substitute in the market is 
likely to be held a fair use. Slip op. at 17-18; 20. 

Indeed, one is hard pressed to imagine a more reassuring 
opinion from the publisher's perspective. We now know that it is 
possible to make fair use of unpublished material; that even 
"enlivening" uses that are reasonable in amount and do not 
interfere with the potential market for that material are 
permissible; and that the first factor of the fair use analysis 
will virtually automatically be resolved in favor of a biographer 
or historian. While only a small amount of expression was used in 
Wright.1 it appears that a more extensive taking could pass muster 
in a future case; the resolution of the issue on summary judgment 
leaves room for a finding of fair use of greater amounts on a full 
factual record. 

The only greater assistance that the court of appeals could 
provide, consistent with Harper & Row• would be the conclusive 
weight of an en banc opinion. But the panel's decision has the 
full force of law; almost all appellate cases are decided by 
panels, as were the original sources of the problem, Salinger and 
New Era themselves. The law of the Second Circuit is now Harper & 
Row as interpreted by Salinger and New Era. as glossed by Wright. 
No lower court or future appellate panel has the power to disregard 
Wright's teachings, which can only be reversed by the Second 
Circuit sitting en banc—a result that is highly unlikely, given 
the announced views of a majority of its sitting judges.2 

1 The Court of Appeals' tally of the amount taken was 
considerably higher than that of the district court, which had 
analyzed some of the same material as unprotectible facts. See 
slip op. at 8-9. 

2 Eight Second Circuit judges (Judges Newman, Oakes, Kearse 
and Winter in New Era II; Judges Meskill, McLaughlin and Van 
Graafeiland in Wright; and Judge Walker in his opinion sitting as 
the district judge in Wright 1 have now expressed their 
unwillingness to apply literally the extreme dicta in Salinger and 
New Era. Judges Altimari and Mahoney have also indicated that the 
unpublished status of a work does not constitute a bar to a finding 
of fair use. See Association of American Medical Colleges v. 
Cuomo. 928 F.2d 519, 523-26 (2d Cir. 1991) (held: fair use defense 
presented issues of fact despite unpublished status of plaintiff's 
work, given non-commercial, non-competing nature of use). 
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After Wright. it is difficult to see what purpose the proposed 
amendment would serve. If the amendment is adopted, courts will 
still be required under Harper & Row to treat the unpublished 
status of a work as a "key factor" weighing against a finding of 
fair use, and will still need to engage in a balancing of factors, 
with the outcome of any particular fair use claim remaining 
unpredictable. 

I therefore respectfully reiterate my recommendation that the 
proposed legislation not be adopted. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Shira Perlmutter 
Assistant Professor 

•J/MAtk. 
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SEPTEMBER 30, 1989 

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE ACTIVITIES UNDER THE 
NATIONAL FILM PRESERVATION ACT OF 1988 

FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDING SEPTEMBER 30, 1989 

The National FUa Preservation Act of 1988 (P.L. 100-446) 
established In the Library of Congress a National Film Registry for Che 
purpose of registering and preserving fllos that are culturally, 
historically, or aesthetically significant. 

The Act also provided for a National Ftla Preservation Board to be 
chosen by Che Librarian of Congress froa a Use of noalnacions subaitted by 
a number of national associations and inscicuclons. The Board reviews 
nominations for fllos selected for the National Film Registry and consults 
with the Librarian of Congress with respect to their inclusion In ths 
Registry. 

The activities of the Library of Congress and the Board carried 
out under Che provisions of Che Ace for fiscal 1989 are suaoarlsed below. 

1989 are: 
The fllaa selected for inclusion in che National FUa Registry for 

(1) The Bast Years of Our Lives (1946) 
(2) Casablanca (1942) 
(3) Citisen Kane (1941) 
(4) The Crowd (1928) 
(5) Dr. Strangelove (or, Row I Learned to Stop Worrying 

and Love the Boab) (1964) 
(6) The General (1927) 
(7) Gone with the Wind (1939) 
(8) The Grapes of Wrath (1940) 
(9) High Noon (19S2) 
(10) Intolerance (1916) 
(11) The Learning Tree (1969) 
(12) The Maltese Falcon (1941) 
(13) Mr. Saith Goes to Washington (1939) 
(14) Modern Tlaas (1936) 
(15) Haaook of the North (1922) 
(16) Oa the Waterfront (1954) 
(17) The Searchers (19S6) 
(18) Slngin' la the Rain (1952) 
(19) Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs (1937) 
(20) Soae Ufce.lt Hot (19S9) 
(21) Sear Wars (1977) 
(22) Sunrise (1927) 
(23) Sunset Boulevard (19S0) 
(24) Vertigo (1958) 
(23) The Wlsard of Os (1939) 

http://Ufce.lt
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A* announcad at a prt«a eonfaranea hald at tha Library of Congress 
on Septeaber 19, thla Hat of twanty-flva fllaa li not i Hat of tha bait 
twanty-flva Aaarlean fllaa. Hachar It suggests to tha Aaarlcan public tha 
broad ranga of graat Aaarlcan fllaaaklng. Tha ralaaaa of thla Hat will 
halp to proaota flla aa an art fora and will ganarata public lntaraat In tha 
praaarvatlon of flla. (Saa praaa ralaaaa Appendix A.) 

Tha fllaa wara aalactad aftar a long and exhaustive procaaa which 
began with tha nomination by tha public of alaoat 1,000 flla tltlaa. Tha 
National Flla Praaarvatlon Board aat twlca to dlacuaa tha flla selection!, 
onca In January to recoaaand to the Librarian of Congreaa criteria for the 
•election of fllaa and onca In July to recoaaand tha flrat twanty-flve flla 
tltlaa. On Sapteabar 26, 1989 tha Board aat to dlacuaa tha labeling 
raqulraaanta. 

Appolntaanta to tha National Flla Praaarvatlon Board wara aade In 
aceordanca with aactlon 8 of tha Act (aee Appandlx B). 

Suaaarlea of the aaatlnga of tha National Flla Praaarvatlon Board 
follow. 

Heating of tha latloaal Flla Preeervatloa Boara 
January 23, 1989 

The flrat public aaatlng of the National Flla Praaarvatlon Board 
waa held on January 23, 1989 In tha Library of Congreaa and waa chaired by 
Fay Kanln rapreaentlng tha Acadeay of Motion Picture Arte and Selancaa. The 
Librarian of Congreaa lnatructed tha Board, prior to their own aaatlng, that 
tha law required tha Board and tha Librarian to accoapllah Jointly four 
taaka In tha flrat year: 

(1) eetablleh criteria for tha «election of fllaa Into tha 
National Flla Keglatry; (2) eatabllah proceduraa to engage tha general 
public In tha (election procaaa; (3) aalect twanty-flva fllaa for Inclusion 
Into tha National Flla Reglatry; and (4) leaue flla labeling guldellnea for 
tha fllaa selected for lnclualon in the Reglatry. It waa agraad that the 
Board would take up tneae itaaa In thle order and that at tba January 
aaatlng tha Board would coaplata only iteaa one and two. 

1) la lta flrat agenda ltea, the Board atatad a preference for 
very broad guideline*: 

(a) A "flla"'la defined as a "feature-length, theatrical notion 
plctur* after lta flrat theatrical releaaa." Tha Board agraad that both 
"feature-length" and "theatrical release" were to be read vary broadly, so 
aa not to exclude cartaln fllaa. In tha caa* of "feature-length", for 
exaapla. It waa agraad that the tera haa a dlffarant aaanlng whan looked ac 
la an hlatorlcal context; 
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(b) Films selected for the National Flla Registry oust be 
"culturally, historically or aesthetically'' laportant. The Board 
recommended that these terns be construed broadly; 

(c) Films should not be considered for Inclusion In the Film 
Registry If no element of the film exists, but no film would be denied 
inclusion in the Registry because it had already'been preserved. The Board 
said that while it wants to be active In film preservation activities. It 
would not want to exclude films because they were already preserved; and 

(d) No film is eligible for Inclusion in the Film Registry 
until 10 years after Its first theatrical release. 

After a discussion of whether only "American" films would be 
eligible for Inclusion in the Registry, the Board concluded that any film 
would be Included under the Act so long It had a "theatrical release," and 
met the criteria sat out in the Congressional findings listed In section 1 
of the Act. It was agreed to decide on a case-by-case basis whether a film 
selected for inclusion in the Registry would promote those ends. 

2) The Board agreed to Invite broad solicitation from the public 
In order to educate the public about Che Board's purposes and engage broad 
Interest In its activities. Therefore, the Board agreed tot 

(a) Publish notices of meetings of the National Film 
Preservation Board in the Federal Register; 

(b) Establish a mailing address within the Library of Congress 
for the public to use to make recommendations to the Film Board; 

(c) Prepare materials for Congressional offices to'mall out to 
chelr own constituents who wish to make recommendations to the Film Board; 

(d) Have the Library of Congress send to other libraries, 
notices, which would be posted, asking the public to participate in 
nominating films; 

(e) Have siailar notices mailed to all movie theaters to be 
posted in cheater lobbies; and 

(f) Ask Board members to submit the names of other 
organisations, guild*, unions, and associations which would alao be sent 
notices; and contact flla critics and historians for similar participation. 

The Board agreed, to a schedule for the year setting April 21 as 
the final data for nominations of films from sll sources, including each 
Board member. Board members agreed to nominate as many as SO flla* each 
(a potential Board list of 630 films), and then to narrow the list by mall 
ballot to SO total f11am by aid-June in preparation for the July meeting. 
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Tha Board opanad tha seating up to queaclona froa tha ganaral 
public. 

Following tha January 23 Board aaetlng, and aftar furthar 
conaultatlon with the Board and Library of Congress staff, tha Librarian of 
Congraaa tssuad criteria for tha aelectlon of fllaa and propoaad guidelines 
for Incorporating the broadeit poaslble public participation In the 
selection proceaa. These guidelines ware printed In tha Federal Register on 
February 1}, 1989 soliciting public coaasnt In accordance with tha 
Adalnlatratlve Procedurea Act (Appendix C). They will be promulgated aa 
final guidelines when Che labeling guidelines are coaplated later chls year. 

Moating of thai Bat tonal Flla Preearvatloa Board 
July 19, 1989 

After reducing the list of fllaa by aall balloting, Che Board net 
for the second tlat In Los Angeles on July 19, 1989, to discuss Its procesa 
for recommending lta cwency-flve fllaa. At the Board's request, tha 
Librarian of Congress attended thia aaetlng so that he might benefit froa 
their discussion of fllaa In order to facilitate the aelectlon proceaa. 

Tha Board received 962 flla deles for nomination froa Cha 
ganaral public and by aall balloting. They reduced their "working liat" for 
the July easting to 37 titles. Chairwoman Kanln reminded Board members, 
however, that any flla was eligible for Inclusion, whether it waa on 
anyona'a Hat, if It aat tha qualification requlreaants. 

Tha Board discussed whether certain genres of flla, such aa 
anlaated features, docuaantarlaa, and avant garda/lndependent films, should 
ba automatically selecced for Inclusion In tha list of twenty-five. It was 
dacldad Chat a "quota" system would noc be advisable because Chare were Coo 
many other genre categories, such aa westerns, coasdy, musicals, flla nolr 
etc., that alao desaryed attenclon. Rather, tha Board agreed to "seriously 
consider" only two cacegorlea — anlasced festuras and docuaantarlaa — but 
sat no absolute quota for fllaa In esch of these catagorlea. 

Aftar several hours in a public meeting, the Board want into 
executive seaaloa to discuss tha list of twanty-flva flla titles. 

Tha Board discussed the pros and cons of all 37 titles on their 
"working list" and added soma titles to that list during tha discussion. 
Tha Board agreed that each member would send his/her final noalnetIons by 
aall balloting to the Librarian of Congress. Thay alao agreed that Board 
members ware not precluded in thia aall ballot froa naming flla titles which 
were not discussed. 

Each Board member submitted to the Library a list of 30 fllaa, 
numbered 1 to 30 with tha number one flla valued at 30 points, number 2 at 
29 points, and ao on. Tha Board's nominations wars tabulated into a single 
list of 23 fllaa for eonaidaratlon by the Librarian of Congraaa. Ic waa the 
unanlaous opinion of cha Board that thia Use should not ba aada public. 
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Mindful of the Board's discussion and Its l i s t of f i l e s , the 
Librarian consulted with staff of the Library's Hotloo Picture, Broadcasting 
and Recorded Sound Division In order to sake his final selections. On 
Septeaber 19, 1989 the Librarian of Congress releaaed a l i s t of twenty-five 
f i l m to Che American public. 

Heating of the, Rational Flla Preserverloo Board 
Septeaber 26. 19S9 

The Board aet for the chlrd and final ttae this f iscal year ac the 
Library of Congress, to discuss the labeling guidelines found In section 3 
of the Act, "so that f l l a owners and distributors are able to determine 
whether a version of a f l l a registered on the National Flla Registry which 
Is in their possession has been materially altered." Robert Rosen 
representing the University of California, Los Angeles, chaired the aaetlng. 

The Board's agenda for this aaetlng Included a discussion of 
specific practices In Che Industry. The Board's duty In this regard Is 
slaply to Interpret Congressional Intent on the labeling requlreaents In 
order to help f l l a owners and dlatrlbutors. The Board agreed by a 9-3 vote 
(with one member absent froa the vote) on a notion recoaaendlng that the 
Librarian's labeling guidelines require labeling of fllaa In al l caaaa 
except where a f i l a i s edited for "standards and practlcea" (nudity, 
language or violence) or for the Insertion of coaaerclals or public service 
announceaents. The Board found that given the paraaatara of the legislation 
there were irreconcilable dlfferencea aaong the aeabera of the Board on the 
labeling requlreaents and the Board's vote waa meant to be "advisory" only. 

The Board alao agreed by acclamation to a motion urging the 
Librarian to request Immediately froa Congress an additional $500,000 to 
$1 a i l l lon for the archiving and preservation of the twenty-five films 
selected for the National Flla Registry. Although the Library of Congress 
has 21 of the 23 f l laa in soaa form, only 2 are of archival quality. 

Having the benefit of the Board's discussion at thla aaetlng and 
after further conaultatlon with the Board, the Librarian wil l issue final 
labeling guideline* in accordance with the Administrative Procedures Act to 
be effective after January 1, 1990. 

Nomination* for films for Inclusion in the Rational Flla Registry 
for next year's Hat of twenty-five fllaa are now being so l ic i ted . Printed 
notices sol ic i t ing nominations from che public, due April 21, 1990, have 
been distributed to l ibraries and movie theetera nationwide. 

A seal has been designed by Saul Bass In accordance with 
aaction 3(a)(2)(C) of the Act. It wil l be mad* available to copyright 
owners for display on the twenty-five selected films. 
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Copyright owners of tha twanty-ftva aelaetad fllaa ara being 
contacted to obtain archival quality flla for tha National Flla Board 
Collection in the Library of Congreaa. 

The Library of Congreaa, aa the repoaltory of tha largaat flla and 
television collection In tha world, and with by far the largaat flla 
preservation effort, welcoaea the opportunity Congreaa haa given It under 
the National Flla Preaervatlon Act. 
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APPENDIX 7.-STATEMENT OF JAMES H. BILLINGTON, THE LIBRARIAN OF 
CONGRESS, SEPTEMBER 19, 1989 

Stataaant of Jaaes H. Illllngcon 
Tha Librarian o( Congrats 

Saptaabar 19, 198* 

Good nornlng. I *• plaaiad to announcs today cha f l r tc 

lnstsl laant of 25 f l l a s plaead In cha National Film l e g i s t ry, loeacad in 

cha Library of Congress. Undar tha law as pitted by Congrass. 2} f l lat 

are to ba salactad for aach of tha neat thraa yaars — a to ta l of only 

73 f l l a s . Thasa f l l a s were salactad aftar going through tha 3 alaaanct 

of review aandatad by tha leg is lat ion: ths gaosral public, tha new 

National Flla Preservation Board, and tha Librarian of Congrass. Tha 

ganaral public nominated alaoat 1,000 flla) t i t l e s by s a i l . Tha 

distinguished aeabers of tha Rational Plla Preservation Board than aac on 

July 19 l a Los Angeles to dlscuaa a saallar l i s t of f l las extensively 

aaong themselves, aftar that aaatlog, each aeabsr of tha Board aant 

h i s or har weighted bal lot of top fllaa to tha Couaaal to tha f l l a Board, 

who computed thaa Into a base Hat of 23 fllaa. Than, mindful of this 

basa l i s t as wall aa tha auggaatad priorities and substantive discussion 

of tha Board, I draw up tha f inal l i s t of 25 fllaa la coaaultatloa with 

ay own staff la tha Motion Plctura, Broadcasting and tacordad Sound 

Division, ta other words, th i s has been a long, asfcaoatlva process. 

Maka no mistake), thle l i s t of 23 fllaa la not, a H a t of the 

bast 23 Aaerlcao f l laa . P l la c r i t i c s and scholars could not agraa oa 

such a l i s t , sod tha Llbrsry of Congress would not eabark oa any such 

fu t i l e axarclsa. This Is not Academy Awarda night. 
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Thla l i s t of 2J f l lat should suggest to tha Aaerleao public tha 

braadth of (raat Aaarlcan fllaaaklng. Congress statsd ttut tha purpose 

of tha Registry la to select ( l ias that are -culturally, historically, or 

aesthetically i l t n l f l e a n t . ' Tha fllaa naned today ara laportaat to 

Aearlea'a eultura and history, tt It laposslble to aneoapaia al l tha 

dleantIons of (raat fllaaaklng In a Hat of 2S fllaa or «van In a H i t of 

200. Because of our Halted authority undar tha law, va ara aaraly 

acratchlnf tha aurfaca. 

la futura yaara, I will want to talk to tha r i l e Board about 

considering for tha l i s t aa avaa broadar range of fllaa to locreast 

public awareness of tha aeopa and dlvsralty of Aaarleaa fllaaaklng, 

notably doeuaantarlaa and athnlc fl laa. Va wil l again actively so l i c i t 

tha public's participation lo nominating tha aait Installaent of 

21 f l laa . Indeed, you can now aall noalnatlooa to tha National File 

Registry la tha Library of Congress for naxt year's Use . 

In accordance with Congress' wlshaa, t had two goala la alnd In 

selecting the 23 national treasures announced today. First, tha 

selectloo of these f l laa should help to promote f l l a aa aa art fora. 

Second, tha select ion of these fllaa should generate public Interest In 

tha preservation of f l l a . Our greet cultural heritage la f l l a aust be 

preserved, sod wa Hope today to aake thla clear to tha Aaarleaa people. 

Let'a look at tha problem. Half of a l l of tha f l laa aade 

before HJO and M percent of tha fllaa aada before 1930 have been lost 

forever. Tha cold, hard'fact la that, tor a l l their popularity la 

Aaerlce today, f l laa ara aa endangered species for tha Aaarlca of 

tomorrow. Tha Library of Congress f l l a and televleloa collection la the 
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largest In tha world aod contain. SO pareaat of a l l ( l i a s hold by elneaa 

archives In tha Unttad States and la working to protact thoaa ( l i a s that 

art ooit endangered. Our people In tha library of Congreia have 

collected f l los end conducted preeervatlon act iv i t ies for over *0 years. 

Other f l l a archives Including tha National Archive*, the Aaerlcan ri la 

Institute, the Ceorge Eastman House, the Museua of Modern Art, UCLA, and 

the University of Wisconsin Flla Center have done laportant f l l a 

preservation. Much aore needs to be dona, and the public's support Is 

crucial. 

Congress, In passing the Flla Prasarvatloa Act last year, 

launched a Halted sxporlaaat. 75 f l laa over 3 years. They Intended to 

draw attention to the need far preservation aod to eove preservation 

forward by educating the Aaerlcan paopla on certain precttcaa used la the 

dtssealnatloo of fl laa to tha public. 

Uodar the 19M Flla Preservation Act, It la now required that 

If copies of any of these « f l laa are either colorlxed or notarially 

altered, they oust be labeled ae such. This la* doe* oot and the current 

practices of colorlsatlon or al terat looe of f l la*. The labeling 

requirements under tha 1 M w i l l not go lato affect until I Issue labeling 

guidelines soae t l e e later thle year or early la 1M0. The Rational 

Flla Preservation board wi l l meet nest week to help aa with tha labeling 

requirements. 

In essence then, the law la really about preserving and 

archiving tha originate of great and laportant f l la*. Unless such 

preservation ac t iv i t i e s era carried out, aany of tha f l laa which th* 

public enjoy* today wi l l aat be available td future generattone. Soae of 
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Cha f l t a a on today't l l a c , for axaapla, popular aa thay ara, hava navar 

baaa proparly arehlvad. 

Soaa hava c r l c l c l i a d cha rola of cha govarnaant lo a f l l a 

salacclon procaaa. A H archlv l tc t would tgrta chat chair tdaal would ba 

Co prasarva i l l f l l a a and lac cha catc of claa daclda which ara cha f t l a t 

of s igni f icant* . Buc archlvaa cannoc t f ford tuch luxurlaa. Tha Library 

of Congraaa I t cha eloaatc chlng wa hava Co a unlvartal dapotlcory for 

cha Aaarlcan aaaory. Wa acrlva Co pratarva and archlva aa auch aa 

pot t lb la . Wa walcoaa chla parclcular talaccloa procata aa a tclaulut Co 

a l l Aaarlcaaa Co praaarva what la aotc laporcanc to tha national aaaory. 

Wa axpact chat, aa with tay H a t of f l l a a , thara w i l l ba 

c r t t l c l t a of toaa or a l l of cha f l laa aalaccad coday. Wa walcoaa public 

dabata in tha bopa that I t w i l l t t lau la ta d l tcut t lon about f l l a aa ar t 

and tha naad for aora f l l a praaarvacloa. Thaaa f l l a a ara a tr lbuta to 

tha Aaarlcan craatlva t p l r l t . Thay daaarva raeognlcloa and pratarvatloa, 

and chair ta lact loa thould draw atctatlon to tha hundrada of othar f l l aa 

which daaarva t l a l l a r coaaldaratlon. Naat yaar wa w i l l noalnaca 2} aora 

f l l a a , tad 25 cha yaar a f tar that. I f Congraaa allowt tha authority of 

tha F l l a Praaarvatloa Act to contlnua a f tar 1991, wa could contlnua chit 

procaaa for yaar* to coaa. 

Sow. lac aa road tha H a t . 

r 
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APPENDIX 9.—LIST OF NATIONAL FILM PRESERVATION BOARD MEMBERS, 
SEPTEMBER 1989 

MATIOMO. FILM PMSEEVATXOM BOARD MEMBERS 
Saptaabar 19S9 

Tha Acadany of Motion Pictura Arts and Sciancas 
Fay Kanin, maabar 
Waltar Miriach, altarnata 

Tha Allianca of Motion Pictura and Talaviaion Producara 
J. Nicholas Countar III, aaabar 
Carol A. Loabardini, altarnata 

Tha Aaarican Fila Znatituta 
Cana P. Jankowaki, aaabar 
Caorgo Stavana, Jr., altarnata 

Tha Olractors Guild of Aaarica 
Arthur Millar, maabar 
Sydnay pollack, altarnata 

Tha Motion Pictura Association of Aaarica 
Jack Valanti, aaabar 
Frits Attaway, altarnata 

Tha National Association of Broadcastara 
Edward O. Fritts, aaabar 
Jaaaa C. May, altarnata 

Tha National Sociaty of Film Critics 
David Xahr, aaabar 
Staphan Schiff, altarnata 

Oapartaant of Cinaaa Studiaa in tha Graduata School 
of Arts and Sciancaa, Naw York Univaraity 

Charlas Milna, aaabar 
Hilliaa K. Evarson, altarnata 

Tha Scraan Actors Guild of Aaarica 
Roddy McDowall, aaabar 
Barry Gordon, altarnata 

Sociaty of Cinaaa Stadias 
John Baltoa, aaabar 
Kristin Thoapson, altarnata 

Univaraity Pila and Vldao Association 
Ban Lavin, aaabar 
Batsy A. Hc&ana, altarnata 

Oapartaant of Thaatar, Pila and Talaviaion, 
Collago of Fina Arts, Univaraity of California, Loa Angales 

Robart Rosan, aaabar 
Howard Subar, altarnata 

Tha Wrltara Guild of Aaarica (Wast and Eaat) 
Gaorga Kirgo, aaabar 
Edward Adlar, altarnata 
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APPENDIX IO.-PROPOSED RULES, NATIONAL FILM RESERVATION BOARD 
FED. REG., VOL. 54, No. 28, FEBRUARY 13, 1989 
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APPENDIX 11.—ANNUAL REPORT OF THE ACTIVITIES UNDER THE NATIONAL 

FILM PRESERVATION ACT OF 1988 FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDING 

SEPTEMBER 30, 1990 

v j rioy.t i 
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i , ' n « n n 

AHHOAL REPORT OF ACTIVITIES DHDEB TBB 
HAIIOHAL FILM FRESERVATIOH ACT OF 1988 

FOR TH8 FISCAL YEAR ENDING SEPTEMBER 30, 1990 

In accordance with Public Law 100-446, the National Film 
Preservation Act of 1988, the Library of Congress submits this 
second annual report summarizing activities of the Library of 
Congress and the National Film Preservation Board in carrying out 
the provisions of the Act. 

The Act established in the Library of Congress a National 
Film Registry for the purpose of registering and preserving films 
that are culturally, historically, or aesthetically significant. 

The Act requires the Librarian of Congress to select, after 
consultation with the Board, up to twenty-five films a year for 
Che National Film Registry. The Library then must attempt to 
obtain archival quality copies of each of the nominated films for 
inclusion in the National Film Board Collection In the Library of 
Congress. Finally, the Librarian Is obligated to issue 
guidelines prescribing the kinds of "material alterations" chat 
require labeling of the films selected for Inclusion in the 
National Film Registry. 

The films selected for inclusion In the National Film Registry 
for 1990 are: 

(1) All About Eve (1950) 
(2) All Quiet on the Western Front (1930) 
(3) Bringing Up Baby (1938) 
(4) Dodsvorch (1936) 
(5) Duck Soup (1933) 
(6) Fantasia (1940) . 
(7) The Freshman ((1925) 
(8) The Godfather (1972) 
(9) The Creat Train Robbery (1903) 
(10) Harlan County, U.S.A. (1976) 
(11) How Green Has My Valley (1941) 
(12) It's a Wonderful Life (1946) 

fe FAX: ('(12) -IV-OA12 * * - -•••iDC. . 
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(13) Klllar of Shaap (1977) 
(14) Lova Ma Tonight (1932) 
(15) Maahea of tha Afternoon (1943) 
(16) Nlnotchka (1939) 
(17) Primary (1960) 
(18) Raging Bull (1980) 
(19) Rabal Without a Cauaa (1955) 
(20) Red River (1948) 
(21) Tha River (1937) 
(22) Sullivan'a Travel* (1941) 
(23) Top Hat (1935) 
(24) Tha Treasure of tha Sierra Kadre (1948) 
(25) A Woman Under tha Influence (1974) 

Laat year tha Library and tha National Film Preservation 
Board announced two broad goals--to prootote film aa an art form 
and to generate public interest in the preservation of flla. 
These goals vara furthered by the noalnatlon of tha first twenty-
five fllas in September 1989, which generated an enormous amount 
of attention in tha popular and critical praaa. Every major 
newspaper and many of tha major networks reported not only on tha 
list of films but on tha activities of the Library of Congreaa 
and other archives In preserving our national motion picture 
heritage. 

This year's films. Ilka laat year's, were selected after a 
long and exhaustive process. The public nominated 1,463 flla 
titles, a dramatic Increase from last year's 962 titles. 
Nominations wara received from 40 atates and the District of 
Columbia. The National Association of Theater Owners (NATO), a-
trade association representing thousands of theaters nationwide, 
published a nomination form in Its trade publication, and will 
repeat this in 1991. 

In addition, tha Librarian asked each Board member to 
suggest additional film historians and critics whom ha could 
contact for advice about minority and ethnic films, documentaries 
and snInstad features that are historically, culturally, or 
aesthetically significant avan though they may not be widely 
known. Nearly thirty critics, responded with approximately 300 
additional nominations. 

Tha National Film Preservation Board met twice to discuss 
the flla selections, once In February in Los Angeles to refine 
the film selection process, and once In July to recommend their 
list of twenty-five flla titles for 1990. 

Three changes were In made in Board membership In 
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accordance with section 8 of tha Act (the current Board 
membership list Is attached). Arthur Hlller replaced Franklin 
Schaffnar who died In July 1989. The members and alternates froa 
two organizations traded places, with Charles Milne becoming the 
member representing New York University and Bob Rosen the member 
representing UCLA. 

Meeting of the Rational Film Preservation Board 
February 19, 1990 

Tha National Film Preservation Board met at the 
headquarters of the Writers Guild of America in Los Angeles and 
was chaired by Fay Kanln, representing the Academy of Motion 
Picture Arts and Science*. Eleven of the thirteen organizations 
represented on the Board attended the meeting as well as the 
Librarian of Congress. 

The Board discussed and adopted a schedule for selecting 
films for tha National Film Registry In 1990. It agreed to use 
tha February 1989 criteria for selecting films. These criteria 
were published In final form in the Federal Register on August 9, 
1990 (see attached). 

These criteria allow as many films as possible to be 
eligible for selection--with broad Interpretations of "theatrical 
release" (any exhibition in a theater including festivals and 
publicity showings) and "feature length" (the definition varies 
according to th* year In which a particular film was made). 

The Board discussed th* Library's efforts to obtain 
"archival quality copies* of the first twenty-five films, and 
agreed to help the Library obtain the necessary preservation 
quality copies. 

The Board discussed th* role of the additional advisors and 
historian* whose names th* Librarian had requested each Board 
member to bring Co this meeting. The Librarian agreed to send a 
letter to tha Board's list of historians and experts asking for 
the names of additional films for Inclusion In the National Film 
Registry, especially minority.and ethnic films, documentaries and 
animated features. The Librarian also agreed to make th* 
response letters available to all the Board member* so that they 
could contact these film historians and advisors individually 
with follow-up questions, and the Librarian offered to arrange 
screenings of obscure titles, If possible. 

To broaden the public's Interest and participation in the 
Board's activities, the Librarian asked staff to look into the 
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possibility of getting tear sheet ballots in theaters for Che 
public. The possibility of a flla trailer to be shown In 
cheaters was also suggested for further review by the Librarian. 
[Subsequently, s nesting was held In Washington with 
representatives froa the National Association of Theater Owners 
(NATO), who prepared ballots for distribution in their theaters.] 

It was agreed that the Librarian, In consultation with the 
Board, would try to achieve a balance In the final selection 
process, in keeping with Congress' Intent that Che films selected 
repressnt the broadest range of filas possible. 

Masting of the National Fila Preservation Board 
July 20, 1990 

The National Flla Preservation Board net at the Library of 
Congress in Washington, D.C. and was again chaired by Fay Kanin. 
The Librarian attended, as did twelve of the thirteen Board 
meabers. Also In attendance, at the Board's request, was a 
member of the American Society of Clneaatographers. 

Prior to the nesting, a number of Board manners attended 
screenings of fllas slated for discussion. The Board was shown 
the seal of the National Flla Registry, designed by Saul Baas. 
This seal, required by section 3 of the Act, is available for 
purchase froa the Library'a Notion Picture, Broadcasting and 
Recorded Sound Division. 

The purpose of this nesting waa to advise Che Librarian 
which fllas to choose for the National Flln Registry. To 
facilitate candor, the Board requested chst the nesting be 
closed. The Board had chosen froa the 1,465 flla titles 
nominated by Board Meabers and alternates, the general public, 
and the flla historian's a 'working list" of SO titles for full 
discussion. 

The Board decided not to establish a quota for certain 
genres of flla, such as animated features, documentaries, avant 
garde and Independent fllas. They sgreed chsc any flla would be 
eligible, whether or not It was on anyone's list, if It ast the 
qualification requirements set by the Board and the Librarian. 

The Board discussed the fllas on chelr "working list' title 
by title. Every flla was discussed using the critsria set out by 
Congress--cultursl. historical, or aesthetic significance. After 
several hours of discussion, the Board decided to take several 
days to reflect on the lively discussion and make their final 
recommendations by aail to the Librarian of Congress. 
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Having bansfltsd froa ths Bosrd's discussion and thalr Use 
of fllas, chs Librarian consulcsd with ths staff of ths Library's 
Notion Picture, Broadcasting and Recorded Sound Division and 
viewed a.nuaber of fllas before making the final sslsctlons. On 
October 18, 1990 chs Librarian announced Che final list of 
twenty-five fllas for 1990 to the American public. 

Film Labeling Guidelines 

On November 30, 1989, In accordance with Che Administrative 
Procedures Act, the Librarian.of Congress published s notice of 
propossd guidelines for the labeling of the first twenty-five 
fllas sslected for Inclusion In ths National Film Registry and 
ehe proposed Use of chose firsc ewsney-flve films. 

On August 9, 1990, Che Librarian of Congress Issued ths 
final regulations pursuant to section 3 of the Act. The final 
guidelines became effective on September 24, 1990, and expire on 
September 27, 1991. These guidelines will apply co chs second 
and third Uses of twenty-five fllas once those lists srs 
published In ehe Federal Register. Both the proposed guidelines 
and ehe final guidelines as prlnced In the Federal Register are 
attached. 

The Librarian received eleven public comments regarding the 
propossd film labeling guidelines. Although soae of the comments 
supported the propossd guidelines overall, each of the comments 
propossd soae modifications co ehe guidelines as published In Che 

Federal Register. 

In addlcion Co ehe public comments, ehe Librarian also had 
ths advice of the Board froa Its aeetlng on September 26, 1989 
(summarized In last year's report to Congress). After reviewing 
chs comments, che recommendations' of ths Bosrd, and the 
legislative history, the Librarian Issued final guidelines. 

These final guidelines are to bs used by film owners, 
distributors, exhibitors 'and broadcasters co determine whether a 
version of one of che fllas selecced for inclusion in che 
National Film Registry, which is In their possession, has been 
colorized or otherwise materially altered and therefor* oust 
carry a label as designated In section 4 of the Act. 

In addition to the us* of a label, these regulations are to 
be used for the placement of che seal of che National Flla 
Registry on on* of the designated fllas. That seal can only be 
used for fllas that ars nal colorized or otherwise materially 
altered. The Librarian encouraged film owners, distributors and 
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exhibitor* to usa tha aaal of tha National Flla Registry with 
soaa discretion because It carries the nana of the Library of 
Congress, and ha stated his preference that the seal be used on 
original theatrical release versions wherever possible. 

The Librarian made five major changes to the proposed 
labeling guidelines of November 30. 

First, based on Information provided in the coonents, ha 
Incorporated a standard of 3 percent of running tlae (per scene 
or per total running tine of the flla overall) for tlae 
compression or tlae expansion (lexlconning) into tha definition 
of what Is not a material alteration. 

Second, to narrow tha focus of the labeling requirements In 
accordance with congressional intent, an exemption was provided 
from labeling If materials equaling up to S percent of running 
tlae were removed for any reason. This allows three minutes per 
hour of running tlma to be edited out over and abova any raaoval 
of materials which Is necessary for community standards and 
practlcea (Including nudity, profanity and explicit violence). 

Third, in order to clarify tha focus of tha labeling 
requirements, practices used for good faith restoration and 
archiving ware clearly articulated to prevent abuse of this 
exemption, while allowing some practices to continue without 
labeling, such as color corrections or good faith soundtrack 
restorations. 

Fourth, where alternate materials shot by tha original 
director are inserted for alternate versions, whether for 
community standards or for other marketing purposes (such as 
rereleaaes), the label prescribed by the Act would not serve Its 
intended useful purpose and would not be not required. 

Finally, aa a result of the comments received, tha exclusion 
for panning and scanning waa changed from an objective standard 
baaed on aspect ratios to a standard based on the "reasonable" 
and "customary" usee within tha industry. 

Preservation Activities of the Library of Cangraaa 
The 1989 Flla Titles 

Under section 3 of the Act, the Librarian is Instructed to 
obtain 'by gift* archival quality copies of the original version 
of each flla selected for tha Registry. The Library of Congress 
is the largest flla archive in the United States and has been 
preserving and restoring flla for over 40 years. Even so, the 
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Library did not hava archival quality eoplaa of many of tha films 
selected for Inclusion in tha National Film Registry. 

Film praaarvatlonists and archivists ara eoncarnsd with tha 
original "preprint" tutorials. Only thasa matarlals, whan 
corractly raatorsd and malntalnad, can guarantaa that futura 
generation* will ba abla to see thasa fllma as thalr craators 
lntandad tham to ba saan. 

Tha staff of tha Library bagan tha procaaa of obtaining 
archival quality matarlals for tha first twanty-flva films by 
rasaarchlng tha copyright status of aach of tha films. Soma of 
tha films ara almost seventy-five yaars old and copyright 
ownership has changad hands many tlmas. Tha staff alao 
rasaarchad tha quality and location of tha base surviving 
matarlals avallabla for aach film. In soma cases, tha boat 
avallabla matarlals existed in many dlffarant public and prlvata 
collections. 

Tha Library contactad copyright owners and other archlvaa 
to request gifts or assistance In obtaining tha beat surviving 
matarlals for each film. The Library received strong support 
from trade aaaoclatlona and the motion picture Industry. Despite 
these efforts, the Library still does not hava archival quality 
eoplaa of all twanty-flva films. But our difficulties In finding 
and obtaining eoplaa even of these generally well-known and 
beloved fllma Illustrates the extent of the film preservation 
challenge In this country and the Important role the National 
Film Preservation Board can play In preserving thia part of our 
cultural heritage. 
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APPENDK 12. -LETTEB FROM GEORGE SPIRO DIBIE, PRESIDENT, INTER, 
NATIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS GUILD, TO HON. WILLIAM J. HUGHES, 
CHAIRMAN, SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND 
JUDICIAL ADMINISTRATION, JUNE 7, 1991 

r i P \ 

REPRESENTING 
DKECTORSOF 
PHOTOGRAPHY 

CtNEMAIOGRAPHERS 
CAMERA OPERATORS 
CAMERA ASSISTANTS 

STILL PHOTOGRAPHERS 
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ANIMATION 
NEWS PHOTOJOURNAUSTS 

VIDEO CONTROLLERS 

-Jhr GmiU *f tkr Ftorm 
Him uitJ HJ«> Or*-. 

fir the WwU" 

CHAKTTJtED 1928 

Cattvno SO* Th«*ioa F*o*otcn 
WMOl M M AROO 

ma^-joq Fftn Cound 
lot TgWM Count* 
FacMroton <* lneo> 

INTERNATIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS GUILD 
O f THE MOTION PICTURE AND TELEVISION WDUSTRCS IDCAL 6 » LAJ iE . 

77U B*OH PBVTX Mtl TO MCXIVMOOO CM*CM* «0Wo 
QU)l7frOUO FAX 0«fl I7**a» 

JMlOWl 
Honorable William J. Hughes, Chairman 
Subcommittee on Intellectual Property 
and Judicial Administration 
Committee on the Judiciary 
207 Cannon Bouse Office Building 
Washington. D.C.20S15 

Dear Chairman Hughes: 

On behalf of the 3,000 member International Photographers GvOd I 
would like to thank you for choosing the Guild as one of two cine-
matographere' organization* authorized to nominate its member* to 
the National Plan Preservation Board. 

Our Guild t* well qualified for this task because it Is the largest 
organization of its kind in the world. AH professional ctnematog-
raphers are now, or aspire to became, member* of our Guild. 
Indeed, nearly all member* of the American Society of Cinematogra-
phers (ASC) are also member* of the Guild, 

The artistic achievement* of Guild members are legendary in all 
fields of cinematography, including feature films. They have won 
more Oscars, Emmy*. Clio* and documentary awards than members 
of any other photographers' organization. Guild member* have 
photographed such clastic* as CASABLANCA (1042). CLOSE EN
COUNTERS OP THE THIRD KIND (1077). not to mention this year's 
Academy Award winning DANCES WITH WOLVES. They have also 
been nominated for or won Emmy* for WAR AND REMEMBRANCE, 
GROWING PAINS, MOONLIGHTING and many more. They are, in 
short, the world1 * best. 

But the Guild i* not a mere honorary organization. On the con
trary, we are a trade union that represent* our member* on a host 
of fronts, including collective bargaining. Like the Directors 
Guild of America, Screen Actor* Guild, Writer* Guild of America. 
the International Photographers Guild bargain* for dnematogra-
pher*. camera operator*, assistant*, etc.. tn negotiation* with the 
Alliance of Motion Picture and Television Producer* (AMPTP). 
Indeed, far more than 00 years the Guild ha* been fighting to Im
prove the wage* and working conditions and to expand the artistic 
rights of cinematographers and camera crew*. 
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Hon. WiBIam J. Hughe* 2 7 June 1091 

Based on the above experience, the Gidld applauds your efforts to 
reauthorize the National Fttm Preservation Act. However, the Guild is 
concerned that the buT* nomination procedure for the cinematographer'e 
seat it unnecessarily divisive and perhapz counterproductive to the purpose 
of choosing the most qualified representative. Ae pretently -written, the 
biU would have two organization*, our Guild and the ASC, nominate three 
candidates each. The Librarian of Congress would then choose the Board 
member from one of the organizations' choices and the alternate to the 
Board from the other organization's choices. 

Such a procedure has a number of potential and real flaws. Fir*t, it would 
pit the two organizations against each other. By mandating that each organ
isation select three nominees, it would virtually preclude the possibility 
of thetr mutually agreeing on one set of nominees. Second, it would encour
age the organizations to compete for the Librarian's favor. He, after all, 
would make the final choices. This, we fear, would lead to a political 
quagmire that may frustrate the goal of choosing the most qualified candi
date. Third, it ignores the fundamental fact that nearly all of the ASC's 
17S members are members of the Guild. Why should a btU divide member 
against member, provoking unnecestary competition? Fourth, because It 
sets up a false dichotomy, it runs the risk that one of theee organizations 
would always be dissatisfied with the result. I.e., alternate status. This 
point would ring particularly true in our cate because the Guild is more 
than IS times larger than the ASC. 

In order to avoid these problems, the Guild suggests that the btQ be amend
ed to read that the two organization* would "faintly represent1' cinematogra-
phers on the Board. A* such they would be required to agree on three 
nominees, one of whom the Librarian would select, for Board membership. 

The Guild believes the above amendment would prevent needless political 
division by encouraging the organizations to work together in the best 
interests of cinematographers and the Board. 

We thank you for the confidence you have expressed in our organization 
and we would like this comment placed Into the record of the June 12, 1001 
hearing on the Film Preservation Act. We look forward to playing an active 
role on the Film Preservation Board. 

Sincerely, {-

GMorge Spi-o Dtb&, President 

GSD/m 
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APPENDIX 13.—LETTER FROM BARRY W. LYNN, LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL, 
AND MORTON H. HALPERIN, DIRECTOR, AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES 
UNION, TO HON. WILLIAM J. HUGHES, CHAIRMAN, JUNE 11, 1991 

AftCnCAN OVn. USERTES UNDN 

122 Maryland Mama. NE 
waihngnn. oc 20002 

WASHINGTON OFFICE (xm s£l881 

June 11 , 1991 SSTZ.'S'SS" 
r«tw fork, N Y iooaa 

(212)0444600 

Norman Donan 

Congressman William J. Hughes I«GI«M«. 
Chairman, House Subcommittee on «««,!«owcn* 
Intellectual Property and Judicial Administration e ^ **"••Nort0f 

341 Cannon House Office Building ***©•««.Aovnarrcm 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

Dear Chairman Hughes: 

The American Civil Liberties Union was pleased to see that 
you have introduced H.R. 2372, a bill to change the 1988 
legislation regarding the National Film Preservation Board. We 
support the bill which terminates the existing labelling 
requirement for copyright owners and others who distribute or 
exhibit "altered** versions of films selected for inclusion in the 
National Film Registry* 

As we indicated in our filing to the Librarian of Congress 
at the time that regulations were proposed for implementing the 
Film Registry legislation, it is a form of censorship whenever 
agents of the United States government are required to make 
decisions regarding the artistic merits of works which then, as a 
collateral matter, imposes burdensome disclosure requirements on 
the dissemination of these works. We believe it is 
unconstitutional to require a private party to place a "label" 
with specific government-mandated wording on a product like 
motion pictures protected by the First Amendment, at least absent 
a genuinely "compelling" government interest. There was not, 
however, any record before Congress in 1988 from which to derive ( 
the conclusion that distribution or exhibition of any "colorized" 
or otherwise "materially altered" films was a substantial 
government concern. A "compelling" government interest is an 
extremely heavy burden to bear, and we find no basis for 
believing any labelling requirement would withstand 
constitutional muster. Moreover, selection of a particular film 
for inclusion in the National Film Registry certainly never 
carried with it the inherent need to notify every viewer when an 
"altered" version was exhibited. 

The new legislation merely requires that the Librarian of 
Congress "provide a seal to indicate that a film has been 
included in the National Film Registry..." so that the seal "may 
then be used on copies of such films that are original and 
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complete versions as they were first published...". Only where a 
person uses the seal is there any potential civil liability. 

Your proposal, of course, eliminates most of the significant 
problems associated with the current statute and regulations. It 
would no longer be necessary for exhibitors and distributors to 
be concerned about whether the product they were handling was 
"materially altered". The pejorative message of the current 
labels will undoubtedly limit distribution of films which contain 
them. Further, it would not be necessary for the Librarian to 
micromanage the determination of what is and what is not a 
"material alteration" and what alterations, even if "material", 
are acceptable because they are "merely" done to comport with 
customary standards and practices. Such content-based decisions 
are inappropriate. 

He believe that H.R. 2372 is a most welcome move away from 
the constitutional problems created by the original 1988 
legislation, and appreciate your sensitivity to constitutional 
concern. 

Sincerely, 

Morton H. Halperin 
Director 

BWL/njg 
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APPENDIX 14.—LETTER FROM MICHAEL R. KLIPPER AND JOHN B. 
GLICKSMAN, COUNSEL FOR COMMITTEE FOR AMERICA'S COPYRIGHT 
COMMUNITY, TO HON. WILLIAM J. HUGHES, CHAIRMAN, JUNE 11, 
1991 

COMMITTEE FOR AMERICA'S COPYRIGHT COMMUNITY 

SUITE 600 
MICHAEL R. KUPPER 2000 K STREET. N.W. TELEPHONE 

COUNSEL WASHINGTON, O.C. 20006-1809 (20iM29-B970 

June 11, 1991 

The Honorable William J. Hughes 
Chairman 
House Judiciary Subcommittee on 

Intellectual Property and the 
Administration of Justice 

207 Cannon House Office Building 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

The Committee for America's Copyright Committee (CACC) 
respectfully submits the following comments on Title III of 
H.R. 2372, "The National Film Preservation Act of 1991," and it 
asks that this statement be made part of the official hearing 
record on this issue. 

CACC is composed of representatives of a variety of 
America's copyright owners and users. Its members include the 
creators and producers of computer software and databases, 
books, newspapers, magazines, sound recordings, motion pictures 
and other video and film products, and educational testing and 
training materials, as well as commercial broadcasters. A list 
of CACC's members is attached for your review. 

In early 1989, the members of CACC joined together 
because of their concern over legislative efforts that threaten 
the constitutional goal of promoting the production and 
dissemination of creative works. In particular, our members 
are troubled about proposals that would impose so-called "moral 
rights" on copyright-intensive industries in this country. 
CACC believes that, if enacted, such proposals would adversely 
affect many of the traditional practices and relationships that 
are fundamental to the daily operation of these industries. 

Since its inception, CACC has been closely monitoring 
developments under the National Film Preservation Act of 1988, 
2 U.S.C. Sec. 178 ("the Act"), including the Librarian's 
efforts to implement the mandatory labeling provisions and the 
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current efforts to revise and extend the existing statutory 
scheme. 

Our interest in the film board issue is grounded, in 
large part, in the fact that the Act has strong "moral rights" 
underpinnings. Mr. Chairman, you alluded to this very point at 
the time you introduced H.R. 2372: 

The 1988 legislation was the end product of 
an unsuccessful effort to secure proprietary 
rights ["moral rights"] in films for 
American film directors and screen writers 
similar to those enjoyed by their 
counterparts in some European countries. 

Indeed, both as a discussion draft, and as first approved by a 
congressional subcommittee, the Act would have directly amended 
the Copyright Act, leaving no doubt that the fight over its 
enactment was about copyright law. Ssfi Schwartz, The National 
Film. Pre.s.ervation Act Of 198B_; A Copyright Case Study in the 
Legislative Process. 36 J. Copyright Soc'y of the U.S.A. 138, 
141 (1989). In addition, the main proponents of the Act, the 
Directors Guild of America ("DGA"), made clear at the outset, 
and have continued to proclaim, that the 1988 law is but a 
first step in DGA's guest for a full-blown federal "moral 
rights" law. 

Moreover, at the heart of the Act's labeling 
provisions^ is the concept of "material alteration" — a 
concept that is central to the operation of a statutory "moral 
rights" regime. 

Under the Act, if a film is selected for inclusion in the 
National Film Registry, any version of the film that has 
been "colorized" or "materially altered" must carry a 
statutorily prescribed label indicating that it has been 
so adapted. See 2 U.S.C. § 178c. The Act also specifies 
the wording of the statutorily prescribed labels for both 
"colorized" and "materially altered" films. See id. 
Furthermore, the Act directs the Librarian of Congress to 
establish general guidelines for use in determining 
whether a particular version of a film has been 
"materially altered." Sac 2 U.S.C. § 178b. 
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Aside from the "moral rights" issue, CACC is 
interested in the film board issue because of concerns about 
the First Amendment implications, and the wisdom, of a 
regulatory plan that requires representatives of a 
federally-created entity to make content-based choices about 
protected First Amendment works, including such determinations 
as which motion pictures warrant inclusion on a National Film 
Registry. 

Against this background, at this time we would like to 
share with you some brief comments on Title III of H.R. 2372. 

Mr. Chairman, at the outset we would be remiss if we 
did not express our appreciation to you. Representative 
Moorhead, and, of course, the Librarian of Congress, Dr. 
Billington, for crafting a legislative proposal that contains a 
number of important provisions. 

First. Title III focuses on the significant issue of 
film preservation. As creators and users of copyrighted works, 
we fully recognize the public interest in the preservation and 
restoration of creative materials such as motion pictures. For 
this reason, in the past, CACC has applauded the efforts of the 
Librarian and Congress aimed at better preserving and restoring 
motion pictures, and we reaffirm our appreciation for the 
commitment evinced by the bill's creators to these laudable 
goals. 

Second, because of our aforementioned concerns 
regarding the mandatory labeling provisions in the Act, the 
decision to exclude labeling language from Title III is a very 
welcome one. 

Third, we are appreciative of the steps you have taken 
in drafting H.R. 2372, Mr. Chairman, to ensure that your 
Subcommittee, with its extensive copyright expertise, is given 
a full opportunity to review this legislation. Your actions in 
this regard have precluded a repetition of the situation that 
occurred in the 100th Congress, when the original film board 
proposal was added as an amendment to an appropriations measure 
despite its obvious copyright implications. 

Nonetheless, the members of CACC have significant 
concerns regarding the overall approach found in Title III. In 
sum, we believe that Title III contains certain troubling 
provisions that (1) are nat essential to achieving the stated 

62-146 0-93-19 
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goals of preserving and restoring motion pictures, and (2) put 
agents of the federal government in the inappropriate position 
of making aesthetic and qualitative judgments regarding the 
contents of motion pictures. 

Mr. Chairman, as you indicated in your introductory 
remarks on H.R. 2372, "it [Title III] is limited to matters of 
film preservation.* Title III contains several provisions 
crucial to achieving that worthy goal. In particular, after 
completion of a study, required by Section 314 of the bill, on 
the current state of film preservation in the United States, 
the Librarian is instructed to "establish a comprehensive 
national film preservation program for motion pictures, in 
conjunction with other major film archives." Section 304(a). 
Obviously, the purpose of this program is to improve 
preservation and restoration efforts with respect to the 
greatest possible number of motion pictures. 

In light of this goal, we submit that the provisions 
for the creation of a National Film Registry and the selection 
of 25 "classic" films per year for the Registry (the maximum 
number of films that can be placed on the Registry annually), 
are not essential to further the paramount goal of 
preservation. Not only are these provisions not essential but, 
more importantly, they perpetuate one of the key vices under 
current law: placing the Librarian and the members of the 
federally-created film board in the position of making 
qualitative decisions about the relative merits of various 
motion pictures, thereby injecting the federal government into 
the aesthetic aspects of the motion picture industry. 
Enhancing and coordinating film preservation and restoration -
efforts is an appropriate goal. Mandating that federal agents 
make such aesthetic judgments is not. 

Given the foregoing, we urge that the Subcommittee 
consider a different approach, one that eschews creating (or, 
in this case continuing) another federal entity — the National 
Film Preservation Board — and that relies, instead, on the 
Librarian's existing powers to further the interests of film 
preservation. The Subcommittee should consider an approach by 
which the Librarian appoints an informal advisory panel to 
(1) work with him in devising an overall plan to better 
coordinate preservation and restoration efforts in the public 
and private sector, and (2) encourage appropriate parties to 
voluntarily increase their efforts in this regard. In our 
view, an approach along these lines is preferable to one that 
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requires subjective decisionmaking by those vested with power 
by the federal government. While a modest appropriations may 
be necessary to enable the Librarian to carry out these 
functions, such a streamlined approach would not necessitate 
establishing the type of formal governmental machinery 
contemplated under Title III of H.R. 2372. 

In conclusion, CACC will monitor the progress of this 
legislation carefully as it works its way through Congress. 
Given our aforementioned concerns, we strongly urge this 
Subcommittee to resist efforts (1) to amend the film board 
legislation to incorporate mandatory film labeling provisions, 
(2) to push through mandatory labeling legislation separate and 
apart from the film board extension issue, and (3) for that 
matter, to enact any proposals that would import 'moral rights" 
into this country. 

We hope that these comments prove helpful as your 
Subcommittee continues its consideration of Title III. We 
will, of course, be happy to elaborate on these comments if 
that is the Subcommittee's desire. 

Sincerely, 

Michael R. Klipper 

c \ * $ u $ £ & . 
John B. Glicksman 
Counsel for Committee for 

America's Copyright Community 

cc: Members of House Judiciary Subcommittee on Intellectual Property 
and the Administration of Justice 
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Members Of The 

COMMITTEE FOB AMERICA'S COPYRIGHT COMMUNITY 

1991 

The American Film Marketing Association 

Association of American Publishers 

Association of Independent Television Stations, Inc. 

Association of National Advertisers 

The Dun & Bradstreet Corporation 

Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc. 

Information Industry Association 

International Communications Industries Association 

Magazine Publishers of America 

McGraw-Hill, Inc. 

Meredith Corporation 

Motion Picture Association of America 

National Association of Broadcasters 

Paramount Communications, Inc. 

The Reader's Digest Association 

Recording Industry Association of America, Inc. 

Time Warner, Inc. 

Times Mirror Co. 

Training Media Association 

Turner Broadcasting System, Inc. 
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APPENDIX 15.—LETTER FROM ROBERT L. MAYER, PRESIDENT AND CHIEF 
OPERATING OFFICER, TURNER ENTERTAINMENT CO., TO HON. 
WILLIAM J. HUGHES, CHAIRMAN, JUNE 11, 1991 

TUIWCn EMTERT AWMEKT CO. 
WlOO Vantoa Boutowd. C U w Off, CA 00232 

ROGER L. MAYER 
PrMkMrt and CNt( Opwatino CffiMr 

S3) 555-730) 
fc (213) 556-7444 

June 1 1 , 1991 

The Honorable Wi l l iam J . Hughes 
Chairman 
Intellectual Property 4 the 
Administration of Justice Subcommittee 

House Judiciary Committee 
207 Cannon House Office Building 
Washington, D. C. 20515 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

Turner Broadcasting System, Inc. respectfully submits the 
following comments regarding "The National Film Preservation Act 
of 1991," Title III of H.R. 2372. We request that our statement 
be made part of the official hearing record. 

Turner Broadcasting is fully committed to film preservation. 
We appreciate the opportunity to provide the Committee an 
overview of our substantial preservation efforts. 

In 1986, Turner Broadcasting purchased the entire Metro-
Goldwyn-Kayer "MGM" film library and the pre-1950 Warner library. 
This and subsequent acquisitions have brought The Turner 
Entertainment Company's current film library to over 3,300 
feature films and over 2,000 short subjects and cartoons. Many 
of these were produced prior to 1951 when safety film became the 
standard of the industry. MGM and Turner have spent a combined 
thirty million dollars on preservation work. Every version of 
every film, every cartoon, every short subject, every trailer and 
every other piece of film material in our entire library has been 
converted, preserved and restored with the exception of 
approximately 95 films from the RKO library which has been in our 
possession only a few years. These remaining films are scheduled 
to be completed by the end of 1991. 

MGM began conversion of unstable nitrate negatives to safety 
film in the early 1960s. A number of rare silent movies were 
among the first pictures upgraded, including LA BQHEMB. (1914) and 
THE GREEH GODDESS (1923). The MGM safety conversion included not 
only the relatively simple copying of black and white film to 
safety stock but also the more difficult and expensive 
moderniling of the printing facilities of 115 feature films 
photographed in the 3-strlp Technicolor process (single strip 
color negatives have been used since 1953). Additionally, all 
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short subjects, cartoons (again, from Technicolor), trailers, 
foreign language titles and all other nitrate film materials were 
preserved on safety stock. 

By the early 1980s, MGM had merged with United Artists "UA" 
which had previously purchased the entire pre-1950 output of 
Warner Brothers. About half of the UA feature films had been 
converted to safety stock, and preservation efforts continued 
after the merger. Turner then purchased the merged MGM company 
and completed the unfinished conversion. Two years later, Turner 
exclusively licensed U.S. rights to the entire output of RKO 
Radio Pictures (1930-1957). Of the close to 800 features in this 
group, 270 had not yet been protected by conversion to safety 
stock. Turner continued the RKO conversion which should be 
completed this year. 

A large film library, like the Turner library, requires a 
significant financial commitment to preservation. Rising 
laboratory work costs and film stock prices have increased the 
conversion cost of a black and white feature film to 
approximately ten thousand to twenty thousand dollars, varying 
with the length and condition of the nitrate material. 
Conversion from 3-strip Technicolor to modern single strip color 
costs a minimum of sixty thousand dollars. 

Even after the conversion of a film library is completed, 
the maintenance of preserved works is an ongoing process. 
Preserved films are stored in controlled environments, such as a 
salt mine, and are checked for signs of deterioration at 
regularly scheduled intervals. Also, improvements in 
preservation technology occur. For example, several of the 
Technicolor pictures in the Turner library which were first 
converted to single strip negatives in the late 1970s are being 
redone to achieve higher quality. Foremost in this reconversion 
is GONE WITH THE WIND, finished in time for its 50th anniversary 
in 1989 at a cost of about two hundred and fifty thousand 
dollars. Turner Entertainment anticipates ongoing expenditures 
of at least one million dollars per year in film preservation and 
maintenance. 

Turner Broadcasting is proud of its leadership role in film 
preservation. But, we are not alone in our preservation efforts. 
The entire entertainment industry has recognized the value of 
film preservation and has instituted preservation programs. 

Although we support your interest in film preservation, we 
urge the Subcommittee to consider whether extension of the 
National Film Board is necessary or is the best way to encourage 
preservation. We join the Committee for America's Copyright 
Community, of which we are members, in suggesting that the 
Librarian use his existing powers to appoint an advisory 
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committee to devise a film preservation strategy in cooperation 
with film copyright owners and other interested parties. 
Government efforts might be better focused on films of historical 
or cultural interest which are in the public domain or are, for 
other reasons, not being preserved rather than on the twenty-five 
Film Board "best film" designations which are, undoubtedly, 
already being preserved. We would strongly support adequate 
appropriations for this more flexible approach which would 
promote preservation without the governmentally-intrusive 
features of the current Film Board and of H.R. 2372. 

Finally, Mr. Chairman, while we are not convinced that 
extension of the Film Board in its present form is the best way 
to advance the Library's role in film preservation, we salute the 
focus of H.R. 2372 on preservation rather than regulation of film 
distribution through mandatory labeling. Turner Broadcasting 
intends to continue its current policy of labeling all colorized 
films; however, we strongly oppose mandatory labeling 
requirements or other so-called "moral rights" legislation and 
urge the Committee not to move down that road on this or other 
legislation. 

Sincerely, 

N<>Y~- L_. f^y. 

/ 
/ 

Roger L. Hayer 

RLM:ph 
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APPENDIX 16. -LETTER FROM ALFRED W. DI TOLLA, INTERNATIONAL 

PRESTOENT, INTERNATIONAL ALLIANCE OF THEATRICAL STAGE 

EMPLOYES AND MOVING PICTURE MACHINE OPERATORS OF THE 

UNITED STATES AND CANADA, TO HON. WILLIAM J. HUGHES, 

CHAIRMAN, JUNE 25, 1991 

lonorable William J. Hughes 
Chairman 
Subcommittee on Intellectual Property 

and Judicial Administration 
committee on the Judiciary 
a07 cannon House Office Building 
Washington, D.c. 20315 

Re: HR 2372 

Dear Chairman Hughesj 

I an President of the International Alliance of Theatrics' Stage 
Employes, a 60,000 member affiliate of the AFL-CIO, which 
represents craftspeople in the motion picture and television 
industries. These crafts Include, but are not limited t". 
cinematographera, film editors, art directors, hair and makt 
artists. I write this letter to express my support of HR 2372, 
your bill to reauthorize the National Film Preservation Act. In 
particular, I applaud the bill's, addition of clnematographers to 
the Film Preservation Board which will advise the Librarian of 
Congress as to which films should be placed on the Rational Film 
Registry. 

Given the critical role cinematography plays in creating the 
photographic images that appear on screen, I can think of no craft 
which is more deserving of this honor. Ir. this light, I would liXe 
to strongly support the International Photographers Guild as the 
nominating organization for the cinematographer*s representative 
on the Board. Put simply, the Guild is the largest, most 
distinguished photographers' organization in the world. 
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Its 3,000 plus aeabers have won more Academy Awards and Eomys than 
•embers of any other comparable organization, indeed, the Guild's 
r»mbers Include almost all of the American Soci of 
c. stographers' 165 aeabers. However, unlike the self-fieiec-.ing 
ASc, the Guild's membership is not Halted to clnematoqraphers of 
theatrical motion pictures. On the contrary, the Guild's broadly 
based membership excels In all areas of photography, including 
documentaries, videotaping and news photojournalism. This is 
impo because these are sons of the very formats suggested by 
the : -ian for nomination to the National Registry. 

•—e< r, the Guild is a trade union in the finest sense of the 
For more than 60 years it has negotiated collective 

ting agreements for all crafts associated with 
<-. -cography, including camera operators, assistants, still 
photographers and news photojournallsts. In this sense, the 
International Photographers Guild has played a role analogous to 
the DGA, WGA and SAG, all of whom are presently on the National 
?::-.. Preservation Board. in short, there should be no doubt in 
anyone's mind as to which cinematographic organization represents 
its members in all facets of its craft, as well as in collective 
bargaining. 

I strongly urge you to aake the International Photographers Guild 
the organization authorized to nominate cinematographers to the 
Film Preservation Board. 

Sincerely, 

INTERNATIONAL PRESIDF ; 

AHDisg 
cc: Hayden Gregory 

A)&>X~ee^ 
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APPENDIX 17. -LBTTER FROM JOHN M. KERNOCHAN, NASH PROFESSOR 

EMERITUS OF LAW, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF LAW, NEW 

YORK, NY, TO ERIC SCHWARTZ,. POLICY PLANNING ADVISER, 

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS, JULY 2, 1991 

Columbia University in the City of New York | New York. N.Y. 10027 
SCHOOL OF LAW *»» w w nan atrMt 

J u l y 2 , 1991 

Erie Schwartz, Esq. 
Policy Fleming Advisor 
Department 17, Library of Congress 
Washington, D.C. 20540 

Pear Brio: 

Z found the ALAI Resolution which vas sent to the Copyright 
Office in July 1990. I hope you will be able to get this in the 
Record of Proceedings for both the Senate and the House. If 
Bernie Kenan cannot supply the CISAC resolution, I as sure It can 
be obtained by calling CISAC and asking for a faxed copy. The 
CtSAC nuabera In Paris are 47205937 or 472022S2 and the fax number 
is 47230266. 

vith thanks and vara regards. 

Sincerely, 

John M. Kernochan 
Naah Professor loeritus 

of Law 

JNK:ah 
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APPENDIX 18 . -LETTER FROM PROF. ANDRE FRANCON, SECRETARY 

GENERAL, ASSOCIATION LTITERAIRE ET ARTISTIQUE 

INTERNATIONALE, PARIS, TO RALPH OMAN, REGISTER OF 

COPYRIGHTS, LIBRARY OF CONGRESS, JULY 3, 1990 

ASSOCIATION UTTtAAjm £T AATISTIOUC 
INTERNATIONALE 

u.fcjiMlM*nomi talks 7sou 

PARIS, 3th July 1990 

Hon. Ralph OMAN 

Register of Copyrights for the United States 
Library of Congress 
Oepartnent 17 
WASHINGTON, OC 20540 (U.S.A.) 

Dear Mr OMAN, 

I have the honor to transmit to you, on behalf of ALAI, 
the resolution edopted unanimously by ALAI's Executive Commit
tee and approved by ALAI's General Assembly at its meeting:in 
Helsinki, Finland on the 30th of May, 1990. 

ALAI, as you know, is a multinational organization for 
the promotion and defense of authors'rights. Besides its 
hssdquerters and membership in Frence, ALAI includes national 
groups in the following notions : 17 national groups, i.e i 
German, American, English, Austrian, Belgian, Canadian, Derish, 
Spanish, Finnish, French, Greek, Dutch, Italien, Norwegian, 
Swedish,' Swiss and Israeli. 

Insofar as such recording may serve to sdvanes the prpposal 

in question, ALAI wishes to be recorded in support of the CUPS 

proposal for automatic renewal of copyright as slrasdy spprsved 

by you. 

With thanks for your attention and assistance and with 
I 

cordial regards. , 
i 

Sincerely yours. 

For ALAI 
Prof.Andre FRANCON 
Secretary General 
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APPENDIX 19—RESOLUTION OF THE ASSOCIATION LJTTERAIRE . 
ARTISTIQUE INTERNATIONAL, PARIS 

ASSOCIATION urr&uiRj ET Aimsnoue 
MTSRNATIONALE 

RESOLUTION 

Considering that ALAI has long favored the Berne Convention t 

tsra of life plus fifty or nore years for the protection of 

author's works, 

and 

considering that ALAI opposes -as does the Berne Convention -

the invalidation of copyrights for non-eeapliance with form ilitiea 

and 

considering that under current U.S. Law, as epplied to work ; 

in their first twanty-eight year tarn of protection in 1978 

copyrights in such works will be invelidsted if renewal forn»-

lities era not coapliad with, 

end 

considering that a m y important copyrights have been last 

through ignorance, inadvertences' or error, 

Now therefore be it resolved that : 

1. - ALAI supports tha proposal miking automatic the 
renewal of all copyrights for which renewal is st 11 
required under U.S. Lew, which propossl hee been iut 
forward by the U.S. Conaittee for Literary Properly 
Studies (CLPS), end endorsed by the U.S. Register of 
Copyrights snd by ALAI-USA end ALAI-Canade. 

...I... 
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- This resolution is to be fornally communicated as 

soon as practicable by ALAI to the U.S. Register of 

Copyrights. 

Adopted unanimously at Helsinki, Finland on May 30 1990 by 

the General Assembly of A.L.A.I. 
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APPENDIX 20.-RESOUJTION OF THE INTERNATIONAL CONFEDERATION OF 
SOCIETIES OF AUTHORS AND COMPOSERS 

INTERNATIONAL CONFEDERATION OF SOCIETIES OF AUTHORS ANO COMPOSIRS 

BE/91/277 

EXECUTIVE B0EEAO 
(Brussels, 28-30 January 1991) 

toasn 

Present; 

Mr J. Corbat, Praaldant 
Mr C. Boytha, yica-Praaldent 

Maura E. Bautlsta, alao President of tha European 
Committee. L. Capograssi, M.J. Fraegard, R. Krelle, J. 
Hatajcsk, S. Matsuoka, Ma G. Measinger, Messrs C. Petri, N. 
Tchetverikov and J.L. Tourniar, Mam-bare 

tha Secretary General 

Apologiest 

Mr A. Staapona, Praaldant of tha Latin African Committee 

Cuaat; 

Mr R. Abrahams, representing the Chairman of the Asian-
Pacific COBBittee for tha dlscuaaion on ltaa 9) of the agenda. 

* 
* * 

1) Opening of tha meeting and •lecallaneoua announcement* 

The President of the Executive Bureau welcomed the members 
of tha Bureau on behalf ot SABAM. 

With regard to the agenda, tha following questions would 
be discussed under the items indicated belov: 

- 3bis)< "SPA request to serve as a member of the "Latin 
America" Working Group"; 

- lObis): "Possible affiliation of CISAC to tha 
EUROVISIONI Organisation"! 

- lOter): "Tedla project"} 
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a. 

- lOquater): "Meaorendua froe a Directorate-General of 
Studlaa (uuaabourg, 19 February 1990) on authors' rights vis
a-vis non-proflt-eaking or siailar association*". 

Doeuaanta BE/90/1367 aad BE/90/2298 ware uaaniaoualy 
approved. 

OICAHIZAXIOH A0D W C T I M I B C OT CXSAC 

The Executive Bureau congratulated the Secretary General 
on hia initiative to draw up an annotated agenda, a deeuaant 
which certainly aade the Bureau's work easier. 

The Bureau was unanimously in favour of enlarging the 
aforeaentioned Working Croup to include BILO-KURST, KODA and 
SUISA. 

On the other hand, the Bureau would not take a decision on 
SUISSIMAGE's application until its naat aeeting; In tha 
aeantiae, the President of the Bureau would aaka further 
inquiries about the linka which alght exist between this 
Society and ACICOA. 

Lastly, the Bureau did not think the Working Group's 
present naae should be changed. 

3bia) SPA request to serve ee a —aber of tha "Latin AaarlcV 
Wormaa Croup 

The Bureau agreed to this raqueat and indicated that SPA 
would take part, as of right, in the "Latin Aaerlca" Working 
Group's next aeeting which waa to be held in Mar del Plata on 
25th and 26th March 1991. 

*) Criteria to be adopted for awarding the CISAC Cold Wedal 

Rether than defining general criteria, the Bureau 
considered it appropriate, above ell, to define alnloua onas 
which, in any case, ought to be flexible. 
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3. 

The presentation of this Medal should be a promotional act 
for CISAC and take place, as far as possible, at General 
Assemblies so that the occasion would be « formal one and vould 
thua constitute e aedia event. 

To ensure that this distinction raaainad exceptional in 
character, the Bureau did not think it should be awarded 
systematically at each Congress. Furthermore, the Medal could 
be awarded to authors and administrators alike. 

5) Participation 1B amatlnem of the Administrative; Council 

For the next Administrative Council meeting, the Secretary 
General would prepare a draft amendment to Article 10 of the 
Statutes specifying that duly nominated substitutes could 
attend meetings only in the absenea of the ineuabents. 

6) •;«olutlon of the Jj#f,ml and Legislation Co—ittma 
I B — t s t o r a — . Hav 19TOJ on tarn automatic renewal of 
copyright, in turn unit— star— 

This resolution was unanimously adopted and would be 
formally communicated by the Secretary General to the Register 
of Copyrights of the United States. 

7) Organisation of a seminar on "aarkatlna." 

The Bureeu thought that le might be detrimental to the 
Societies to employ the term "marketing" and that the title 
"Seminar on the licensing and communication activities of the 
authors' Societies" (perception et communication) would be 
preferable. The Secretary General would advlsa the organizers 
of the Seminar accordingly. 

In addition, the Bureau agreed to CISAC bearing half the 
envisaged simultaneous Interpretation costi, i.e. the sum of 
USD 3,000. 

8) Report on the meetings of the Technical Committees (Athens. 

s) Shere-out of csble distribution royalties between the 
various repertoires lCT/¥Q/2Ut>) 

The reservations expressed by several Societies et the 
aforementioned Technical Committee meetings concerning the 
results of the Techniques end criteria for cable distribution" 
Working Group's research ware also shared by several members of 
the Bureau. 
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Annex 

Automatic renewal of copyrights in United-8tatea of America 

Considering that CZSAC haa long favored the Berne Convention's 
term of life plus fifty or mora years for the protection of 
author's works, 

and 

considering that CZSAC opposes - aa does the Berne Convention 
the invalidation of copyrights for non-compliance with 

formalities, 

and 

conaidaring that under current U.S. Lav, aa applied to works in 
the ir f i r s t twenty-eight year term of protect ion la 1978. 
copyrights in such works w i l l be invalidated i f renewal formalit ies 
are not complied with, 

and 

considering that many important copyrights have been lost through 
ignorance, inadvertencea or error. 

Now therefore be it resolved thati 

1. On the unanimous advice of the Legal and Legislation Committee, 
CZSAC supports the proposal making automatic the renewal of 
all copyrights for which renewal is still required under U.S. 
law, which proposal was put forward by the U.S. Committee for 
Literary property Studies (CLFS), and endorsed by the U.S. 
Register of Copyrights and by ALAI - USA and ALAI - Canada. 

2. This resolution is to be formally communicated as soon as 
possible by CISAC to the U.S. Register of Copyrights. 

N.B. Resolution approved 5/16/90 by the CISAC Legal and Legislation 
Committee at Beetaterwaag, Holland. 

It still has to be submitted to the Executive Bureau or to the 
Administrative Council for approval 

Approved by the Executive Bureau on January 28, 1991. 
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APPENDIX 21.—LETTER AND STATEMENT OF BARBARA RINGER, ESQ., 

FORMER REGISTER OF COPYRIGHTS, JUNE 27, 1991 

B A R B A R A RINGER 
ATTOKNEY-AT-LAW 

MO -XT* S T R X C T SOUTHWBST 

sumcN-ms 
WASHINGTON. DJC SOOM 

mat 907-0607 

June 27, 1991 

Representative William J. Hughes 
Chairman, House Subcommittee on Intellectual 

Property and Judicial Administration 
Room 206, Cannon House Office Building 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Representative Hughes: 

On June 20, 1991, Mr. Irwin Karp presented to your 
Subcommittee a statement favoring enactment of Title II of H.R. 
2372, the Copyright Renewal Act of 1991. Mr. Karp is Counsel to 
the Committee for Literary Property Studies, and as a member of the 
Committee I fully endorse all of his statements and conclusions. 
In addition, I should like to present some personal observations 
concerning this thoroughly Justified and badly needed piece of 
legislation, with the request that they be included in the printed 
record of the hearing. 

Yours sincere!] Yours sincereix, 

sr (I Barbara Rlngei 
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STATEMENT OF BARBARA RINGER, 
FORMER REGISTER OF COPYRIGHTS, ON 

TITLE II OF H.R. 2372, THE BILL FOR 
AUTOMATIC RENEWAL OF COPYRIGHT 

June 27, 1991 

I am a member of the Committee for Literary Property Studies 
("CLPS"), and my views on the bill for automatic copyright renewal 
are fully reflected in the statement submitted to your Subcommittee 
by Mr. Irwin Karp, the Committee's counsel. In addition, however, 
I have a personal perspective on the problems addressed by this 
bill which I hope will prove of value to your members during 
further consideration of its provisions. 

For five years (1951 - 1956) I was the Head of the Renewal and 
Assignment Section of the Copyright Office's Examining Division, 
and for some years thereafter, as Assistant Chief and Chief of that 
Division, I continued to have line authority over the Office's 
renewal operation. In the late 1950's I prepared an exhaustive 
study of the copyright law's renewal provisions, which was 
published in the early 1960's as a monograph in the Office's series 
of general revision studies. Beginning in 1955 and until my 
retirement in 1980 I was in close contact with the development, 
enactment, and implementation of what became the Act of October 19, 
1976 for Geneeral Revision of the Copyright Law, and was directly 
involved in the drafting of the provisions on duration, renewal, 
and reversion. It should not be surprising that, after forty years 
of experience with this subject, I should have some strong feelings 
about i t. 

As I write this statement I have a mental image of my office 
in the old Copyright Office on the first floor of what is now the 
Adams Building of the Library of Congress, and of the constant 
procession of tragedies that were played out there. Some of these 
tragedies were revealed in correspondence: renewal applications 
received too late or inquiries (some from Congressional offices) 
about what to do now that the first term had expired. Morse were 
the frantic phone calls; if there was still any time left in the 
28th year it was the Office's policy to move heaven and earth to 
get the renewal registered in time, but for claims received too 
late the pain we felt in conveying this message was nothing 
compared to the reaction on the other end of the line. 

Worst of all were the personal visits from authors and their 
heirs whose property had been lost through no fault of their own. 
I have read the statement of Mrs. Jacqueline Byrd and was deeply 
moved by her experience, but I can only say that it is in no way 
untypical. When individual claimants break down in tears at what 
you have to tell them, it is not something that you can easily 
forget. Those of us who had to administer this unjust law, 
including Abraham L. Kaminstein (then Chief of the Examining 
Division), felt strongly enough to discuss the possibility of 
notifying claimants of the renewal deadlines applicable to their 
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works, but we had to conclude that the immensity, complexity, and 
expense of such an undertaking would make it wholly impracticable. 

The reasons for a "too late" rejection varied: often there 
was simply no knowledge that such a requirement existed, or there 
was the all-too-common procrastination involved in undertaking to 
deal with government red tape. A great many authors or their heirs 
assumed that their original publishers or producers would take care 
of the matter, but during an era of corporate mergers, mass 
transfers of copyright ownership, and dazzling changes in the media 
and their control, compliance with a formality connected with a 28-
year old work could easily get lost in the shuffle. Even where the 
original publisher or other original copyright owner had 
established a procedure for submitting timely renewal applications 
on behalf of their authors, there were frequent slip-ups: misfiled 
tickler cards, changes in personnel, mistakes and negligence of all 
kinds. As for potential renewal claimants from other countries, 
their total ignorance of the requirement was matched by their total 
amazement when it was explained to them. 

None of this made sense to those of us who had to deal with 
renewal registration on a daily basis. Early in the revision 
program, when we were still talking about a copyright term based on 
the date of publication, there were some discussions of retaining 
renewal and providing grace periods, advance notices, or some kind 
of recourse against unjust forfeitures, but none of the suggestions 
seemed practicable or adequate. Based on a great deal of dismal 
experience it was ultimately the Office's conclusion that the 
renewal system was truly unjust to authors and their families, that 
any benefits it might have were not to the public but to potential 
pirates looking for a windfall, that a term of either 28 or 56 
years was too short, and that, for the future, the whole renewal 
apparatus ought to be abandoned. 

At the same time, it was considered important to retain the 
reversionary aspect of renewal. After a long wrangle, what emerged 
in the General Revision Act of 1976 was essentially a single term 
based on the life of the author, with a provision allowing the 
author or the author's family to reclaim copyright ownership after 
a period of time. 

This left the question of what to do with subsisting 
copyrights still in their first term when the new law came into 
effect. The legislative history of the 1976 Act will bear me out 
in saying that this problem received very short shrift. Everyone 
agreed that the new law could not fairly, or even constitutionally, 
cut off future interests and expectancies that had been the subject 
of thousands of assignments, which in turn had been the subject of 
massive trafficking. The wording of the renewal provision had been 
interpreted in dozens of cases over more than sixty years, and no 
one dissented from the argument that, for subsisting copyrights in 
their first term. It would be dangerous to tinker with the old 
language, bad as it was. 
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The House Report strongly criticized the unfairness of the 
all-or-nothing renewal requirement, and recommended that it be 
repealed for the future. The same arguments applied to copyrights 
still in their first term, and it would have been far better if a 
way could have been sought at that time to ameliorate their 
situation. In the context of the general revision legislation 
there were raging arguments over the future length of the copyright 
term and the conditions for reversion of rights, but no one seemed 
disposed to focus .on what was regarded as a transitional provision. 
NO one, including me, had the Imagination to suggest the rather 
simple solution contained in the bill now before you. There was 
certainly no understanding, tacit or otherwise, that the rigid 
renewal requirement had to be retained intact. The possibility of 
making renewal registration optional was, to the best of my 
recollection, never raised. 

The 1976 statute did away with some copyright formalities and 
softened others, but retained certain requirements as a condition 
of securing and maintaining protection. The "transitional" renewal 
requirement for works in their first term on January 1, 1976 was 
one more formality, along with various notice, registration, and 
manufacturing provisions, and attracted no attention until the 
efforts to bring the United States Into the Berne Convention began 
some ten years later. The Berne implementing legislation was 
highly controversial; and again there was apparently a disposition 
among its sponsors not to tinker with what might still be called a 
"transitional" provision. However, because the Berne implementing 
legislation finally did away with all formalities going to the life 
or death of a copyright except renewal registration, it now stands 
out like a blue carbuncle. Aside from producing human tragedies 
like those I have seen with my own eyes, it is fundamentally 
inconsistent with the basic provisions of our copyright law as it 
exists today. 
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APPENDS 2 2 . - L H T E R FBOM PATRICK J. GRIFFIN, GRIFFIN/JOHNSON AND 
ASSOCIATES, TO HON. WILLIAM J. HUGHES, CHAIRMAN, 
.TRANSMITTING A STATBIENT OF THE NATIONAL MUSIC 

(PUBLISHER^ ASSOCIATION, INC., JUNK 19, 1991 

i 
, G R I F F I N / J O H N S O N 

A N ! ' A S S O C I A T E D 

I 

June 19, 1991 

The Honorable William Hughes 
Chairman, Subcommittee on Intellectual Property, 

And Judicial Administration 
House Judiciary Committee 
207 Cannon House Office Building 
Washington, D. C 20515 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

Mr. Ed Murphy, President of the National Music Publishers' Association, has 
asked me to forward to you a statement the Association would Uke to have 
entered into the hearing record on HJL 2372, the Copyright Renewal Act of 
1991. 

The National Music Publishers' Association strongly supports the adoption of 
this legislation and appreciates the leadership you have provided in moving 
this measure through the Subcommittee. 

I hope the Association's statement will be made a part of the official hearing 
record. If this is not possible, I would appreciate it if you would have 
someone on the Subcommittee staff contact me. 

Sincerely, 

Patrick J. Grtffln 1 » 

Enclosure 

\ 
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National Music Publishers' Association • Inc. 
105 EAST 42 STREET. NEW YORVX.Y. 10017 •' f2!2) 370-5330 -CABLE ADDRESS: HAFOX ' 

TELEX: I37«l HAFOX UR 

H. R. 2372 
Statement of the National Husic publishers' Association, Inc. 
Before the subcommittee On Intellectual Property and Judicial 

Administration 
House Judiciary Committee 

102nd.Congress, First Session 
June 20, 1991 

Mr. Chairman, the National Husic Publishers' Association, Inc. 
(NMPA) welcomes this opportunity to submit a statement in support 
of Title II of H.R. 2372, the Copyright Renewal Act of 1991, which 
is the subject of hearings today. NMPA is extremely grateful to 
you, Mr. Chairman, and to Mr. Moorhead for taking the lead in 
introducing this important legislation. 

NMPA is the trade association for the American music 
publishing industry. We represent more than four hundred music 
publisher members, including virtually all of the most active and 
influential music copyright owners in the United States. Through 
their partnerships with composers and songwriters, our music 
publisher members help to cultivate and market the music which has 
made this country the most economically and culturally successful 
music producer in the world. 

The Copyright Renewal Act of 1991 will mitigate the unfairly 
harsh,- confiscatory effects on creators and copyright owners of 
failing to satisfy the copyright renewal technicalities of the 1909 
Copyright Act. The proposed legislation provides for automatic 
renewal of pre-1978 copyrighted works published under the 1909 Act 
at the end of their first twenty-eight year term of protection. 
Thus, accidental and sometimes catastrophic forfeitures of 
copyrights eligible for renewal between 1991 and 2005 will be 
avoided. Renewal of post—1978 works is not required under the new 
1976 Copyright Act. 

The American intellectual property community would greatly 
benefit from elimination of the danger of inadvertent lapsing of 
pre-1978 works into the public domain due to a technical failure of 
the creator or copyright owner to properly file for renewal. The 
well known hit song from the 1950's entitled, "Rockin Robin" is 
just one example among thousands of copyrighted works 
unintentionally forfeited by innocent and unsophisticated owners. 
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In the case of "Rockin Robin," the widow of the songwriter, unaware 
of the technicalities of the 1909 copyright provisions governing 
the rights in her only valuable asset, failed to properly renew and 
was subject to the draconian penalty of divestiture. This 
tragically unfair result benefits no one. 

In actuality, The Copyright Renewal Act of 1991 will help keep 
works available to the public. Trie diminished commercial value to 
merchants of- dealing in public domain TaAerials on a necessarily 
non-exclusive basis often discourages the manufacture and 
distribution of such works. This often results in the public 
having less access to works after their copyright protection 
expires. The premature passing of works into the public domain 
clearly does not represent a windfall gain for the public in any 
real sense. 

Since The Copyright Renewal Act of 1991 also contains 
significant incentives for copyright owners to continue to formally 
renewal pre-1978 copyrights with the U.S. Copyright Office, NMPA 
sees ho cogent arguments against its enactment. Copyright Register 
Ralph Oman supports '!fast track" legislative action on this bill, a 
position which has our firm support. 

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, Congress acted in 1976 to ensure 
copyright protection to all new works for a minimum of fifty years 
after the last surviving author's death. In 1988, Congress 
affirmed the role of our nation as a leader of the world copyright 
community by enacting the Berne Convention Implementation Act. 
There is insightful recognition in our country today of the 
importance to our economy, trade balance, and cultural legacy of 
strong copyright protections l for creative works both at home and 
throughout the world. /; 

A situation continues to exist, however, whereby certain pre-
1978 works accidentally and quite unfairly have their U.S. 
protection revoked after twpnty-eight years—to no one's benefit. 
NMPA urges that Congress rectify this unfortunate anomaly in the 
Copyright Law before one more creator or copyright owner loses 
protection of his or her most valued asset for failure to comply 
with statutory technicalities established during an era of 
diminished sensitivity to jhs importance of intellectual property 
rights. 

Thank you. 
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APPENDIX 2 3 . - L B T T E E FEOM BEBTRAH W. CARP, TURNER BROADCASTING 
SYSTEM, INC., TO HON. WILLIAM J. HUGHES, CHAIRMAN, JUNE 18, 1991 

*lu i»n wi' 

TURNERmOADCASTMQ S 
WMHMOTON CORPORATE O 
820 Rnt Sn«. H.E., MM*tfon. D£. SD02 

Vk»Pi 
QOMfl 
£02)006-7000 

:D 

JUN 1 9 1991 

Sub on Courts 

June is , 1991 

The Honorable William J. Hughes 
chairman 
Intellectual property ( Judicial 
Administration Subcommittee 

House Judiciary Committee 
207 Cannon House Office Building 
Washington, D. c. 30513 

Dear Kr. chairman: 

Last week. Turner Broadcasting asked to testify at the 
June 20, 1991 hearing of the subcommittee on Intellectual 
Property and Judicial Administration. 

He sought the opportunity to balance testimony presented at 
the June e hearing regarding news monitoring services. Proposals 
to extend presumptive fair use to news monitoring services have 
serious Implications not only for Turner Broadcasting but for 
network and local news broadcasters, in general. Also, our 
ongoing litigation in this area makes Turner Broadcasting 
particularly concerned about potential Congressional action. 

Based on our understanding that you do not favor inclusion 
of news monitoring provisions In H.R. 2372 because there is not 
sufficient time to develop a full record, we hereby withdraw our 
request to testify on June 20. Should the Subcommittee 
contemplate moving forward with legislation affecting news 
monitoring services in the future, we would appreciate the chance 
for ourselves and other Interested parties to present our views 
at that time. 

He very much appreciate the attention which you and the 
Subcommittee staff have given to this matter. 

Bertram H. Carp 

BNC/ph 

TBS 6UPERSTXnON • TNT • ATLANTA BRAVES • CNN • ATUNTA HAWKS • HEADLINE NEWS 
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APPENDIX 24.—STATEMENT OF JOSEPH CAYRE, PRESIDENT, GOODTIMES 
HOME VIDEO CORP., NEW YORK, NY 

STATEMENT O F JOSEPH C A Y R E O N TITLE II 
O F H R 2372 SUBMITTED T O SUBCOMMITTEE O N 

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY JUDICIAL ADMINISTRATION 
O F T H E H O U S E COMMITTEE O N T H E JUDICIARY 

I am president of GoodTimes Home Video Corporation of New York, New 
York. GoodTimes Home Video is now the largest independent distributor of home video 
cassettes in the United States. Our products appear in most major retail chains, including 
K-Mart, Wal-Mart, Toys "R" Us and Target Stores. 

The success of our company, and the extent of the distribution of our products, 
is primarily due to one major fact: the retail price of our home video cassettes, usually 
below $10.00, is affordable for almost everyone. By pursuing this low cost strategy, 
GoodTimes has allowed millions of American consumers to own, rather than simply rent, 
home video cassettes. 

Much of our product line consists of copyrighted motion pictures licensed from 
the major studios and other entertainment companies. Currently, GoodTimes is distributing 
works licensed by RCA/Columbia, MCA (Universal), HBO, Hanna/Barbera and the 
National Broadcasting Company, among others. GoodTimes is scrupulous in obtaining 
licenses to use works which are protected by existing copyrights. 

Another significant part of our product line consists of works which are not 
protected by copyright, and which GoodTimes, like anyone else, has the right to reproduce 
and sell. During the past few years alone, GoodTimes has released to the public for 
purchase, at low cost, hundreds of public domain motion pictures, documentary compila
tions, shorts and cartoons which had lain dormant and inaccessible to the public. Examples 
of these works are the original "Phantom of the Opera" with Lon Chaney, the original, silent 
"Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," "Metropolis," and many Charlie Chaplin and Alfred Hitchcock 
films. 

GoodTimes is not alone in this business. Indeed, there are literally hundreds 
of companies throughout the United States which produce and sell public domain home 
videos. Competition in this market is vigorous and prices to the consumer are correspond
ingly low. 

' One may wonder why, if GoodTimes and others can develop a market in these 
motion pictures, the copyright owners themselves do not exploit them during the term of 
copyright. The answer lies in the realities of the motion picture business. Quite simply, its 
orientation is towards new products, and towards those few older products whose pre
existing reputation allows them to be marketed easily. The result is that thousands of works 

/which have been forgotten by motion picture studios, and which are of no interest to them, 
remain inaccessible to the public 
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One example is This Is the Army", a wonderful 1943 Technicolor musical 
starring Ronald Reagan and George Murphy. After its initial release by Warner Brothers, 
the studio never rereleased it or permitted its exploitation in any way. Its copyright was not 
renewed. After it fell into the public domain, home video companies like ours found it, 
recognized its historical interest and commercial potential, and distributed it to the public. 
I am confident that had the automatic renewal provisions been in place, this motion picture 
would still be inaccessible to the public. 

The burden of renewing a copyright on a company like Warner Brothers is 
minimal. If such a copyright owner has so little interest in a work that it fails to file a 
simple renewal form, there is no injustice in letting the work become part of the public 
domain and available to alL 

Another example is It's A Wonderful Life, which is cited by the motion picture 
community as an example of a tragic loss of copyright protection due to failure to renew. 
I believe that this case illustrates our own point. It's A Wonderful Life had little 
commercial success at the time of its release, and was of insufficient commercial interest to 
warrant renewal. Upon expiration of the copyright due to failure to renew, independent 
home video distributors who recognized its value began its distribution. By having entered 
the public domain, It's A Wonderful Life has enriched the lives of millions of American 
citizens who otherwise would have been unlikely to see it. 

Injection of forgotten films into the public domain enables collectors and 
archivists to restore and reassemble motion pictures and television programs which have 
been literally lost by their copyright owners. For example, GoodTimes has recently released 
lost" episodes of Lucille Ball and Red Skelton television programs on which copyrights had 
not been renewed. These episodes had been in the hands of collectors who, upon expiration 
of the copyrights, had an economic incentive to restore them. Automatic renewal would 
have consigned these works to obscurity for another 47 years. 

GoodTimes Home Video recognizes and understands the problems of 
individual authors and composers whose rights are cut off due to an inadvertent failure to 
renew. We agree with the statements of Representative Hughes and the witnesses at the 
hearing on June 20,1991 which reflected concern for the individuals whose widows and heirs 
are adversely affected by failure to observe the technical requirements for renewal. We do 
not oppose HR 2372 as it applies to such individual authors. 

However, it is our view that these policy considerations simply do not apply 
in the case of composite works, works copyrighted by a corporate body, or by an employer 
for whom the work was made for hire. In all of these cases, copyright renewal must be 
effectuated not by the author, but by the "proprietor" of the work. Invariably these 
proprietors are corporations or persons whose businesses are oriented to the production and 
protection of copyrighted works. 

-2-
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We propose that a balance be struck between the legitimate needs of 
individual authors and composers on the one hand, and the interest of the public in enjoying 
works which have been long forgotten by corporate copyright owners on the other. 
Accordingly, we propose an amendment to H.R. 2372 which would require an affirmative 
renewal of copyright only for works enumerated in proposed amended Section 304(a)(1)(B) 
(i.e., posthumous works, composite works, works copyrighted by a corporate body otherwise 
than as assignee or licensee, and works made for hire, hereafter referred to collectively as 
"Paragraph 1(B) Works.") Automatic renewal for all other works would be left intact 

Different treatment of renewal for Paragraph 1(B) Works is further justified 
by the fact that the practical need for renewal registrations on these works is greater. It has 
already been noted by others that there is a public benefit to having renewal registration, 
namely, making it easier for persons desiring to acquire or obtain a license under a 
copyright to know whom to ask for these rights. In the case of works created by individual 
authors, the renewal right belongs to the author or bis heirs, making it fairly easy to 
determine whom to approach. However, the renewal right for Paragraph 1(B) Works 
belongs to "the person or entity that was the proprietor of the copyright as of the last day 
of the original term of copyright." 

Determining who this is 28 years after publication is no easy task. Copyrights 
in motion pictures are often transferred and licensed many times during the decades after 
publication. It is very often the case that the "proprietor" of the copyright 28 years after 
publication may be far removed from the initial copyright holder, and that the original 
copyright registrant has no idea as to who presently owns the rights. Without a renewal 
registration, we don't know who to contact to inquire about the possibility of obtaining a 
license for home video distribution. The result is that motion pictures that could otherwise 
be available to the public lie unexploited. 

In our view, renewal registration benefits copyright owners. With registration, 
owners increase their chances of being contacted by those seeking licenses for the work. At 
the same time, the renewal system releases to the public domain those works which are no 
longer of commercial interest to the corporate proprietors. 

We find a second troubling aspect to Title II of HR 2372 as drafted. It is not 
clear from the text of the bill that a work will have to have been registered in its first term 
of copyright protection in order to qualify for an automatic renewal. To permit automatic 
renewal of a work which was never registered will create an effective term of 75 years from 
publication, without any requirement of registration. This would create a retroactive effect 
to the legislation which may not be intended by the drafters. Accordingly, the attached 
proposed amendment codifies the requirement of a first-term registration as a prerequisite 
to renewal of all works. 

-3-
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We appreciate the opportunity to be heard on this issue. I hope that the 
subcommittee will consider our comments and incorporate our proposal into H.R. 2372. 

3191/87*6) 
(AB/26) 
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PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO HR 2372 

- In the proposed amended §304(a)(1)(B), add at the end of that 
subparagraph 'but only if the copyright was registered during the first term.' 

- In the proposed amended §304(a)(1)(C), add at the end of that 
subparagraph 'but only if the copyright was registered during the first term.' 

- Delete the proposed amendment to 17 U.S.C. §304(a)(2)(A) and substitute 
the following therefor: 

(2) (A) At the expiration of the original term of copyright 
in a work specified in paragraph 1(B) of this subsection, the 
copyright shall endure for a renewed and extended further 
term of 47 years, only if an-application to register a claim to 
such further term has been made to the Copyright Office 
within 1 year before the expiration of the original term of 
copyright, by the proprietor of the copyright who is entitled to 
clam renewal at the time the application is made, and the 
claim is registered. 

- In the proposed amended §304(a)(3)(A)(ii), delete, in the third line therein, 
"(A) or.' 

- In the proposed amended §304(a)(3)(B), add, at the beginning thereof: 
"With respect to works specified in paragraph 1 (C) of this subsection...* 

- In the proposed amended §304(a)(4)(A), line 2, add the following words 
after "work": 'specified in paragraph 1(C) of this subsection." 

CM/26) 
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APPENDIX 25.-LETTER FROM JACK GOLODNER, PRESIDENT, DEPARTMENT 
FOR PROFESSIONAL EMPLOYEES, AFL-CIO, TO HON. WILLIAM J. 
HUGHES, CHAIRMAN, SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
AND JUDICIAL ADMINISTRATION, JUNE 25, 1991 

© 
Department for Professional Imployoos, AFL-CIO 
815 16th Street, N.W.. Washington. D.C. 20006 Phone 202/638-0320 

June 25,1991 

Honorable William J. Hughes 
Chairman, Subcommittee on Intellectual Property 

•mi Judicial Administration 
Committee on the JudJdarjr 
207 Cannon House Office Building 
Washington, D.C 20313 

Re: HR2372 

Dear Chairman Hughe*: 

I strongly rapport the addition of a cmematographer teat to the National FUm 
Preservation Board, at contemplated in HR. 237% and endorse the Internationa] 
Photographers Onfld for that seat The Guild, through its parent organisation, the 
International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes and Moving Picture Machine Operators 
of the United States and Canada (IATSB), is an a&Diate of tins Department which 
comprises 28 national and international union organisations representing approximateh/ 
three million professional and highly trained technical wmkers employed m the arts, sciences 
and professions. The Department is the largest interdisciplinary organiration of such people 
in the nation. 

In our view, the International Photographers GuQd b eminently raited to nominate 
dnematograpben to the National FUm Preservation Board because of its sbe~it represents 
more than 3000 members as opposed to the 163 members of the American Society of 

Most, though not aO, members of the ASC are also Guild members. 
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HR2372 
page 2 

Should the Guild not be involved in nominating a dnematographer to the Board, it U 
pouible that an ASC member would be nominated to the Board who if not a member of 
the Guild. Such a result would be a dinerviee to His major organiiation of 
dnematographen in the US. ai weO at to the Board. 

Thank you very much for your canttderation of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

ee Hayden Gregory 

o 

ISBN 0-16-040649-8 

62-146 (608) 




